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ABSTRACT
Modelling and simulation is a standard tool for research in the life sciences. Moreover, distrib-
uted and collaborative modelling has become increasingly prominent. The growing impact of
simulation studies is reflected by a rapidly increasing number of computational models in open
model repositories. Research results in the life sciences are typically complex and include a
variety of heterogeneous data. These developments, however, entail a number of computational
challenges to facilitate reproducibility and reuse of modelling results. Above all, it is difficult
(i) to manage simulation studies, (ii) to ensure model exchangeability, stability and validity,
and (iii) to foster communication between project partners.
In this thesis, I present techniques to improve the reproducibility and reuse of modelling
results in the life sciences. First, I introduce a method to characterise differences in computa-
tional models. At the heart of my method, an algorithm is able to identify differences between
models in standard format and an ontology can be used to semantically describe identified
changes. I show how my method supports researchers in grasping a model’s evolution and
improves collaborative modelling. Second, I developed multiple approaches to obtain shareable
and reproducible research results. A novel container format eases the handling of simulation
studies. I present various tools to find, explore, create, and share research results. In addition,
I describe my fully featured demo study and show how it can be reproduced.
The solutions presented in this thesis do not just exist in theory. Instead, I materialised
most of my ideas into code and a number of reusable tools emerged from this work. I show
how my tools have already been successfully integrated in several third-party applications,
demonstrating the impact of my ideas and implementations in the systems biology community.
Altogether, my methods and tools foster exchange and reuse of modelling results.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Modellierung und Simulation biologischer Systeme mit Hilfe des Computers gehört inzwi-
schen zum Standardrepertoire in den Lebenswissenschaften. Ein Modell wird dabei jedoch nicht
immer von einem einzelnen Wissenschaftler entwickelt, sondern entsteht oft in Zusammenarbeit
von Forschern aus einem interdisziplinären Umfeld und basiert häufig auf existierenden Model-
len. Diese verteilte Entwicklung von verhältnismäßig komplexen Simulationsstudien birgt eine
große Zahl an informationstechnischen Herausforderungen: (i) Die Modelle müssen verwaltet
werden; (ii) die Reproduzierbarkeit, Stabilität und Gültigkeit von Simulationsstudien und
daraus resultierenden Ergebnissen muss sichergestellt werden; und (iii) die Kommunikation
zwischen Kollaborationspartnern muss verbessert werden.
In dieser Arbeit stelle ich verschiedene Techniken vor, um die Reproduzierbarkeit und Wie-
derverwendbarkeit von Modellierungsergebnissen in den Lebenswissenschaften zu verbessern.
Ich führe zunächst eine Methode ein, mit der Unterschiede zwischen Modellversionen erkannt
und charakterisiert werden können. Das daraus resultierende, transparente Verständnis der
Evolution eines Modells hilft Änderungen, die beispielsweise von Kollegen und Kuratoren
vorgenommen werden, besser zu verstehen. Außerdem zeige ich verschiedene Ansätze, die der
besseren Verbreitung von wissenschaftlichen Ergebnissen dienen. Die Reproduzierbarkeit von
diesen, oft heterogenen und komplexen, Daten kann mit Hilfe eines innovativen Speicherfor-
mats deutlich vereinfacht werden. Ich stelle verschiedene Methoden und Werkzeuge vor, mit
denen reproduzierbare Simulationsstudien erstellt, geteilt und gefunden werden können.
Die Lösungen, die ich im Rahmen dieser Arbeit entwickelt habe, existieren dabei nicht nur in
der Theorie. Ich konnte viele meiner Ideen in Code gießen. Meine Implementierungen wurden
darüber hinaus erfolgreich in andere Anwendungen integriert. Die hier beschriebenen Konzepte
fördern das Teilen und Wiederverwenden von wissenschaftlichen Ergebnissen.

THESES
• Models evolve, potentially influencing simulation results. Consequently, it is necessary
to track changes. Tracking the evolution of models increases the trust and, thus, fosters
reuse of existing models.
• To properly track the evolution of a model, changes between model versions need to be
identified. BiVeS is able to detect and communicate the differences between versions of a
computational model. Thus, the evolution of a model becomes comprehensible.
• Understanding the changes that occurred in a model is essential for successful collabora-
tions and key to grasp model evolution. Using COMODI, changes can be semantically
annotated to communicate reasons, intentions, and effects of an update.
• Changes may be irrelevant to certain users. Annotations with terms from COMODI enable
filters for relevant changes in a model.
• Today’s simulation studies include multiple, heterogeneous, and sometimes distributed
data files, leading to the challenge of exchanging complete and thus reproducible results.
• For simulation studies to be reproducible, researchers need to share all the data and
relations between files. Container formats, such as the COMBINE archive, support
researchers in sharing their research results.
• Reusable simulation studies require accessible and comparable models and versions
thereof.
• Finding a simulation study best suited for a given task is a tough challenge. Tools such
as the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab and M2CAT support users in comparing and
obtaining reproducible simulation studies.
• Free software supports dissemination of ideas and tools.
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CHAPTER 1
REPRODUCIBILITY AND REUSE OF
MODELLING RESULTS IN THE LIFE
SCIENCES
In this chapter I discuss the overall necessity for reproducibility and motivate reuse of modelling
results in the life sciences. I touch upon specific objectives of this thesis and provide background
information, which helps understanding the work and its impact. The choice of standards
and workflows in the present work is closely related to the COMBINE initiative, in which I am
actively involved. It will conclude with a graphical outline of the thesis.
1.1. The need for reproducibility and reuse
Modelling and simulation has become a standard tool for research in the life sciences [HP02;
Kli+16; Nob08]. The growing impact of in silico studies is reflected by a rapidly growing number
and complexity of computational models in open model repositories [Hen+10; Li+10; Yu+11].
In addition, research in the life sciences is increasingly collaborative [DP14; OZB08]. Large-scale
modelling projects such as the Virtual Physiological Human1 [Hun06], the global reconstruction
of human metabolism2 [Thi+13], or the Virtual Liver3 [Hol+12] strongly rely on the availability
of reproducible models in standard formats and require techniques for model coupling, merging
and combination at different scales. Computational support is needed to manage models; to
ensure model exchangeability, stability and validity; and to foster communication between
partners [Wal+13].
A central goal of every researcher is to share his findings, ideally in a scholarly publication.
Such publications have at least two key roles: (i) to announce a result and (ii) to convince
readers that the result is correct [Mes10]. However, scientific achievements are tentative but
1www.vph-institute.org, accessed 3 May 2017
2humanmetabolism.org, accessed 3 May 2017
3www.virtual-liver.de, accessed 3 May 2017
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Figure 1.1. A typical modelling workflow. The goal of a model creator is to build and publish a
model. He creates a model, encodes it in a machine-readable language, defines analyses and runs
experiments, before he shares the study with model users, for instance through a database. A model user
needs to obtain a model. He may search in a database, he compares and evaluates candidates, and
finally selects a model to test his data and hypotheses. Indeed, the model user may also be a model
creator, if he modifies the retrieved model. Similarly, model user, curator, and model creator may all be
the same person, the database being a local directory structure. The figure was derived from [SW16b].
reinforced by reproducibility and reuse [DG10]. In fact, a reused and cited study is clear
evidence that the authors managed to persuade their readers that the conclusions drawn are
in line with the observations. Thus, reproducibility and reuse of modelling results are vital
features in the life sciences [Nos+15], which are not yet widely enough appreciated [WW16].
Figure 1.1 shows a typical modelling workflow, which strongly relies on reusable and reprodu-
cible simulation studies. Improving reusability and facilitating sharing accelerate the human
aspects of the scholarly knowledge cycle, improve the transfer of know-how, and reduce the
“time-to-discovery” [Rou+10]. Research results can be reused in different notions [Bec+10]:
• Reuse: Consider the result a “black box” and reuse it as a whole or single entity.
• Repurpose: Substitute services/data of an original study for those used in a derived study.
• Repeat: Run the same study again, perhaps years later.
• Reproduce: Replicate a result, for example to start with the same materials and methods,
or to see if a prior result can be confirmed.
• Replay: “Go back and see what happened.” This does not necessarily involve execution
or enactment of processes or services, but places requirements on metadata recording
the provenance of data and results.
• Trace: Audit the steps performed in experiments and investigations (to be convinced of
the validity of results).
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Each aspect poses a number of challenges. For example, researchers need to share (and
find) all the data, used methods, and detailed processes that are relevant to a specific research
result [Rou+10]. However, these results are typically very complex and consist of a variety
of heterogeneous data. A simulation study in the life sciences may, for instance, depend on
(i) a model of a biological system, (ii) some environmental setup, (iii) a simulation protocol,
(iv) standard operating procedures, (v) workflows, (vi) semantic annotations, (vii) provenance
records, (viii) documentation and a scientific publication, and (ix) simulation results. Similarly,
researchers and their biases are not less complex, impeding reproducible research [FCI17].
The scientific literature contains an impressive collection of problems with regard to trust
and reproducibility of research results [Bla14; The13], including medical and pharmaceutical
studies [Arr11; BE12; Mul11; PSA11], results in technical fields [Bel+09; Ioa+09], in computa-
tional biology [Gar+13], in neuroscience [Top+14], and in cancer research [Err+14]. A lack of
standards, a lack of quality and quantity of data, a lack of openness, and a lack of transparency
have been identified as root causes for irreproducibility of research results [WW16]. As part of
this thesis I developed methods and tools that are entailed to the heterogeneous and versatile
character of typical simulation studies and support researchers in sharing their research results.
The community fights these issues with computational weapons. For example, standard
formats are developed to encode models, environments, protocols and the like. Indeed, reusab-
ility is practically impossible without agreement about the formats used to store and exchange
the data [Huc+15b]. These formats have several advantages: (i) The same model can be
simulated, analysed, and visualised using different software tools; (ii) models encoded in
standard formats may outlive the tool used to create the model; (iii) model exchange becomes
feasible; and (iv) models can more easily be shared, published, and reused [Sch+16]. Models in
standard format can be collected and published in open repositories. These repositories provide
a platform for long-term storage, and they add support for model validation, curation and
annotation of submitted models. An army of curators ensure quality and reproducibility of pub-
lished research. The distribution of models through these repositories accelerates collaborative
research and encourages model reuse. Thus, open repositories implement the infrastructure
necessary to maintain simulation studies. Fostering reinforcement of reproducibility requires
inclusion of model source code, data, methods and results in our publications [DG10]. Several
publishers already ask for model source code to be made available along with the written
paper (including Oxford journals, BMC journals, PLoS journals or the FEBS journal). They
recommend upload of model code to open model repositories using standard formats and
annotations. In this thesis I analysed publicly available models in open repositories. Moreover,
I extended a database with a concept to store versions of models and their differences.
As the community continuously gains new insights into biological systems, associated hy-
potheses are updated frequently. Thus, developed simulation studies are subject to changes
from its creation to curation, publication and later reuse in other contexts [SWW16; Wal+13],
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Figure 1.2. Models and their versions vary in focus and quality. The figure sketches three cardiac
models ( , , ), which focus on different aspects of the heart under different environments. As
models evolve, they typically exist in multiple versions (e.g. , , , , ), which may differ in
quality. The quality of a model version, however, does not necessarily correlate with time.
compare Figure 1.1. The evolution of a model is typically complex, leading to multiple versions
that differ in abstraction, quality, and completeness, see Figure 1.2. Changes may involve
corrections, extensions, simplifications, and improvements [SWW16]. A reproducible research
environment provides computational tools together with the ability to automatically track the
provenance of data, analyses, and results and to package them [Mes10]. However, to grasp
the evolution of a model all versions need to be available. A version control system (VCS) for
models supports users in recapitulating the different modelling steps taken to build a model.
This becomes particularly relevant when collaborators or curators need to discuss necessary
model changes, e.g., before publication in a model repository. An optimal VCS for models
(i) stores all existing versions of a model during its existence, (ii) is able to communicate the
differences between versions to both computers and humans, and (iii) allows to filter for specific
changes (e.g. “affects reaction network” or “changes kinetics”). Thus, the information recorded
by a VCS enables users to study a model’s past and to answer specific questions about the model
(compare Figure 1.3). Modellers may investigate which parts of a model have been changed,
and how these changes were justified. For example, changes in the model parametrisation may
be justified by a new publication. It is also interesting for a modeller to see how often a model
has been changed and when it was last changed. This information indicates how recent a model
is. Has it been tested? Is it actively used in the community? Positive answers to these questions
potentially increase the trust in a modelling result. When reusing model code, which has been
changed frequently in the past, the modeller might decide to confirm the model’s validity on a
regular basis. Changes in the model may directly affect the simulation results and therefore
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Figure 1.3. Models change over time giving rise to a number of questions. The figure was derived
from our previous publication [Wal+13].
must be communicated and explained. In addition, the applicability of standard simulation
procedures, termed functional curation [CMN11], must be ensured for each single version of a
model. Consequently, the availability of every model version used in a simulation experiment is
a major requirement to ensure reproducibility of results. The awareness of a need for version
control led to the incorporation of technical solutions in open model repositories. However,
previous approaches were appropriate for software code rather than model files. As part of this
thesis, I introduced a novel method to identify and characterise differences in computational
models. Several applications already implement my method, demonstrating its impact.
1.2. State of the art
Different organisations and approaches already address abovementioned issues [Sta+15]. For
example, the Reproducibility Initiative4 is a collaboration between Science Exchange, PLOS,
figshare and Mendeley, which identifies and rewards high quality reproducible research via
independent validation of key experimental results [Pat12; SW15]. Community networks are
vital for the scientific domain. The “COmputational Modeling in BIology NEtwork” (COM-
BINE5, [Huc+15b]), for example, coordinates the collaborative development of standard
formats. Large-scale projects, such as FAIRDOM6, enhance and facilitate collaborations to
make research results FAIR: Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable. In FAIRDOM,
4validation.scienceexchange.com, accessed 4 April 2017
5co.mbine.org, accessed 1 May 2017
6fair-dom.org, accessed 16 October 2017
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various data management groups develop the required set of tools to extend existing network
services for the wider European systems biology community [Wol+17]. Furthermore, funders
now require explicit data management strategies in grant applications, and trans-project data
management systems such as the SEEK platform have become an integral part of the scientific
landscape [Wol+15]. Networks such as de.NBI7 and ELIXIR8 emerge from massive infra-
structure strategies. Various projects work towards reproducible experiments by re-thinking
the publication process. For example, Research Objects [Bec+10] support the publication
of data, code and other resources. A number of data preservation initiatives, such as the
NSF-sponsored DataONE project9 ensure the long-term storage and reusability of scientific
data on a large scale [Bec+13]. A call for Virtual Experiments highlights the actual benefits of
generic simulation setups for the reusability of full behavioural repertoires of computational
models [CVW15].
1.2.1. Standards in the the life sciences
Distributed and collaborative modelling is becoming increasingly prominent [DP14]. Basic
infrastructure is provided by standard formats. Only standard formats allow for efficient
and tool-independent exchange of data and facilitates the exchange and interpretation of
the outcomes of scientific research [Kli+07]. Given the diversity of research topics in the
life sciences and the different facets of modelling projects, specific standards with particular
purposes are needed to formalise and serialise the data [SHL07]. In the following I introduce
standards that are relevant for this work.
Encoding models of biological systems
Model representation formats standardise model encoding. Examples are the Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML, [Huc13]) or CellML [Cue+03]. These formats represent a model’s
structure (e. g. the biochemical network) and allow basic annotation of the model to better
convey a model’s intention.
SBML is based on XML10, the specification of SBML is released in levels (major release)
and versions (minor release). At the time of writing, SBML Level 3 Version 1 is the cur-
rent version. Since Level 3 the SBML core language can be extended with packages, which
support e.g visualisations [Gau+13; Gau+15], constraint-based models [BBO10; OB15], hier-
archical model composition [Smi+13; Smi+15], or grouping of elements [HS16a; HS16b].
According to the SBML Level 3 specification [Huc+10] a valid model may consist of various
user-defined elements. For example, (i) species typically participate in (ii) reactions, either as a
substrate, a product, or a modifier. The base mathematical description of the model is formed
7denbi.de, accessed 1 May 2017
8elixir-europe.org, accessed 1 May 2017
9www.dataone.org, accessed 3 May 2017
10www.w3.org/XML, accessed 20 April 2017
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by (iii) functions, (iv) units, (v) parameters, (vi) assignments, and (vii) kinetic definitions.
The mathematical system can be enhanced using (viii) constraints, (ix) rules, and (x) events.
Every major element carries an identifier; MathML11 is used to encode mathematics. The SBML
community developed an annotation scheme [Huc+10] based on the Resource Description
Format (RDF, [LS99]) and identifiers from the Minimal Information Required in the Annota-
tion of Models (MIRIAM, [Nov+05]) Registry [JLL12]. SBML is supported by many software
tools [SBM17].
Similarly, CellML is an XML-based description language to define models of cellular and
subcellular processes. The first stable specification for CellML 1.0 was released in 2001 [HN01].
At the time of writing the current version is CellML 1.1 [Cue+02]. CellML explicitly supports a
component-based architecture – models may import (parts of) models – and therefore strongly
encourages reuse of models and parts thereof [LHN04; Wim+09b]. A CellML model typically
consists of components, which may contain variables and mathematics that describe the
behaviour of that component. Units can be defined document-wide, or specifically for certain
components. CellML provides means to reuse and group components into hierarchical structures.
Similar to SBML, major elements carry identifiers; mathematical definitions are encoded using
MathML. A CellML metadata standard allows for biological and biophysical annotation of
the models [Bea+09; Wim+09c]. A wide range of software supports CellML12 [Gar+08;
Wim+09a].
Encoding simulation environments and setups
A consistent and standardised description of a model is a prerequisite for its dissemination. How-
ever, an additional descriptive layer is necessary to ensure direct result reproducibility. This layer
is covered by the Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language (SED-ML, [Wal+11b]),
which is a format for the standardised encoding of simulation setups. SED-ML is widely used
to exchange simulation experiments in computational biology [Huc+15b]. SED-ML files typ-
ically consist of five major blocks of information: Nomination of the model; initialisation of
the variables; specification of the simulation algorithm; post-processing of the results; and
definition of plots and numerical reports [Ber+15; Wal+11c]. Entities in computational models
can be addressed using XPath13 expressions. Libraries to read and write SED-ML are provided
by the community, and some software tools already consume and export SED-ML files14, e. g.
BioUML [Kol+11; Kol02], COPASI [Hoo+06], JWS Online [OS04], or Tellurium [Sau+16].
Similarly to CellML and SBML, SED-ML allows for annotations of the simulation descrip-
tion [Cou+11; Zhu+12].
11www.w3.org/Math, accessed 20 April 2017
12www.cellml.org/tools, accessed 20 April 2017
13www.w3.org/TR/xpath, accessed 21 April 2017
14sed-ml.sourceforge.net/showcase.html, accessed 21 April 2017
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Encoding modelling results
Similarly to models and simulation setups, a standard way of communicating the simulation
results is necessary. Researchers should record the results of their analysis for validation
and subsequent analysis. Results of in silico experiments in the life sciences typically include
numerical values and figures. Numerical results are usually tables or matrices, encoded in
CSV [Sha05]. An early approach to provide structure and schema definition to CSV-like files
was fielded text [Kli16]. The Systems Biology Results Markup Language (SBRML, [Dad+10])
is specialised for encoding simulation results obtained by running an SBML model. Using
SBRML it is possible to include ontologies for semantic annotations of numerical results. Based
on SBRML, the development for the Numerical Markup Language (NuML15) is currently in
progress. LibNUML provides software support for reading, writing and manipulating data in
NuML format on all operating systems16.
Visualising a biological processes is a challenge, especially as everyone draws and understands
these figures differently [Kit+05]. The Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN, [Nov+09]) is
a standard to encode unambiguous visualisations of modelling results in the life sciences. SBGN
comes in three flavours, which allow for different perspectives onto the model: (i) the Process
Description (PD) visualises processes, which transform or change entities [Moo+15], (ii) the
Entity Relationship (ER) visualises interactions and relationships between entities [Sor+15],
and (iii) the Activity Flow (AF) visualises biological activities between entities [Mi+15]. For
every flavour, a standardised set of entities (glyphs) and relations visualises the model in a
so-called map. A standardised markup language (SBGN-ML) can be used to independently
encode the map [Ier+12].
Encoding semantics
Sustainable model reuse requires a basic understanding of (i) the biological background, (ii) the
modelled system, and (iii) possible parametrisations under different conditions [Sch+16]. The
knowledge about a modelled system can be transferred using semantic annotations. Thus, the
semantic layer promotes reuse of the modelling project [Mis+16]. For this purpose, terms
from ontologies and controlled vocabularies can be linked to the entities of a project using
semantic technologies, such as RDF [LS99; RDF14]. An ontology is a tool to provide meaning
to data, the information of which can then be subjected to algorithmic processing [Ash+00;
Smi+07]. It clarifies the intended semantics of the data, which makes the data more access-
ible, shareable, and interoperable [Gen+11]. Bio-ontologies are formal representations of
knowledge in biology [BR04; RM03]. For example, the Gene Ontology [Ash+00] provides
additional information on the genomic level, the NCBI Taxonomy [Fed12] provides information
about the nomenclature of species, UniProt [The07] provides information about proteins, and
15github.com/numl/numl, accessed 1 May 2017
16github.com/NuML/NuML/tree/master/libnuml, accessed 1 May 2017
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ChEBI [Deg+07] provides information about chemical entities of biological interest. Using the
vCard ontology [IM14; Per11] it is possible to relate to people and organisations. The following
ontologies [Cou+11] are especially important for this work:
• the Systems Biology Ontology (SBO17) designed for models in systems biology,
• the Kinetic Simulation Algorithm Ontology (KiSAO18) built for simulation descriptions,
• the TErminology for the Description of DYnamics (TEDDY19) designed for dynamical
behaviours and results.
Machine-readable annotations automate exchange, validation, reuse, and composition of
models. The semantic layer can also be exploited to convert machine-readable code into
human-readable formats, such as PDF documents [Drä+09; SBS10] or visualisations [Jun+12;
Roh+12] to aid human understanding.
Several guidelines support researchers in annotating their scientific results. For example, the
initiative “Minimum Information for Biological and Biomedical Investigations” (MIBBI, [Ket+10;
Tay+08]) provides a general checklist for results in the domain of the life sciences. More
specifically, the guideline on “Minimum information requested in the annotation of biochemical
models” (MIRIAM, [Nov+05]) provides a checklist specifically entailed for computational
models. According to MIRIAM, the description of a computational model requires
• a valid implementation in an appropriate language,
• an initial parametrisation,
• proper metadata about its provenance (creators, contributors, and creation/modification
dates, terms of distribution etc.) and references to a corresponding publications or similar
documentations,
• the reproducibility of the references publication/documentation.
Similarly, the guideline on “Minimum Information About a Simulation Experiment” (MI-
ASE, [Wal+11a]) provides a checklist for simulation descriptions. According to MIASE, a
simulation experiment needs to specify
• a comprehensive model including equations and parametrisations,
• a simulation description including precise description of the simulation steps,
• anything that is necessary to obtain described results.
Other minimum-information initiatives include guidelines for the description of microarray ex-
periments (MIAME, [Bra+01b]), genome sequence (MIGS, [Fie+08]), proteomics experiments
(MIAPE, [Tay+07]), and cardiac electrophysiology experiments (MICEE, [Qui+11]).
17www.ebi.ac.uk/sbo/main, accessed 2 May 2017
18co.mbine.org/standards/kisao, accessed 2 May 2017
19co.mbine.org/standards/teddy, accessed 2 May 2017
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1.2.2. Repositories for standardised computational models
Open repositories collect and publish curated models and related data [Wal+13]. They provide
the necessary infrastructure (i) to exchange and access modelling projects with a rich set of
model-related information [Hen+10], (ii) to maintain, curate, and validate model code and
associated metadata [SWW16; Wal+13], and (iii) to track and archive published (versions
of) modelling projects [Wol+11]. Thus, creating and populating model repositories requires
expert knowledge and integration of heterogeneous data from various sources [Mis+16].
The distribution of models through open repositories accelerates collaborative research and
encourages model reuse [SWW16]. Publishers encourage modellers to share model source code
along with the written paper. They recommend upload of model code to open model repositories
using standard formats and annotations. Consequently, open repositories are high-quality
resources of ready-to-reuse models [Wal+13]. Common repositories for simulation studies in
the life sciences include BioModels Database [Li+10], the Physiome Model Repository [Mil+11;
Yu+11], SEEK [Wol+17], JWS online [vGen+07], ModelDB [Hin+04; McD+15] or the Open
Source Brain20. This work will focus on the first three of this list.
BioModels Database is a repository of freely accessible models encoded in SBML format.
New models are submitted to the non-curated branch. Once the modelling results could be
reproduced by a curator, the model moves to the curated branch. BioModels Database tracks
the versions of model files using Subversion21 (SVN). The BioModels Database team releases a
version of their database sporadically about once a year. This way, researchers get rudimentary
access to the history of a model. However, changes that occur between two releases are
invisible for the users [Wal+13]. At the time of writing, there are 31 public releases. Release
31 of BioModels Database contains 640 models in the curated branch and 1000 models in the
non-curated branch.
The Physiome Model Repository provides curated and non-curated models, primarily in
CellML format. The models are embedded in workspaces, which may contain further model-
related data, such as network visualisations, simulation descriptions, and links to previous
versions of the studies. Particularly interesting and well documented revisions of workspaces
can be published as exposures. The Physiome Model Repository implements a Git22 system.
Thus, its users have access to all the versions of a model and get basic provenance information
through the revision control log. At the time of writing, there are 2782 models files in 651
publicly available workspaces.
In contrast, SEEK is not only a model repository but a management platform designed to
organise all kinds of data in systems biology. SEEK implements the Investigations-Studies-Assays
(ISA) structure, which makes the model construction and validation transparent [San+08;
20opensourcebrain.org, accessed 3 May 2017
21subversion.apache.org, accessed 2 May 2017
22git-scm.com, accessed 2 May 2017
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San+12]. A sophisticated user and permission system controls the visibility of projects and
entities. Users can work privately or collaborate in groups, and they may share their work
with the public. SEEK is open source and can be installed by everyone. The FAIRDOMHub23
provides a public and curated SEEK instance.
Models in the life science often encode networks of biological processes. The Masymos
database [HWW15] is a young approach to store the these networks in a graph database
(Neo4J24). Indeed, a graph database is well suited to store networks and can be used to link
model related information, such as annotations, publications, or persons. This ultimately
provides an infrastructure for sophisticated network-based search queries [Hen+10].
1.2.3. Model version control
As Figures 1.2 and 1.3 suggest: Models evolve over time [SWW16]. The need for model
version control has been previously discussed in research groups facing model evolution in
computational biology [Bea+09; CNH05; Huc+10; Li+10; Mil+11; SO09; Wal+13]. Before I
started this work, all applied version control relied on systems such as SVN, Git25, or Mercurial26.
In general, VCSs track every change made in a source document, along with information about
the author of a change and an optional log message containing information on the reason of a
change. However, those systems are effectively using Unix’ diff utility to detect changes between
versions of a document, which is based on solving the longest common subsequence (LCS)
problem [HM76]. However, this line-based approach to compare versions performs poorly on
computational models, because models usually encode networks or hierarchical structures.
LCS does not respect the XML structure [RSB05] that constitutes model files. A model file may
already change when a model is loaded and subsequently exported by a simulation software.
Even though the model itself did not change, the indentation of the XML code or the order of
XML elements may have changed, leading to many irrelevant modifications reported by Unix’
diff tool. Model code is often automatically generated in software tools. Each software tool has
its own preferred way of representing the model code, sorting the occurring XML elements or
breaking lines in the XML code. These common changes are detected by the LCS algorithm,
but they do not affect the encoded model. In other words, although being successfully applied
to version control of source code, Unix’ diff is not suitable for XML version control [Cha+96].
See Appendix A for more details.
Recently, sbml-diff was published [SP16]. Using sbml-diff it is possible to visually compare
the reaction networks encoded in SBML models. Both networks are mapped onto each other
and exported in the Dot27 format, which can easily compiled into a colourised image using the
23fairdomhub.org, accessed 2 May 2017
24neo4j.com, accessed 2 May 2017
25git-scm.com, accessed 3 May 2017
26mercurial-scm.org, accessed 3 May 2017
27graphviz.org/content/dot-language, accessed 2 May 2017
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GraphViz28 software [Ell+01]. However, modifications in the parametrisation, units, or the
mathematical definition of a model are difficult to understand.
1.3. Outline of the thesis
My thesis is organised in five chapters, including this introductory Chapter 1 and a Chapter 5,
which concludes this work. In Chapter 2, I describe a method to identify, characterise, and
communicate changes between versions of computational models (see top of Figure 1.4).
Chapter 3 shows how I integrated my tools with existing systems biology projects, and I
investigate the evolution of open model repositories (see bottom of Figure 1.4). In Chapter 4, I
present methods and tools that support researchers in sharing their research results (see middle
of Figure 1.4). An Appendix contains supplementary material. I published most of this work in
refereed journals and on conferences. Corresponding articles are referred to in short synopses
at the beginning of every chapter.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the outline based on a fictive story of a modelling project in systems
biology. A researcher developing cardiac models searches in an open model repository for
models that would help him studying his data. The models that he retrieves vary both in
quality and focus. The researcher selects a model to reuse in his own study. However, he then
stumbles upon an error in the obtained model and corrects it. Based on the corrected model, he
investigates different hypotheses derived from his data. He may extend or improve the model,
before he eventually shares his findings with the community. Thus, he uploads the new model
to the repository and shares the results with his social network.
28www.graphviz.org, accessed 2 May 2017
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Chapter 2: A method to
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computational models
The development of a model typ-
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of that model. Chapter 2 shows
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Figure 1.4. Visual outline of this thesis. The figure shows a researcher, who is interested in cardiac
models. A model repository contains a number of cardiac models ( , , ) in different versions (e.g.
, , , ) varying both in focus and quality. He retrieves a few models, decides for one of them,
creates multiple versions while working with that model, eventually publishes his updated model in the
model repository and shares his findings with his social networks.
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CHAPTER 2
A METHOD TO CHARACTERISE
DIFFERENCES IN COMPUTATIONAL
MODELS
Reusable simulation studies require accessible and comparable models and versions thereof.
Model provenance and version control enable the widespread use and application of models,
saving time and efforts during development. Understanding the changes that occurred in a
model is essential for successful collaborations and key to grasp model evolution. Tracking the
evolution of a model significantly increases the trust in a model and, thus, fosters reuse and
extension of existing models.
This chapter is based on three refereed publications. I published a novel method for detecting
and communicating the differences in models of biological systems as a conference paper at the
International Conference on Data Integration in the Life Sciences [SWW14] and as an original
paper in Bioinformatics [SWW16]. To semantically characterise these differences, I developed
an ontology. This ontology was published in the Journal of Biomedical Semantics [Sch+16].
2.1. The need for comparing models
New versions of a model are regularly being generated leading to a potentially complex history of
that model. Indeed, models are subject to modifications, including corrections, extensions, and
other refinements [CLN13]. During my time as a doctoral candidate I studied and induced the
evolution of many models. For example, in 1993, Novak and Tyson published the first cell cycle
model describing the M-phase control in Xenopus oocyte extracts and intact embryos [NT93].
The model, which encodes these findings, was first published in BioModels Database in 2007
(release number 8) and received the identifier BIOMD00000001071. Along with many official
releases of BioModels Database, the model has undergone numerous changes. However,
changes between 2007 and 2013 only reflect regular updates of the internal encoding of the
1identifiers.org/biomodels.db/BIOMD0000000107, accessed 3 May 2017
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June 2007 June 2013 April 2015
November 2013
Latest Version
in BioModels
Cyclin
Cdc2
Cdc2
Cyclin
SBML code has changed
Cyclin
Cdc2
Cdc2
Cyclin
No modifications
Cyclin
Cdc2
Cdc2
Cdc2Cyclin
Model was corrected
differences
modifications
inserts
deletes
Figure 2.1. Sketch of a model’s temporal evolution. Changes in a single reaction of Novak and
Tyson’s model with ID BIOMD0000000107 in BioModels Database. The figure shows the differences
between versions from June 2007 (release number 8), June 2013 (release number 25), and April 2015
(release number 29). The branch represents my modification in November 2013. The green boxes
visualise the differences between related versions in SBGN format. As of early 2016, the maintainers of
BioModels Database merged the corrected version into their datasets (release number 30). Please note
that the indicated timeline is not linear.
model in BioModels Database. These modifications do not relate to the biological meaning of
the reaction. In November 2013, I detected an error in the model encoding, corrected it, and
sent it back to BioModels Database. In early 2016 (release number 30) my corrections were
merged into the database. Figure 2.1 visualises that example. It shows the differences in one
of the model’s reactions: The formation of Cdc2-cyclin dimers from Cyclin subunits and free
Cdc2 monomers (Step 3 in [NT93]).
In 2013 we defined major requirements of a comprehensive version control system for compu-
tational models: (i) it must be entailed to the structure of model documents, (ii) changes must
be transparent and versions must be unambiguously identifiable, addressable, and accessible,
(iii) changes must be justified [Wal+13]. However, only with difference detection at hand users
are able to grasp a model’s history and to identify errors and inconsistencies. Therefore, a
framework to detect, characterise, and communicate the differences between models and their
versions is a fundamental requirement to compare and combine models.
The following sections deal with versions of XML-based documents in detail. Unless explicitly
stated otherwise, I refer to the original document tree as T1 and to the modified document
tree as T2. Example nodes from the original document T1 are called m, while nodes from T2
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are called n. I use other lower-case letters if I need more than two nodes for an example. To
simplify the explanation I define the following function on XML trees:
• root(T ) returns the root node of the XML document T .
• nodes(T ) returns all nodes in an XML document T .
• children(x) returns a set of nodes, which are children of node x .
• parent(x) returns the parent node of x . It is undefined for the root node of a document.
• siblings(x) returns the set of nodes, which have the same parent as x .
• level(x) returns the number of ancestors of x . level(x) equals 0 if x is the root node.
• ancestors(x) returns a set of all ancestors of x in the document tree up to the root node.
• ancestors(x , i) returns a set of all ancestors of x in the document tree up to the i-th
ancestor of x (or up to the root node if level(x)< i).
• length(x) returns the length (number of characters) of the text in x . This operator is
exclusively allowed for text nodes in the XML tree.
• id(x) returns an abstract identifier for node x . Here, the id attribute of a document node
and its semantic annotations are used to identify a node.
• attributes(x) returns the set of attributes defined in x .
• value(x , y) returns the value of attribute y in node x .
In the following Section 2.2, I present my novel algorithm for difference detection in models
of biological systems. Section 2.3 introduces BiVeS, BudHat, and DiVil, a tool chain that imple-
ments the algorithm. Afterwards, Section 2.4 demonstrates how changes can be characterised
semantically using the COMODI ontology. Together, these tools help to identify and characterise
differences between computational models, and thereby contribute to the documentation of a
model’s history, as shown in Chapter 3.
2.2. An algorithm to detect and communicate differences in
computational models
My algorithm for detection and communication of differences compares two versions of an
XML-encoded model. It concentrates on efficient and reliable difference detection and runs in
five major steps: Pre-processing the model documents (Section 2.2.1), mapping hierarchical
structures (Section 2.2.2), post-processing the resulting mapping (Section 2.2.3), identification
of differences and computing of a delta (Section 2.2.4), and translating the delta into machine-
and human-readable languages (Section 2.2.5). All steps are described in technical detail in
the following sections. Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.4 follow the original ideas of the XyDiff
algorithm which was developed at the French Institute for Research in Computer Science and
Automation (INRIA) and focuses on efficiency in terms of speed and memory [CAH02].
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2.2.1. Pre-processing the model documents
First, two versions of an XML-encoded model are translated into an internal tree structure. For
every node x in the tree a hash sum xσ and a weight xω are calculated. The weight xω is
determined as proposed in the original XyDiff algorithm [CAH02]:
xω =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1+ log(length(x)) if x is text node,
1 if x is leaf,
1+
∑
c ∈ children(x)
cω otherwise.
The weight of a node is thus always greater than the weight of its children:
x ∈ ancestors(y)⇒ xω > yω
As such, the weight represents the size of the corresponding subtree.
The hash sum of a node x represents the signature of the subtree rooted at x . In the current
version of my implementation, I determine the hash xσ of a node x by calculating the SHA-2
sum over a concatenation of (i) the node’s tag name, (ii) its attributes, and (iii) the hash sum of
all its children. While xσ unambiguously identifies the subtree rooted in x , xσ is not necessarily
unique in a tree: Identical subtrees will result in the same signature. However, if xσ = yσ then
the subtrees in x and y are identically equal.
2.2.2. Mapping hierarchical structures
To compare two XML tree structures T1 and T2, I use XyDiff’s BULD algorithm, in which
mappings are propagated Bottom-Up and only Lazily Down. The algorithm finds mappings
between common large subtrees of the two documents and propagates these mappings into
the rest of the documents [CAH02]. I distinguish the following four phases of the mapping.
Mapping by ID: First, nodes are being mapped with respect to their identifiers. As suggested
in the original algorithm, the id attributes in the XML documents serve as identifiers. These
attributes are efficient indicators but may be meaningless and misleading. In addition, I also
evaluate biological identifiers, specifically links into bio-ontologies. In my current implementa-
tion, I assign a higher priority to biological identifiers than to id attributes. In this step, nodes
in both documents which share the same identifier are mapped onto each other:
id(m) = id(n)⇒ m = n m ∈ nodes(T1), n ∈ nodes(T2)
If many nodes are labelled with an id attribute and if the model is well annotated, then a large
number of mappings are already computed at this stage. Consequently, the following mapping
procedure, which is computationally harder, significantly simplifies.
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Bottom-Up propagation: Second, the initial mapping is propagated upwards into the trees.
The connections of a node’s children are evaluated in a depth-first traversal of T2. If a node n
in T2 is connected to a node m in T1 then a mapping of parent(n) to parent(m) is suggested.
The confidence equals nω and is therefore proportional to the size of n’s subtree. If, in contrast,
n is not connected, the candidates that are suggested by the connections of n’s children are
examined. Candidates which have a different tag name than n and candidates which already
have a connection are immediately neglected. Among the remaining candidates, the algorithm
chooses the one that received the best suggestions (most confidence) and connects it to n.
Top-Down propagation: Third, the algorithm makes use of the initially computed signatures
and maps nodes of T2 on nodes of T1 which share the same hash value. A priority queue Φ is
maintained to sort the nodes of T2 based on their weights. Initially, Φ only contains the root
node of T2. Unless Φ is empty, the algorithm repeatedly removes node n:
n | nω ≥ oω ∧ n ̸= o ∧ n, o ∈ Φ ⊂ nodes(T2)
which represents the biggest subtree in the queue, and collects a set of mapping candidates
M ⊂ nodes(T1) with ∀m ∈ M : mσ = nσ. If M is empty all children of n are added to Φ and
the loop continues with the next biggest subtree in Φ. Otherwise, the algorithm tries to find
a node m ∈ M for which a mapping between nodes x and y with x ∈ ancestors(m, i) and
y ∈ ancestors(n, i) already exists. As proposed by [CAH02] the number of levels i to chase the
ancestry of both nodes depends on the ratio of nω to root(T2)ω. Thus, for large subtrees i is
large and the algorithm climbs many levels in the tree to find a mapping of ancestors, but it
might just examine first-hand parents in order to map leaf nodes. If there is an m that meets
these conditions, all nodes of the subtrees in m and n are mapped onto each other, just as their
ancestors up to the discovered mapping (as long as they share the same tag name).
Optimisation: Fourth, the algorithm improves the quality of the mapping by examining the
network structure of T1 and T2 in a top-down approach. For every mapping n ∈ nodes(T2) on
m ∈ nodes(T1) it compares unmatched children of n and m in order to find missed mappings.
A distance matrix M | children(n)|×| children(m)| is created with Mi, j being the ratio of the number of
differing attributes to the total number of attributes between the i-th child of n and the j-th
child of m, or 0 if both nodes do not have any attributes. The algorithm assigns ∞ to elements
Mi, j if the corresponding nodes already have a mapping, or if they do not share the same tag
name. It then evaluates the matrix greedily and adds new mappings up to a maximum distance
of 0.9. Thus, nodes which have nothing in common will not be connected.
2.2.3. Post-processing the mapping
Additional mapping rules capture the domain characteristics of the processed data. Following
the current specifications for SBML and CellML, I prohibit certain changes in the hierarchical
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tree of document nodes. Specifically, I treat parts of the model as atomic constructs for which
I define restrictions on possible network operations. In SBML models, for example, listOf-
nodes must not change their parents. That means, if a listOfModifiers of T1 is mapped onto a
listOfModifiers of T2 but their parents are not linked, then this mapping is dropped. Similarly,
nodes with tag names speciesReference, trigger, eventAssignment, modifierSpeciesReference, delay
and priority are glued to their respective parents. If the parents in the corresponding tree
are not connected, which means their networks in the XML documents differ, the mapping
is removed. In CellML models, for example, nodes with tag names variable and reaction are
glued to their components. Obviously, these rules expand the set of operations in the delta later
on, but I deliberately trade some minimality to increase the significance of produced deltas.
2.2.4. Identification of differences and computing of a delta
Here, a delta is a set of operations on XML entities (nodes or attributes, respectively) necessary
to transform one document into another [Hel+02; Rei91; Tic85]. I distinguish the following
four types of operations which are applied to entities in the corresponding XML tree:
insert if an entity is present in T2 but absent in T1
delete if an entity is present in T1 but absent in T2
move if a node is present in both documents, but (i) the parents in the corresponding trees
are not connected or (ii) the sequence of their siblings has changed
update if an attribute’s value, a text node’s content, or the tag name of a node was modified
While move operations exclusively affect document nodes, update operations typically only
change the content of text nodes or attributes. There is a single exception: The root nodes of
both documents are always mapped onto each other. I therefore need to support the update of
a document node, which changes its tag name. However, this operation is only supported for
root nodes. Thus, internal document nodes will never occur in the set of updates.
After the mapping I distinguish two types of nodes: Mapped nodes and unmapped nodes.
Unmapped nodes x ∈ nodes(T1)∪ nodes(T2) are nodes for which the algorithm could not find
a matching node in the opposite tree. These nodes and their attributes correspond to either
inserts or deletes, depending on their origin (T2 or T1, respectively). In contrast, mapped nodes
are nodes for which the algorithm did find a matching node in the opposite tree. If the parents
of such a mapping of n ∈ nodes(T2) onto m ∈ nodes(T1) are not connected, or if the sequence
among their siblings has changed, then these nodes are included in the set of moves. Moreover,
for each attribute a ∈ attributes(n)∪ attributes(m):
• if a /∈ attributes(m) then a is included into the set of deletes
• if a /∈ attributes(n) then a is included into the set of inserts
• if value(m, a) ̸= value(n, a) the attribute is included into the set of updates
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All other cases (nodes are mapped and occur at the same position in both trees; attribute
values of mapped nodes are equal) do not call for an operation to transform T1 into T2 and are
therefore not included in the delta.
2.2.5. Translating the delta into machine- and human-readable languages
To communicate the identified differences, the delta needs to be serialised. For a machine-
readable transmission, the resulting delta is encoded in an XML document. The document
consists of the four sections deletes, inserts, moves and updates. These sections contain three
types of nodes:
• Nodes with a tag name node, describing operations on document nodes
• Nodes with a tag name attribute, describing operations on attribute values
• Nodes with a tag name text, describing operations on text nodes
All these nodes have to carry a unique id attribute and, if available, must contain identifiers
oldPath and newPath to unambiguously point to the corresponding nodes in T1 and T2, respect-
ively. These identifiers are XPath2 expressions, a language defined by the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C), to identify nodes in an XML document. In addition, node nodes may also
contain the attributes:
• oldParent and newParent (XPath expressions), pointing to parents of corresponding nodes
• oldChildNo and newChildNo (Integers), defining the position among their siblings, in order
to encode moves
• oldTag and newTag (Strings), specifying the tag name of the corresponding nodes
Furthermore, attribute nodes may have three additional attributes:
• name, defining the name of the corresponding attribute
• oldValue and newValue, specifying the value of that attribute in T1 and T2
The generated delta is complete and, thus, it is invertible. That means, it contains all information
necessary to transform T1 into T2, but it can also be used to obtain T1 given T2. Figure 2.4c
shows an example of an XML-encoded delta. More information about the delta format including
a schema definition and further examples can be found in Appendix C.
To support the readability by users, the delta can be exported in two different human-readable
formats: A text-based report and a graphical representation of the reaction network. The text-
based report lists all modified entities relevant for the biological model (such as parameters,
species and reactions) and details on the changes. The report can be generated in HTML3,
ReStructuredText4, or Markdown5. Markdown and ReStructuredText are easy-to-read plain-
2www.w3.org/TR/xpath, accessed 31 May 2017
3www.w3.org/html, accessed 31 May 2017
4docutils.sourceforge.net/docs/ref/rst/restructuredtext.html, accessed 31 May 2017
5daringfireball.net/projects/markdown, accessed 31 May 2017
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text markup languages, specifically designed to ensure a straightforward conversion to other
markup languages, such as (X)HTML, doc(x), ODF, or LATEX.
If the analysed models contain information about the encoded reaction network, the differ-
ences can be visualised in a graph. Therefor, the extracted reaction networks of T1 and T2 are
translated into an internal graph representation. More specifically, the network of T2 is stacked
on top of the network of T1 just like an overlay, according to the previously computed mapping
between both documents. Subsequently, the combined graph is evaluated: The algorithm
checks whether nodes and edges originate from one or both documents and analyses what has
changed in the corresponding tree nodes. To export this graph, I developed translators that
convert the internal graph representation into exchangeable graph formats, such as GraphML6
or Dot7, see Section 2.3.1. These graphs can then be visualised in end-user applications.
2.2.6. An illustration of the algorithm
Figure 2.2 exemplifies the algorithm. It shows two versions of a minimalist model, following
the SBML structure. Here, the reaction C + D⇄ E (left) is updated to D+ H ⇄ E (right). My
method first transforms the model files into internal tree representations and prepares the trees
for the subsequent mapping procedure (row one, pre-processing). The weights ω of nodes in
the tree are computed according to the size of the corresponding subtrees. For example, the
subtree rooted in B is larger than the subtree rooted in F and, thus, B’s weight is greater than
F’s (namely Bω = 4 and Fω = 2, respectively). The mapping procedure starts in row two of
Figure 2.2 with a mapping by id. Since the id attribute plays a key role and many elements
do carry id attributes, the algorithm typically finds a large number of mappings at this early
stage. In this example, only the identifiers of the G-nodes are identical (id=“reaction1”) and
thus only a single connection is found.8 The mapping by id phase is followed by a bottom-up
propagation (row three), which makes use of the parent-child relation of nodes in the trees:
For nodes that are mapped already, there is a good chance that their parents also stem from
each other. In the example, the mapping of the G-nodes is propagated towards the roots of
the trees and the A-F-G-paths in both model versions are mapped. Afterwards, the algorithm
tries to map subtrees with an equal signature (row four, top-down propagation). The signatures
σ, which are computed in the pre-processing step, uniquely identify the subtrees. Here only
the signatures of the D-nodes are equal (Dσ = x in both versions), which is why D is the only
candidate for a mapping. Since the D-nodes originate from each other, as well as the A-nodes do,
a mapping of the B-nodes is added (B is child of A and parent of D in both documents). Following
the propagation phases, the algorithm tries to connect unmapped children of mapped nodes
(row five, optimisation). In this example, only the B-nodes have unmapped children: Nodes
C and E in version 1 and nodes E and H in version 2 are not mapped, yet. To find a mapping
6graphml.graphdrawing.org, accessed 31 May 2017
7graphviz.org/content/dot-language, accessed 31 May 2017
8For demonstration purposes I assume that the D-nodes do not carry id attributes.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of the
mapping procedure. The figure
illustrates the procedure to
communicate the differences
between two versions of a model
(row one) to the user (row seven).
The models are presented as abstract
trees, following the SBML structure.
The trees on the left-hand side
correspond to the original version of
the model, the trees on the
right-hand side illustrate the
modified version of the model.
Nodes A-H represent single entities in
the model documents: A represents
the model node; B represents the
listOfSpecies node, hosting the
species C, D, E, and H; F represents the
listOfReactions node, hosting the
reaction G. Dashed lines indicate
mappings between nodes of the two
document versions. The values of σ
and ω represent signatures and
weights of nodes. They are
calculated during the pre-processing
step, see Section 2.2.1. The different
colours of the nodes indicate
modifications: Updates are yellow,
inserts are green, deletes are red. In
the evaluation step, moves are blue.
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of these children, a 2× 2 distance matrix is created. The elements in this matrix represent
differences between the attributes of the corresponding nodes. The E-nodes only differ in the
value of the concentration attribute. Changing the value of one single attribute in a species is a
minor update and, thus, the nodes’ distance is very small. In contrast, the nodes C, E, and H do
not have anything in common. Consequently, the E-nodes will be mapped while C and H remain
unmapped. Finally, the resulting mapping is analysed (row six, evaluation). For example, the
algorithm detects that D was deleted, H was inserted and E was modified in version 2. The
difference graph, as obtained when interpreting the results of the evaluation step, is shown on
the bottom of Figure 2.2. Particular means of communicating the differences are described in
Figure 2.4.
2.3. Implementing the algorithm for detection and
communication of differences
The devised algorithm is implemented in a software library, BiVeS (Section 2.3.1). The web-
based prototype BudHat demonstrates the power of BiVeS (Section 2.3.2). The JavaScript
library DiVil visualises the differences in a standardised format (Section 2.3.3).
2.3.1. BiVeS detects and communicates differences between model versions
I developed a software library called BiVeS, which implements the described algorithm to detect
and communicate differences in computational models. BiVeS is implemented in Java9. As
shown in Figure 2.3, it consists of multiple modules: (i) the xmlutils10 provide sophisticated
methods to read and manipulate XML documents, (ii) BiVeS-Core11 implements different map-
ping strategies, (iii) BiVeS12 integrates all modules and provides a framework and an API to
execute a model comparison, (iv) using the jCOMODI13 library BiVeS is able to automatically
annotate differences, (v) BiVeS-WebApp14 implements a web interface to compare models re-
motely, and (vi) BiVeS-WebApp-Client15 can be used by other software projects to communicate
with BiVeS-WebApp. In addition, the modules (vii) BiVeS-SBML16 and (viii) BiVeS-CellML17
make BiVeS understand the domain characteristics of models encoded in SBML and CellML,
respectively. Thus, the results of a comparison of models in these formats are more meaningful
and easier to comprehend. However, BiVeS is also able to handle arbitrary XML documents.
9java.com, accessed 20 May 2017
10semsproject.github.io/XMLUtils, accessed 31 May 2017
11semsproject.github.io./BiVeS-Core, accessed 31 May 2017
12semsproject.github.io/BiVeS, accessed 31 May 2017
13semsproject.github.io/jCOMODI, accessed 31 May 2017
14semsproject.github.io./BiVeS-WS, accessed 31 May 2017. A demo instance including a tiny how-to can be found
at bives.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de
15semsproject.github.io/BiVeS-WS-Client, accessed 31 May 2017
16semsproject.github.io./BiVeS-SBML, accessed 31 May 2017
17semsproject.github.io/BiVeS-CellML, accessed 31 May 2017
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BiVeS
BiVeS-SBML BiVeS-CellML
BiVeS-Core
jCOMODI xmlutils
BiVeS-WebApp
BiVeS-WebApp-Client
HTTP
Figure 2.3. Dependency graph of BiVeS’ modules. BiVeS consists of different modules. The main
module providing full API-access and a command-line interface is highlighted in blue. The modules
BiVeS-SBML and BiVeS-CellML implement format-specific domain characteristics and can optionally be
incorporated at run time. There are more dependencies to software not directly related to this work,
such as jDOM2, commons-cli, or gson. Moreover, as the modules use unit tests to validate the
implementation all modules also depend on jUnit.
Further modules may be implemented in the future to also support other modelling languages
without the need for reimplementing the core algorithms. Maven18 is used to handle the
dependencies and to manage the life cycle of deployments.
BiVeS exports the difference graph in several output formats, including computer-digestible
XML code and a graphical representation. One type of output are XML encoded, machine-
readable deltas, which describe the differences between two versions of a model (see Sec-
tion 2.2.4). A remarkable feature of these deltas is their completeness. They can be inverted
and composed [Mar+01]. That means, given one model version and the delta, the opposite
version can be retrieved [SO09].
Another major feature is the translation of the delta into human-readable formats (refer to the
communication step in Figure 2.2). BiVeS summarises the model-related changes in a text-based
report. This type of output is ideally suited to be integrated in other tools. Specifically, the
report is either encoded in MarkDown, ReStructuredText or HTML. The report in HTML format
is generated for convenience, e. g., to instantly display the changes on a web page. Figure 2.4b
shows a sample report. Another notable feature is the encoding of differences in standard
graph representations enabling a subsequent visualisation. While BiVeS itself cannot produce
rendered graphical output, it exports different graphical notations, including GraphML, Dot,
18maven.apache.org, accessed 15 June 2017
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or JSON19. These graphs can then be further processed or rendered by end-user software.
Figure 2.4a shows such a highlighted reaction network, as produced by BudHat.
BiVeS currently supports SBML and CellML, but it could also be extended towards other XML-
based model exchange formats such as NeuroML [Gle+10] or PharmML [Swa+15]. Moreover,
BiVeS could improve version control of simulation descriptions (e. g., differences between two
simulation setups encoded in SED-ML. Armed with this, it is possible to produce visualisations,
as implemented in BudHat (Section 2.3.2) and MoSt (Section 3.4).
2.3.2. BudHat demonstrates the advantages of BiVeS
As a proof of concept, I implemented the web-based interface BudHat20, which uses BiVeS to
compare versions of a computational model. BudHat contains a rudimentary user management
and stores models in a database back-end. It calls BiVeS using its Java API to compare models
and displays the obtained results in the web browser. The different visualisations generated
by BudHat are shown in Figure 2.4. All figures show the difference between versions from
June 2007 and November 2013 of model BIOMD0000000107 in BioModels Database, compare
Figure 2.1. The highlighted reaction network in Figure 2.1a is based on BiVeS’ GraphML export
and was rendered using Cytoscape Web [Lop+10]. The differences can be recomputed and
visualised online21.
2.3.3. DiVil visualises the differences in standard formats
The DiVil library22, developed in our department at the University of Rostock, provides stand-
ardised visualisations of model differences on the internet. BiVeS exclusively exports machine-
readable graph formats highlighting the differences between model versions. DiVil is able to
understand BiVeS’ output and to visualise reaction networks in SBGN compliant graphs. Based
on D323, JQuery24, and FileSaver.js25, the visualisations are interactive and can be exported in
SBGN-ML format.
The DiVil library has already been integrated in the MoSt platform to visualise differences
between versions of computational models from open repositories.
19json.org, accessed 31 May 2017
20budhat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 31 May 2017
21s.binfalse.de/novak93diff, accessed 24 October 2017 – please note that BudHat has been discontinued as there
are many other applications demonstrating the power of BiVeS, see Chapter 3
22github.com/SemsProject/DiVil, accessed 23 July 2017
23d3js.org, accessed 23 July 2017
24jquery.com, accessed 23 July 2017
25github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js, accessed 23 July 2017
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(a) Highlighted Reaction Network
(b) Report
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<bives type="fullDiff">
<update />
<delete>
[...]
<node id="6" oldChildNo="1" oldTag="modifierSpeciesReference"
oldPath="../listOfModifiers[1]/modifierSpeciesReference[1]"
oldParent="../listOfModifiers[1]" triggeredBy="5" />
<attribute id="7" name="species" triggeredBy="6"
oldPath="../modifierSpeciesReference[1]" oldValue="cdc2" />
</delete>
<insert>
[...]
<node id="12" newChildNo="2" newTag="speciesReference"
newParent="../listOfReactants[1]"
newPath="../listOfReactants[1]/speciesReference[2]" />
<attribute id="13" name="species" triggeredBy="12"
newPath="../speciesReference[2]" newValue="cdc2" />
<attribute id="14" name="metaid" triggeredBy="12"
newPath="../speciesReference[2]" newValue=" 818337" />
</insert>
[...]
</bives>
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
(c) XML encoded delta
Figure 2.4. Outputs as generated by BiVeS
and BudHat. All three figures show the
differences between versions June 2007 and
November 2013 of model BIOMD0000000107
(cf. Figure 2.1). The reaction network (a) and
the report (b) present the differences in a
human-readable format. The XML encoded delta
(c) allows for further processing by computers.
The modifications described in Figure 2.1 are
highlighted in orange.
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2.4. Semantic characterisation of differences
As discussed in Chapter 1, the multi-disciplinary approach in the life sciences requires scientists
to reuse other works. Formats such as SBML and CellML have several advantages: Models
can be simulated, analysed, and visualised using different software tools; models encoded in
standard formats may outlive the tool used to create the model; model exchange becomes
feasible; and models can more easily be shared, published, and reused [Sch+16]. Both formats
focus on encoding the biological network, the mathematics, and the dynamics of the system.
This information enables the technical reuse of model code. However, sustainable model reuse
requires a basic understanding of (i) the biological background, (ii) the modelled system, and
(iii) possible parametrisations under different conditions. Even though the communication
channels presented in the previous sections are eminently useful for humans, machines still do
not understand the differences and their effects. Using semantic annotations it is possible to
encode knowledge about the differences in a machine-readable format. For this purpose, terms
from bio-ontologies and controlled vocabularies can be linked to the model, adding a semantic
layer. I propose a similar approach for the semantic description of differences between versions
of a model.
Regular changes in models lead to different versions of a model [Wal+13]. For example,
modellers test different hypotheses, maintainers of databases initially curate the model, and
other scientists later on correct or extend it. Specifically, parameter values are updated, errors
are corrected, models are adopted to changes in the underlying format, etc. On average, a
model changes 4.69 times during the first five years after publishing in an open repository26.
It is important to track these changes for a number of reasons. For example, changes in
parametrisations or on the underlying network may lead to a situation where the original
results are not reproducible anymore. Furthermore, all contributions to the model code should
be correctly attributed. With respect to simulation results, change records may help to predict
modifications in the simulation outcome. Using the semantic layer to describe changes in a
model allows for storing meaning together with possible implications of these changes. Changes
can then be filtered and analysed automatically. Ultimately, a good communication of model
changes increases the trust of scientists wishing to reuse a model for their own purposes.
2.4.1. The COMODI ontology
In the Section 2.2, I introduced an algorithm to identify and communicate the changes between
two versions of a model. The corresponding software tool BiVeS encodes changes in an XML
file and, thus, other tools can visualise and post-process identified changes. Small changes
might be easy to grasp without the aid of a principled annotation scheme. However, as the list
of changes increases it becomes harder to understand their relevance. To address this problem,
26most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 30 May 2017
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Identify Translate Understand Cluster Structure
Detect the
differences
between two
versions of a
model using
    BiVeS.
Translate the 
machine readable
delta into a human
readable format
to evaluate the
differences.
Evaluate changes
to understand
* what has been done
* what is the intention
* what was the reason
* ...
Group the changes
into clusters of changes
sharing the same
intention or reason.
Develop a vocabulary
based on the knowledge
gained during the
evaluation process.
 
Implement the
vocabulary in an
ontology.
Update
conc. of species X to 0.3
parameter value of k1
name of species with id G6P:
     was: "Gulcose-6-phosphate"
     is now: "Glucose-6-phosphate"
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    id G6P to 0.7
Insert
species S25 with name "Glucose"
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reaction r29
subtrates to r29
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 Delete
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the modifier in reaction r25
the kinetic law in r25
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    kinetics in reaction
    "cyclin synthesis"
 
2. adding a new
    species "wee1"
    interacting with
    PMF to the model
 
3. removing a whole
    reaction "cyclin
    degradation"
extension
 
simplification
 
correction
Figure 2.5. Development process of COMODI. The development process involved five steps with
several iterations. First, I used BiVeS to compute the differences between all subsequent model versions.
Second, I converted the formal description of more than 10 000 differences into human-readable
descriptions. Third, I manually studied these descriptions and derived hypotheses and explanations for
them. Fourth, I grouped the human-readable descriptions into sets of concepts and derived candidate
terms for the ontology. Fifth, I aggregated and classified these terms and implemented the first version
of the ontology in Protégé.
I developed an ontology of terms describing changes in models. The ontology can be used by
scientists and within software to characterise model updates at the level of single changes.
In this section I present COMODI, an ontology needed because COmputational MOdels DIffer.
It empowers users and software to describe changes in a model on the semantic level. When
studying or reusing a model, such annotations help with determining the relevance of a change
in a given context. COMODI also enables software to implement user-specific filter options
for model changes. Finally, COMODI is a step towards predicting how a change in a model
influences the simulation results. The ontology can be used to annotate differences between
computational models, including those encoded in SBML and CellML.
Even though I had major contributions on the work described in the following, we conducted
the study in a team including two students. Nevertheless, for stylistic reasons I am describing
the work from a singular perspective and, thus, remain with the first-person I instead of a we.
However, this does not lower the importance and value of my colleague’s contributions.
2.4.2. Design considerations for the ontology
COMODI was developed based on a study of changes in versions of SBML and CellML models.
The models were retrieved from the respective model repositories. More specifically, I started
my investigation by manually analysing a predefined set of cell cycle models27 from BioModels
Database. I subsequently extended this set with randomly chosen models from both, BioModels
27108 versions of the models with IDs BIOMD0000000005, BIOMD0000000006, BIOMD0000000007,
BIOMD0000000056, and BIOMD0000000107
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Database and the Physiome Model Repository. The single steps of development are summarised
in Figure 2.5 and explained in the following:
1. Using the BiVeS algorithm I identified the differences between all subsequent versions of
each model and exported the deltas in XML-encoded files. A delta is a set of operations
on entities in XML documents (nodes or attributes, respectively) necessary to transform
one document into another, compare Section 2.2.4.
2. Each found difference was manually translated into a human-readable description and re-
corded in a wiki software to share and discuss it with collaborators. In total, I investigated
more than 10000 differences.
3. Afterwards, I manually analysed the verbose descriptions of changes to understand
their effects on the model and to derive hypotheses and explanations for a change. For
example, the change of an entity name from Gulcose to Glucose renames a species and
can be considered as the Correction of a Typo that effects an EntityName.
4. I then grouped the changes into several logical clusters, according to the derived hy-
potheses and explanations of a set of changes. These clusters are based on my own
experiences and on feedback from domain experts. The knowledge I gained led to can-
didate terms for the ontology. I used the human-readable description as a basis for the
term definitions.
5. In a last step, I designed a first version of the ontology from the obtained clusters.
The ontology was afterwards extended with concepts stemming from standard formats
(SBML and CellML terminology, e.g. ParameterSetup) and from the XML domain (e.g.
EntityIdentifier).
I quickly identified technically driven properties of changes. For example, it is easy to
determine the type of a change as BiVeS already distinguishes between insertions, deletions,
updates, and moves of entities in XML documents. Moreover, it is always possible to specify
the XML entity that is subject to a change. It was, however, more difficult to identify terms
describing the reason, intention, or target of a change. The absence of appropriate terms led
me to derive new terms based on the human-readable description of changes. The initial set of
terms was then shaped in discussions with other researchers. Throughout the development of
COMODI, I sought feedback from experts in the fields, e.g., through personal communication
or poster presentations at conferences. Finally, I implemented the derived ontology in the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [Bec09] using Protégé [Noy+03].
2.4.3. Ontology organisation and content
COMODI is organised into four branches around the central concept Change: XmlEntity, Intention,
Reason, and Target (cf. Figure 2.6; the full class hierarchy is described in Appendix E.1). In the
following I use the change of a parameter in an imaginary SBML model as a running example:
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I assume that the parameter changed from 0.5 in the old version to 0.8 in the new version of
the SBML model.
The subtree rooted by the Change class can be used to specify the type of a change in more detail.
Model entities may be inserted (Insertion), deleted (Deletion), updated (Update), or moved
(Move). In my example, the modification of the parameter value from 0.5 to 0.8 corresponds to
an update (Update) of an attribute value.
Many models are encoded in XML documents. In these cases, a change is always applied to
a certain XmlEntity. I distinguish between an XmlNode, an XmlAttribute, or an XmlText element.
The update of the parameter value in my example is applied to an XmlAttribute.
Intention and Reason both indicate the purpose of a change. On the one hand, the Intention
specifies the aim of a change, particularly with respect to consequences in the future. In my
example, the intention of modifying the parameter value is a Correction. On the other hand, a
Reason specifically focuses on the cause of a change. In my example, a MismatchWithPublication
caused an update of the parameter value.
Most prominent is the Target branch. It contains terms to specify possible targets of a change.
COMODI basically distinguishes between five layers in a model document, that can be subject
to a change:
1. The ModelEncoding corresponds to the formal encoding of the model document. Terms
of this branch can, for example, be used to describe an update of the underlying SBML
specification.
2. The ModelAnnotation branch corresponds to the semantic layer of a model document.
Terms of this branch can, for example, be used to capture changes in the annotations.
3. The ModelDefinition refers to the actual biological system, for example a reaction network.
Terms of this branch can, for example, be used to specify the parts of a model that are
affected by a change.
4. The ModelSetup branch can be used to describe changes in the simulation environment.
Terms of this branch can, for example, be used to describe changes in parameter values.
5. The ModelBehaviour links to the TEDDY ontology [Cou+11]. Thus, it is possible to capture
changes in the dynamics of the system. Such changes may, for example, affect the stability
characteristics.
My example affects the ParameterSetup, which belongs to the ModelSetup.
Finally, different changes might be linked if they have mutual dependencies. For example, the
deletion of a biological reaction triggers the deletion of its kinetic law. Similarly, the deletion of
an XML node (e.g. an SBML species) triggers the deletion of all its attributes (e.g. the species’
initial concentration). Those changes can be linked using the wasTriggeredBy relationship to
express relations between changes.
COMODI version 2017-10-11 contains a hierarchy of 65 classes and includes five object
properties. The object properties can be used to establish relationships between members of
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Name Description Domain Range
affects Provides information about the parts in a model that
were affected by a change.
Change Target
appliesTo Stores information about the entity type in an XML
document that was changed.
Change XmlEntity
hasIntention Links a change to an intention that was to be
achieved by the corresponding change.
Change Intention
hasReason Links a change to a reason that made this change
necessary.
Change Reason
wasTriggeredBy Represents dependencies among changes: A change
might trigger further changes.
Change Change
Table 2.1. List of object properties defined in COMODI.
the Change class and members of the four main branches of the ontology. I list and explain these
properties in Table 2.1.
The COMODI ontology is specifically designed for the annotation of differences between
versions of a computational model in the life sciences. In the following I show the usefulness
of COMODI for annotating changes, predicting the effects of changes on the simulation result,
and filtering versions of a model for specific differences.
2.4.4. Annotation of changes
SBML models typically use parameters to define the kinetics of a process. The corresponding
entity in the SBML document may look as follows:
1 <parameter name="Km1" value="23.24" units="molesperlitre" />
Here the value of the parameter Km1 is 23.24 molesperlitre. Updating the parameter value to
23.42 molesperlitre results in an update of the corresponding XML entity. The new version of
the model then contains the following piece of SBML code:
1 <parameter name="Km1" value="23.42" units="molesperlitre" />
BiVeS identifies the difference as an update of the paramter value. The corresponding snippet
in the XML-encoded serialisation provides the new and the old value of Km1:
1 <update>
2 <attribute id="1" oldPath="/sbml[1]/[..]/parameter[1]" name="value"
3 newValue="23.42" oldValue="23.24" [...] />
4 </update>
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Figure 2.6. Structure of the COMODI ontology. Differences between computational models can be
annotated with the Change term. Using the properties appliesTo, hasIntention, hasReason, and affects, the
differences can be linked to the terms of the four major branches of COMODI: XmlEntity, Intention,
Reason and Target. All arrows between terms within these five branches indicate an is-a relation, unless
labelled otherwise.
Using COMODI the detected update can now be annotated. Some information can directly be
inferred and thus be annotated automatically with BiVeS. For example, I know that the change
is an update and can link it to the XML entity XmlAttribute. BiVeS is even able to recognise
that this change corresponds to a change of the ParameterSetup. The combination of several
statements using terms of the different branches allows users to be very specific. COMODI
offers terms describing the reason and the intention of a change. Following the example from
the previous section, the annotation of the parameter update is shown in Source Code 2.1.
2.4.5. Prediction of possible consequences of a change
The modification of the ParameterSetup also affects the ModelSetup (cf. ontology terms in Fi-
gure 2.6) and thus potentially influences the simulation results. Similarly, modifications of
a FunctionDefinition or the KineticsDefinition can influence the simulation outcome. Finally,
changes in the network structure (e. g., modification of the ReactionNetworkDefinition by trans-
forming a reactant into a modifier) will not only affect the simulation outcome, but in addition
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1 <#1> a comodi:Update ;
2 comodi:appliesTo comodi:XmlAttribute ;
3 comodi:affects comodi:ParameterSetup;
4 comodi:hasIntention comodi:Correction ;
5 comodi:hasReason comodi:MismatchWithPublication .
Source Code 2.1. Annotation of a difference using terms from the COMODI ontology. The code
shows the annotation of difference #1 as an (1) update, that (2) applies to an attribute in the XML
document, (3) affects the setup of a parameter in the model, (4) represents a correction of the model,
and (5) was done because the model did not match the original publication. This annotation is
serialised using the TURTLE format, see w3.org/TR/turtle.
the visual representation of the network. These changes are potentially relevant for modellers,
so they should be notified of any modification.
In contrast, changes that affect the ModelEncoding may be irrelevant for modellers. For example,
models are regularly updated to remain compliant with new versions of format specifications.
These changes are, however, relevant for software tools dealing with model code. As not all
tools feature the full set of SBML constructs [Huc+11] the upgrade of a model may require
the use of another software tool. Thus, changes that result from modifications of the format
specification can be of indirect interest for modellers. They may not affect the modelled system,
but the tools that are needed to interpret and simulate it.
Other changes may be absolutely irrelevant. It can be helpful to hide them and thereby
help users focus on important changes. For example, the reading and subsequent writing of a
model file using different software tools, such as COPASI [Hoo+06] or CellDesigner [Fun+03],
often results in a re-shuffling of elements within the document. However, the sequence of
certain elements might not matter to the encoded model. In SBML for example, the order of
parameters defined in the listOfParameters is irrelevant for the encoded system, as SBML does
not give any semantic meaning to element orders [Huc+15a]. Thus, changes that only affect
the order of parameters, can be neglected. Even if BiVeS reports them in its XML serialisation,
these changes can be discarded if annotated with the corresponding COMODI terms. For other
types of changes, the decision whether to neglect a change or not depends on the user. A new
identifier scheme for the semantic annotations, for example, is relevant to curators and tool
developers, while it is probably irrelevant for the majority of modellers. However, modellers
who based their model analysis, comparison, or visualisation on semantic annotations need to
be notified about this type of change. Here, COMODI terms need to be evaluated based on the
users’ preferences.
2.4.6. Filter for changes
The COMODI ontology enables software tools to automatically filter the list of changes and to
show only relevant changes for a given question. For example, if a developer is interested in
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the model versions before and after an update of the SBML specification, he or she can search
for changes annotated with ChangedSpecification and study only those versions of a model that
are linked to such a change.
Another, more complex filter is the one for “relevant changes only”. It is difficult to determine
what exactly a relevant change may be, as relevance depends on the application domain and
user. However, in the context of curation, the curators could define their set of changes that
they want displayed and neglected, respectively. The needs of specific user groups may result
in different filter-profiles.
Filtering can also be used to display only model versions that are the result of a specific
change, while neglecting all other versions. For example, each release of BioModels Database
generates new model versions. However, if the only changes are updates of the SBML level,
then it suffices to display a reduced number of model versions to the user, instead of providing
all released versions.
2.5. Conclusions and impact
Reproducibility of model-based scientific results has gained increasing attention [CF10; Gen05;
Pen11; San+13]. Indeed, the ability to reproduce results is a basic requirement for the advance
of science [Kin+11]. However, the reuse of models requires the accessibility and comparability
of models and their versions. Model provenance and version control enable the widespread use
and application of models, saving time and efforts during development [Mes10; WW16]. Model
repositories have been working on this for the past decade and provide access to computational
models described in scientific publications. Support for version control, however, is still limited.
Existing implementations rely on standard version control systems and do not consider the
specific requirements of modelling in the domain of computational biology [Wal+13]. Model
repositories, such as BioModels Database and the Physiome Model Repository, can benefit from
integrating the method, presented in my thesis, with their solutions for version control. Such a
combined system stores model versions and detects the differences between them. In addition,
it offers support for understanding and filtering changes according to the users’ preferences.
The presented tools improve difference detection for model versions. Standard formats
describing computational models in biology are based on XML. Changes in versions of these
models are typically computed with Unix’ diff, which performs badly on XML documents
because it uses a line-based algorithm [Mye86]. BiVeS, on the other hand, is designed to respect
the characteristics of domain-specific XML documents and to produce meaningful deltas. Its
major advantages over existing solutions for biological models are: (i) It recognises the models’
hierarchical structures, (ii) it ignores white spaces, which do not affect the model, (iii) it ignores
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the specific order of attributes in an entity. Additional post-processing rules capture the domain
characteristics of the processed data and increase the significance of produced deltas.
BiVeS produces reports and graphical representations of differences using open formats
to communicate the changes. Together with BudHat and DiVil these representations can be
visualised, e.g., in standard SBGN format. Figure 2.4a shows how the visualisation supports
users in exploring the changes affecting the biological network. Additionally, BiVeS compiles
a comprehensive list of changes into a human-readable report, as shown in Figure 2.4b.
Reports are particularly suitable for people interested in the details of mathematical changes.
BiVeS’ outputs can of course be used by other tools for further processing of results, compare
Figure 2.4c.
In summary, the presented tools improve the detection of differences between versions of
models in SBML or CellML format. All tools are releases as open source software. The tools
are available both as source code through, e.g., GitHub28, and as binaries from our servers29.
There are multiple ways to integrate the tools in other software tools, as presented in Chapter 3.
Everyone is invited to contribute code, comments, and feature requests.
COMODI helps capturing a model’s evolution. COMODI is an ontology to describe the
differences between versions of a computational model. The ontology terms specify the type of
change for each detected difference. Usually, a combination of COMODI terms from different
branches is necessary to characterise a change sufficiently. COMODI is currently used for the
description of changes between two versions of the same model, either encoded in SBML or in
CellML. Furthermore, COMODI terms can be applied to differences detected between models in
any other encoding format, including even code from proprietary languages such as MATLAB30.
I developed the COMODI ontology based on a manual study of changes in versions of curated
SBML models from BioModels Database and in versions of CellML models from the Physiome
Model Repository. These models, however, were all implemented in core SBML and core
CellML. That means, I did not consider extensions. In the future, the study should be extended
to also cover SBML models that use SBML extension packages.
The COMODI ontology encodes knowledge on the model level. Already now, tools such
as SEEK, JWS, or COPASI can benefit from storing and evaluating information about model
changes using COMODI. The ontology is also useful for recording the history of a model, and it
ensures better transparency of a model’s evolution. Furthermore, it enhances the traceability
of updates and error corrections in existing models. COMODI cannot, however, be used to
encode provenance, such as information about the user who changed the model or information
about the tool used to update the file. It can, however, easily be coupled with ontologies for
provenance. Specifically, PROV [MG13] and PAV [Cic+13] offer some compelling concepts
28github.com/SemsProject, accessed 4 June 2017
29bin.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 4 June 2017
30www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html, accessed 24 October 2017
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for model provenance, which modelling tools and platforms should take the responsibility of
implementing support for. For example, the developers of COPASI are currently implementing
mechanisms to allow users to easily keep a record of model versions. Each version will
be documented by the modeller with free text comments but these are in natural language
and therefore not easily machine-readable. To allow for machine-readable annotations, the
software will also facilitate users to specify COMODI terms as version annotations. Additionally
to tracking versions, which are user-definable, COPASI will also track a full provenance log
for each model; this is a complete history of the model changes recorded automatically as
they happen and serialised in a machine-readable XML format. COMODI terms will then be
particularly useful to annotate all the changes as they happen.
COMODI is encoded in OWL. It is openly available at comodi.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de.
The COMODI ontology is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
ShareAlike 4.0 International License31. The OWL encoding of the latest version may be
downloaded from purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi.owl. Additionally, users may browse the
ontology at purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/. I also registered COMODI at BioPortal [Whe+11]. It
is available at bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/COMODI.
The presented method helps grasping the evolution of computational models. My
novel algorithm identifies structures in the XML trees that model versions have in common and
detects the differences. COMODI, coupled with my algorithm for difference detection, ensures
the transparency of a model’s evolution, and it enhances the traceability of updates and error
corrections. Consequently, existing model repositories can benefit from extending their software
and functionalities with version control. Gaining insights into the process of development of a
particular model has the potential to increase the confidence in this model and supports the
collaboration of distinct research projects dramatically. For this reason, difference detection
plays a key role in model version control. Furthermore, provenance investigates the nature of
differences in model versions, seeking answers to the seven W-questions: Who, What, Where,
Why, When, Which, With (How)? [Gob02; Mor+08]. BiVeS contributes to the “What” and
“How” as defined in [RL10]. The “What” refers to content related events, such as modifications
of parameter values in the model, and non-content related events, such as the upgrade to a
new SBML version. In addition, BiVeS tells you “How” the “What” has changed. Using COMODI
it is possible to go into more details and to also address the “Why”.
In the following chapter I show how my method is applied in systems biology projects. I
demonstrate how other tools integrate my work. Furthermore, I present the results of an
analysis of the evolution of computational models in open repositories.
31creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0, accessed 4 June 2017
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CHAPTER 3
APPLYING THE METHOD FOR
DIFFERENCE DETECTION IN
SYSTEMS BIOLOGY PROJECTS
The method I introduced in the previous chapter already shows impact in the systems biology
landscape. Several tools and databases, including SEEK and the Physiome Model Repository,
use BiVeS to allow for comparison of versions of models. In combination, the algorithm
and the ontology are able to filter identified differences and to drop all but biologically and
mathematically relevant modifications. Thus, they support modellers in managing their models
and in understanding changes between versions.
In this chapter I show how my method for difference detection can be applied and how
ongoing projects use my implementation. The chapter is based on two refereed publications
and a student’s bachelor project. First, I demonstrate how popular systems biology projects
use BiVeS with a special focus on the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab, which I published
in the Biophysical Journal [CSM16]. Second, a bachelor’s thesis that I supervised extends an
existing database scheme to integrate versions of models and detailed information on their
differeneces [Pet16]. Third, I analyse the evolution of published studies in the two major
repositories for systems biology models. I published this large scale study in BMC Systems
Biology [Sch+18].
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3.1. BiVeS in the wild
The algorithm introduced in Section 2.2 is implemented in the modular BiVeS library, compare
Section 2.3. BiVeS reads models from plain XML strings or from XML documents located
in a locally accessible file system. Moreover, BiVeS is also able to handle links to remote
files. It downloads the files from given URLs automatically to a temporary directory for
further processing. The XML documents are then parsed and converted into an internal object
structure. These objects are then (i) pre-processed, (ii) mapped, (iii) post-processed, and
(iv) evaluated according to the presented algorithm. Identified changes can be annotated
semantically using terms from the COMODI ontology, as explained in Section 2.4. The resulting
mapping and identified differences can be exported in several human and machine-readable
formats, including an XML encoded patch, an HTML encoded report, or various graph formats.
BiVeS was designed for an easy integration with other software tools. It can be used in three
different ways:
BiVeS provides a smart API for comparison of model versions. Thus, other Java-based
tools can just integrate BiVeS as a library and get full support for the comparison strategies.
Calling BiVeS to compare two models is as easy as copying a few lines of code, as shown
in Source Code 3.1. Through that API it is also possible to change the mapping strategies
or to neglect or penalise certain mismatches. Detected differences can then be obtained in
various formats, as described earlier. From Java, internally created objects can be reused and
processed subsequently using custom algorithms. This API is, for instance, used by my open
source prototype BudHat, the Masymos extension (see Section 3.3), and the StatsGenerator
(see Section 3.4) providing plenty of example code.
1 URL v1 = new URL ("https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1");
2 URL v2 = new URL ("https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v2");
3
4 TreeDocument td1 = new TreeDocument (XmlTools.readDocument (v1), v1.toURI ());
5 TreeDocument td2 = new TreeDocument (XmlTools.readDocument (v2), v2.toURI ());
6
7 Diff diff = new SBMLDiff (td1, td2);
8 diff.mapTrees ();
9 System.out.println (diff.getHTMLReport ());
Source Code 3.1. Calling BiVeS through its Java API. The first two lines define the locations of the
document versions to be compared. Lines 4 and 5 make the library retrieve and parse both XML
documents into an internal structure. The last three lines finally execute the comparison job and print
the resulting HTML report on the command line. Please note that the server at s.binfalse.de is using
Let’s Encrypt (letsencrypt.org). Thus, if you are running Java prior to version 8u101 you need to install
IdenTrust CA manually, see letsencrypt.org/certificates s.binfalse.de/jtrust-le and s.binfalse.de/j8u101.
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1 usr@srv $ curl -d '{
2 "files":
3 [
4 "https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1",
5 "https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v2"
6 ],
7 "commands":
8 [
9 "SBML",
10 "reportHtml"
11 ]
12 }' https://bives.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de
Source Code 3.2. Comparing models using the BiVeS web application. A JSON object encoding
the comparison job of a SBML model in two versions (https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1 and
https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v2) is sent via HTTP POST to the BiVeS web application running at
https://bives.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de. Here, the request asks for the HTML report of differences.
The result will also be serialised in JSON. Thus, it is possible to request different actions in just one
HTTP POST call. The code basically reassembles the API call shown in Source Code 3.1.
BiVeS is available as a web application to facilitate the integration with non-Java
applications. Thus, it is possible to outsource comparison jobs to remote servers with just
a few basic requirements for applications: They need to (i) have network access, (ii) speak
HTTP, and (iii) understand the JSON format. Using Maven1 the BiVeS web application compiles
to a web application archive (WAR). This WAR package can be installed on Java-based web
servers, such as Apache Tomcat2, to register a new instance of the BiVeS web application. Model
documents can be specified by uploading plain XML code or by submitting links to files on a
remote machine. Three types of commands are available to specify a concrete task for BiVeS
and to request the desired output. First, comparison commands expect two files submitted with
a request and, optionally, the desired output, such as the XML patch (default) or the HTML
report. An example of a comparison job submitted to the BiVeS web application is shown in
Source Code 3.2. Second, additional commands help analysing model files. They just expect a
single file and, for example, (i) flatten a hierarchical model, (ii) extract its reaction network, or
(iii) return some metadata about the model. Source Code 3.3 shows how information about a
model document can be obtained from a command line. Third, general commands may force
BiVeS to treat a document as either SBML, CellML, or regular XML skipping any model related
optimisation.
Client and server communicate through JSON over the HTTP protocol. The BiVeS web
application is also available as a Docker image3 easing portability and deployment. Thus,
everyone may run a private instance of the BiVeS web application. This, in turn, improves data
1maven.apache.org, accessed 15 June 2017
2tomcat.apache.org, accessed 4 June 2017
3hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/bives-webapp, accessed 23 July 2017
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1 usr@srv $ curl -sd '{
2 "files": [ "https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1" ],
3 "commands": [
4 "documentType",
5 "meta"
6 ]
7 }' https://bives.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de | python -mjson.tool
8 {
9 "documentType": [
10 "XML",
11 "SBML"
12 ],
13 "meta": {
14 "modelId": null,
15 "modelName": "test_model",
16 "nodestats": {
17 "compartment": 1,
18 "listOfCompartments": 1,
19 "listOfProducts": 1,
20 "listOfReactants": 1,
21 "listOfReactions": 1,
22 "listOfSpecies": 1,
23 "model": 1,
24 "reaction": 1,
25 "sbml": 1,
26 "species": 2,
27 "speciesReference": 2
28 },
29 "sbmlLevel": 2,
30 "sbmlVersion": 3
31 }
32 }
Source Code 3.3. Analysing model documents using the BiVeS web application. The command
line requests some information about the model stored at https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1. The output,
beginning from line 8, shows, that the model is encoded in SBML Level 2 Version 3 and that it, for
example, contains one reaction and two species.
privacy, protection, and security, as the model files do not need to be submitted to public web
services. The Functional Curation4 project of Chaste [CSM16], for example, uses the BiVeS web
service to track the evolution of models uploaded to their system, see Sections 3.2.3 and 4.6.
The BiVeS framework implements a main class and, therefore, it can be executed on
a command line. Most of the above mentioned tasks are available through command line
4chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration, accessed 4 June 2017
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1 usr@srv $ java -jar BiVeS-1.11.1-jar-with-dependencies.jar --SBML
https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v1 https://s.binfalse.de/diss-v2,→
2 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
3 <bives type="fullDiff" id="bivesPatch">
4 <update>
5 <attribute name="initialConcentration" id="1" oldValue="100" newValue="120"
oldPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]" />
,→
,→
6 </update>
7 <insert>
8 <node id="2" newParent="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]" newChildNo="3"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" newTag="species" />,→
9 <!-- ... -->
10 </insert>
11 </bives>
Source Code 3.4. Calling BiVeS from the command line. The command line is shown in black on
line 1. The Java archive (JAR) BiVeS-1.11.1-jar-with-dependencies.jar can, for example, be built using
Maven or obtained as a pre-compiled binary from our web server at bin.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de.
The flag -SBML tells BiVeS to treat the documents as models encoded in SBML. The last two arguments
point to the files that BiVeS should compare. The output, beginning from line 2, indicates the produced
XML patch.
arguments and can, thus, be executed by calling the main class. A typical command line call
and its output is shown in Figure 3.4. This procedure is especially useful for modellers whose
repositories do not yet support versions of models. Terrifying, but true: Many repositories and
management systems for computational models still do not provide proper version control
or change detection. The command line interface empowers researchers to do the difference
detection on their own. Furthermore, the command line option may also be useful for non-Java
software tools that do not want to rely on the network (which is mandatory for the BiVeS
web application). The data management platform SEEK [Wol+15], for example, implemented
support for model version control by executing BiVeS as a sub-process, see Section 3.2.1.
The web site at sems.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/projects/bives offers further information
about the three implementations, including examples, how-tos, the source code, and binaries
of my tools.
3.2. Implementations of my method
The following sections demonstrate how popular projects in the systems biology domain imple-
ment and use the method for characterising differences in computational models. These sections
include screenshots of web pages to indicate how identified differences are communicated to
the users.
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3.2.1. Versioning in SEEK and the FAIRDOM Hub
The FAIRDOM Hub is a web-based management system specialised for the heterogeneous nature
of data in the life sciences [Wol+17]. It is a repository for data, standard operating procedures
(SOP), and models. The data is organised according to the ISA infrastructure [San+12], a
standardised format for describing how individual experiments are aggregated into wider
studies and investigations. The hierarchical ISA data model5 distinguishes three main compon-
ents: (i) Investigations are high level descriptions of the research in a project, (ii) Studies are
units of research to answer a particular (biological) question, and (iii) Assays are particular
experiments, measurements, or models. The platform implements a sophisticated permission
system and provides services to integrate, interlink and publish all kinds of heterogeneous
research results, rendering projects in the systems biology domain findable, accessible, interop-
erable, and reusable (FAIR). It bases on the SEEK platform and was developed in an European
effort [Wol+11; Wol+15]. SEEK and, thus, the FAIRDOM Hub offer a RESTful6 API to access
the data stored on the platform.
The FAIRDOM Hub allows data sharing through the full lifecycle of a project, and across
projects. It implements a versioning concept, which tracks the history of assets. Thus, users can
change their data and upload new versions. Versions carry numeric identifiers and the platform
records metadata, such as the creator, the time stamps of its modification, and an optional
revision comment. Models that are encoded in standard format can be compared using the
BiVeS tool. An example is shown in Figure 3.1. The differences are colour coded, which makes
it easy to spot the changes. On top of the comparison page BiVeS’ HTML report is shown. It
summarises the changes in five entities:
• The value of parameter kB was modified.
• Parameter vE, species E, and reaction s were inserted in the new version.
• Reaction r was modified. Species B is not a product anymore, but species E was added. In
addition, the kinetic law of r was updated. The colour coded differences in the changed
kinetic law supports the visitor in spotting the changes.
SEEK is open source, every project can install its own instance. As it is available as a Docker
image the setup boils down to just a single command line call7. Nevertheless, an impressive
number of users contribute model related data to the public FAIRDOM Hub instance. More
than 800 people from almost 200 institutions are registered at fairdomhub.org. The web page
lists 188 Models, 241 SOPs, and 1536 data files organised in 425 assays, 229 studies, and 117
investigations of 80 projects8.
5isa-tools.org, accessed 17 June 2017
6en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer, accessed 7 February 2018
7SEEK installation instructions at s.binfalse.de/seek-docker, accessed 17 June 2017
8Not all data are publicly visible. Figures retrieved from fairdomhub.org, 17 June 2017
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Figure 3.1. Screenshot of a model comparison result in the FAIRDOM Hub. The FAIRDOM Hub is
based on SEEK, which integrates BiVeS for comparison of models in standard format. The comparison
page shows two outputs of the BiVeS tool: The HTML report on top and the highlighted reaction
network on the bottom. Inserts are coloured blue, deletes are red, and modifications are yellow. The
comparison is also available online at s.binfalse.de/seek-demo.
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3.2.2. Models and versions in the Physiome Model Repository
The Physiome Model Repository is a central resource for free-access computational models,
primarily in CellML format [Yu+11]. Models are developed in so-called workspaces, which are
sovereign partitions of the repository and typically represent distinct modelling projects. Every
workspace is version controlled. The system records each change made to a model together
with metadata, such as a time stamp, a change comment, and the author. Thus, the Physiome
Model Repository encourages collaborative modelling. The developers of the Physiome Model
Repository already understood the importance of version control, because “collaboration on a
model can be greatly simplified by a tool which records the change history of a model, and
makes that history available to other collaborators” [Yu+11]. The versioning in the back-end is
done through Git9. Therefore, workspaces can be cloned and developed decentralised from
everywhere. As the Git tool supports submodules it is possible to include workspaces into work-
spaces in the Physiome Model Repository, which harmonises perfectly with modularised CellML
models: Modules and structures can be outsourced into specialised Git repositories [Cue+02].
Thus, the system promotes a modular model development. However, the latest version of a
workspace is not necessarily the best version of the modelling project [Mil+11]. Therefore, par-
ticularly interesting and well documented revisions of workspaces can be published as so-called
exposures in the Physiome Model Repository. Models and workspaces can be downloaded
through the website or cloned using Git. As the Physiome Model Repository also integrates
the CombineArchiveWeb application, workspaces can also be exported and shared with others
using COMBINE archives, see Section 4.4.2.
The Git system used by the Physiome Model Repository already does difference detection
for different versions of a file. However, by default it uses Unix’ diff utility and, thus, the
comparison of versions is done line-based (the problem is outlined in Appendix A). Therefore,
the Physiome Model Repository integrated the BiVeS tool for comparison of computational
models. An example is shown in Figure 3.2. Similar to the FAIRDOM Hub, the differences are
highlighted with colours, which makes it easy to spot the changes. On top of the comparison
page the highlighted module hierarchy of the CellML model versions is shown. Below, the page
shows BiVeS’ HTML report. The comparison in the example is much more complex, compared
to the example above. However, it is still easy to see which entities where inserted, deleted, or
have changed. For example, two new units were introduced (flux and millimolar), many of the
variables in the UbE component have changed, but even the changes in the mathematical layer
are easy to spot.
The Physiome Model Repository is available at models.physiomeproject.org/cellml and
currently lists 701 workspaces and 595 exposures in 21 categories10.
9git-scm.com, accessed 18 June 2017
10Figures retrieved from models.physiomeproject.org, 18 June 2017
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Figure 3.2. Screenshot of a model comparison result in the Physiome Model Repository. The
comparison page shows two outputs of the BiVeS tool: The highlighted reaction network on the top and
the HTML report on the bottom. Inserts are coloured green (in the HTML report) or blue (in the
reaction network), deletes are red, and modifications are yellow. The screenshot shows the comparison
results of the models s.binfalse.de/pmr-novak93 and s.binfalse.de/pmr-novak97.
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3.2.3. Comparing models in the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab
The fundamental concept of the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab grounds on a decomposition
of models and simulation descriptions. While simulation setups are traditionally merged
into models, I encourage to distinguish between the definition of a biological system and its
simulation setup [CSM16; CVW15]. The connection between a model and its setup should
instead be established through semantic annotations, i.e., a simulation description may set the
initial concentration of a parameter annotated with is glucose. Consequently, it will be easy to
substitute a simulation description and analyse the model in a different environment and, vice
versa, to evaluate or benchmark a number of models in a fixed environment.
The Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab was built with version control in mind. Models,
protocols, and simulation results carry identifiers and are unambiguously accessible from the
internet. For example, the Decker 2009 model [Dec+09] exists in seven versions11. Different
versions of a model can be compared using the BiVeS tool. On the comparison page, the user
can select versions as either predecessor or successor, difference detection is possible in both
directions of time. A JavaScript framework sends the identifiers of selected versions to the web
server at the University of Oxford, which then submits the comparison job to the BiVeS web
application running at the University of Rostock. The differences detected by BiVeS are available
as HTML report and as XML patch, both highlighted using colours, as shown in Figure 3.3.
For example, the comparison of the model versions Decker 2009 - buggy and Decker 2009 - fixed
lists changes in 28 CellML components12. Parts of the changes on the component CA are shown
in Figure 3.3. In the figure, one variable was deleted (bss), the initial concentrations in two
variables have changed (Ca_NSR and Ca_JSR), and one variable was added to the model (bss_cal).
In addition, the mathematical laws in that component has changed substantially. However, the
colourisation makes it easy to spot the differences, even though the sequence of formulas has
changed as well.
The Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab currently supports only cardiac models encoded in
the CellML format and protocols in a proprietary format (see Section 4.6). At the moment of
writing, the web lab contains 38 publicly available models and 25 public protocols. Moreover,
models and protocols typically exist in multiple versions. The combination of a model version
and a protocol version form a virtual experiment. However, not every model is compatible to
every protocol. Results of successful virtual experiments can be compared visually with other
experiments using modern techniques in the web browser. The Cardiac Electrophysiology Web
Lab will also be focus of Section 4.6 in the next chapter.
11All versions of the Decker 2009 model s.binfalse.de/decker-versions, accessed 30 June 2017
12Rerun the comparison online s.binfalse.de/decker-diff, accessed 1 July 2017
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Figure 3.3. Screenshot of a model comparison result in the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab.
A user of the Web Lab can select a model to compare any two of its versions. The shown model
(decker_2009.cellml) is available in two versions (Decker 2009 - fixed and Decker 2009 - buggy), as
shown on the top of the page. Even though cardiac models are typically very complex (the figure only
shows parts of the differential equations of one out of 43 components) it is not difficult to spot the
differences reported by BiVeS, despite the change in the sequence of equations. The comparison is
available online at s.binfalse.de/decker-diff.
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3.3. Versioning concept for a database
Traditionally, databases in the systems biology domain express relationships between entities in
a simulation study as a means of joining tables. Thus, the number of allowed questions when
searching for a simulation study is limited as the complexity of corresponding database queries
increases rapidly. Moreover, neither models nor simulation descriptions or related data are
easily representable as tabular structures. In contrast, NoSQL databases, and especially graph
databases, are better suited to handle the largely heterogeneous data of simulation studies in
terms of performance and flexibility. Masymos, a graph database for search and retrieval of
computational models and related data, takes advantages of the NoSQL approach [HWW15].
However, this database does not respect versions of models, yet. In a bachelor thesis that I
supervised we extended the database concept of Masymos to also store and track versions of
models [Pet16].
3.3.1. Database structure implemented in Masymos
Masymos is a management platform for models and associated data. It is built on top of Neo4J,
an ACID-compliant transactional database [Mil13; RWE13]. Masymos is able to integrate and
store different kinds of data associated to a simulation study. It supports models encoded
in either SBML or CellML, simulation descriptions in SED-ML format, and annotations using
terms from different ontologies, such as SBO and KiSAO (compare Section 1.2.1). Masymos
maintains several indices (e.g. over models, authors, annotations, etc.) to facilitate advanced
searching and ranking [Sch13].
A schematic of the structure implemented in Masymos is shown in Figure 3.4. The figure
indicates how a model of the cell division cycle [Tys91] encoded in both SBML (top left) and
CellML (bottom left) is linked in Masymos. In Neo4J, nodes and relationships can be categorised
using labels. For the SBML model, for example, Masymos creates a node labelled DOCUMENT
representing the XML document (yellow) and a node labelled MODEL representing the model
(light blue). The model node has multiple children: One reaction node labelled SBML_REACTION
(red), three species nodes labelled SBML_SPECIES (green), and a compartment node labelled
SBML_COMPARTMENT (brown). Furthermore, species may be linked to a reaction (e.g. C2 and CP
are linked to Reaction3), and species and reactions may be linked to a compartment (pM is
linked to Cell). Almost every node in the graph can be linked to one or more annotations
(grey). For example, the model node is annotated with the Kegg identifier sce0411113. Thus,
it is semantically encoded that this model is about the cell cycle in yeast and, through that
annotation, it will be connected to other models studying that same system. Please note,
that Masymos’ representation of that model is actually much more complex. In total, the
model contains nine species and nine reactions. The model node alone is already linked to
13www.kegg.jp/entry/sce04111, accessed 5 July 2017
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Figure 3.4. Database structure implemented in Masymos. The figure exemplarily shows five
documents and how they are linked in Masymos: An SBML model (top left), a simulation descrition in
SED-ML (top right), the SBO ontology (middle), a CellML Model (bottom left), and the KiSAO ontology
(bottom right). Black arrows show relationships between entities of the same document. The grey
dashed lines indicate how different documents are linked. For example, (i) the component CP in the
CellML model and the Species in CP the SBML model represent the same biological entity, (ii) the
Simulation entity of the SED-ML document is directly linked to the corresponding KiSAO term, and
(iii) the SBO annotation of the compartment Cell in the SBML document is unambiguously resolved
through the associated term SBO:064 in the ontology representation. The figure was rebuild
from [HWW15] to improve the resolution and to fit it into this thesis.
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seven annotations, and the entities of this simple model are connected through hundreds of
relationships. While top-down relationships in Masymos’ model representation are typically very
specific (e.g. model and reaction are connected through a relationship labelled HAS_REACTION),
the nodes of the model hierarchy are also connected bottom-up through relationships with a
label BELONGS_TO. Thus, given a random entity, it is easy to find the corresponding XML document
by just following BELONGS_TO links.
However, Masymos defines no relationships to connect different versions of the same model.
Moreover, there is currently no way to encode the changes between model versions. This
emphasises the need for a method to properly handle multiple versions of a model.
3.3.2. Enhanced concept respecting model versions
Introducing a versioning concept for models to the Masymos database entails a number of
challenges. First of all, versions of models need to be unambiguously identifiable. Second, the
versions of a model need to be linked according to their evolution. Third, information about
the changes between versions should be stored directly in Masymos, which would support users
in searching for interesting versions.
Extensions of the database model and storage decisions
A new version of a model is saved in a new version of the document. Thus, versions were
introduced on the level of documents. Additionally, two new relationships were implemented
that can be used to link nodes of the type DOCUMENT: HAS_PREDECESSOR and HAS_SUCCESSOR. As the
names suggest, the former relates from a newer version to an older version of the document
and, vice versa, the latter connects from an older to a newer version. Moreover, a new
property VERSIONID (carrying a unique value) was added to document nodes, so that versions of
documents sharing the same FILEID can distinguished. Consequently, models and their versions
are unambiguously identifiable and their evolution can be represented through relationships.
Obviously, to also store differences the database structure needs to be extended more radic-
ally: A new label DIFF identifies nodes, which represent the collection of modifications between
the linked documents. Exactly two nodes labelled DOCUMENT can be connected to a node labelled
DIFF using HAS_DIFF relationships. To represent atomic differences a generic node label DIFF_NODE
and four more concrete node labels DIFF_INSERT, DIFF_DELETE, DIFF_MOVE, and DIFF_UPDATE were
introduced. A DIFF node may have an unlimited number connections of label HAS_DIFF_ENTRY to
nodes labelled DIFF_NODE. Nodes with a label DIFF_NODE should contain a list of properties in con-
cordance with the machine-readable delta as exported from BiVeS, compare Section 2.2.5. Thus,
these nodes will typically have properties such as bives.newPath, bives.name, or bives.newValue –
of course depending on the characteristics of the specific change. Furthermore, a DIFF_NODE is
connected to one or two nodes in a model entity. On the one hand, a relationship IS_SOURCE
may link the difference to a model entity in the old version of the document (the predecessor).
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On the other hand, a relationship IS_DESTINATION may link the difference to a model entity in
the new version of the document (the successor).
The described relationships of the database model are visualised in Figure 3.5. The model
helps (i) to see which entities in a model have changed with respect to a previous/next version,
(ii) to learn how many changes between two versions occurred, and (iii) to understand how
model versions relate to each other. However, it remains difficult to filter for changes. For
example, a user may want to see versions that changed the mathematical definition of a
model. This user is then neither interested in corrections of typos nor in changes of the
textual description of a model. Therefore, the COMODI ontology was integrated into Masymos.
The terms of the ontology are connected through isA relationships in Masymos, compare
Figure E.1 in the appendix. In addition, the special relationships affects, appliesTo, hasReason,
and hasIntention were introduced, which can be used to link a DIFF_NODE to the a term of
COMODI, characterising its impact. Furthermore, the relationship DIFF_TRIGGERED_BY may link
two nodes labelled DIFF_NODE, according to the idea presented in Section 2.4.3. Using the
COMODI ontology it is possible to attach meaning to the differences between versions of a
model.
Implementation of the versioning concept in Masymos
Masymos’ infrastructure consists of a database interface and a web-based API, both built on
top of Neo4J. To realise support for model versions we extended the database interface and
implemented aforementioned changes. For example, the methods to insert or delete a model (or
model version) needs to generate and update HAS_PREDECESSOR and HAS_SUCCESSOR relationships
according to the models evolution. Moreover, a diff-plugin14 was developed to compare two
model documents using BiVeS and to store the delta information in the graph database. This
plugin integrates BiVeS as a library and uses its API to identify the differences. The delta
produced by BiVeS is then stored in the graph according to the previously mentioned model.
More specifically, for a comparison of a model document in versions V1 and V2 a node X of type
DIFF and two relationships V1–[HAS_DIFF]→ X and V2–[HAS_DIFF]→ X are created. The new node
X gets a few properties summarising the characteristics of the delta (such as the total number
of insertions). Additionally, for every atomic change n between V1 and V2 a node Yn labelled
DIFF_NODE is created and connected to X via X–[HAS_DIFF_ENTRY]→ Yn. According to the type
of change Yn gets a second label: DIFF_INSERT, DIFF_DELETE, DIFF_MOVE, or DIFF_UPDATE. Specific
details on the change, such as old and new attribute values, are stored in Yn as properties.
Furthermore, the node Yn is linked into nodes belonging to V1 and V2 representing the affected
entity using the relationships IS_SOURCE (for entities in document V1) and IS_DESTINATION (for
entities in document V2). As not every entity in a model has a direct representation in Masymos,
the diff-plugin traverses the entity hierarchy of the model’s XML tree in a bottom-up manner
14github.com/SemsProject/masymos-diff, accessed 7 July 2017
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Figure 3.5. ER diagram of the extension on the database model implemented in Masymos.
Nodes with a grey background are part of the original database model. Nodes with a white background
are part of the extension. Documents may be linked using HAS_PREDECESSOR and HAS_SUCCESSOR
relationships, according to their evolution. Two documents may be linked to a node labelled DIFF using
HAS_DIFF relationships. The DIFF node may contain any number of HAS_DIFF_ENTRY relationships to nodes
labelled DIFF_INSERT, DIFF_DELETE, DIFF_MOVE, or DIFF_UPDATE (all being also labelled DIFF_NODE). Nodes
labelled DIFF_NODE may furthermore be labelled to nodes belonging to a document using either IS_SOURCE
or IS_DESTINATION. The figure was adapted from [Pet16].
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until it finds a parent entity, which is then linked to the change. A special property in a DIFF_NODE
called inherit indicates if the corresponding change affects an entity directly (inherit is set to
false) or if it affects the subtree of that entity (inherit is set to true). That is, changes in one
term of the kinetic law of a reaction will be linked to the node representing the corresponding
reaction in that model and its DIFF_NODE’s property inherit is set to true. Annotations with terms
from COMODI as reported by BiVeS are directly translated into relationships between Yn and
the corresponding terms of the COMODI ontology in Masymos, compare Appendix E.2.
A second plugin for Masymos realises a RESTful interaction with the diff-plugin through
HTTP connections. It can, for example, be used to trigger the comparison of models using the
/diff/service/trigger endpoint. Once triggered, the diff-plugin will search for nodes V1 and V2
that (i) are labelled DOCUMENT, (ii) are related through V1–[HAS_SUCCESSOR]→ V2, (iii) both have a
link to a node labelled MODEL, and (iv) do not have a relation to the same node labelled DIFF.
For every tuple of V1 and V2 an asynchronous comparison task is scheduled which executes
BiVeS and stores the differences according to the strategy explained above. These actions at
the REST endpoint can, for example, be triggered (i) immediately when a new model version
is added to the database, (ii) periodically, or (iii) manually, e.g., when installing the database.
3.3.3. Results and discussion
The extension of the database model is designed to assist modellers in discovering and under-
standing changes on models. In fact, using the new database model it is possible to implement
a notification system that informs users in case of changes to their favourite models, e.g. models
that a user shared or obtained through the database. Furthermore, this notification system may
include filters to notify, e.g., modellers in case of changes in the mathematical definition and
database maintainers in case of changes on the level of annotations.
The extended version of Masymos allows to encode the timeline of a model’s development
using HAS_PREDECESSOR and HAS_SUCCESSOR relationships. Models and versions are therefore unam-
biguously identifiable and accessible. Differences between versions can be encoded using novel
labels for node and relationships. Knowledge about differences can be semantically annotated
using terms from the COMODI ontology. The realisation of the database model, as visualised
in Figure 3.5, is indicated in Figure 3.6. The figure shows Masymos’ representation of two
versions of a toy model and their differences. Nodes belonging to the delta are highlighted
with a grey background. For example, the purple node with caption 1739 represents the DIFF
node. Its properties describe the characteristics of the delta: numUpdates: 1, numInserts: 7, num-
NodeChanges: 2, numTextChanges: 0, numMoves: 0, numDeletes: 0. The yellow node with caption 1
is labelled with DIFF_NODE and DIFF_NODE. It represents the change of the initial concentration in
species A from 100 to 120. As it affects the species directly, its inherit property is set to false. Its
properties feature all details reported by BiVeS, as shown in Source Code 3.5. The green nodes
with captions 2 to 6 represent the insertion of a species C to the model. While the node 2 inserts
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1 "properties": {
2 "bives.id": 1,
3 "bives.newPath": "/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]",
4 "bives.oldPath": "/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]",
5 "bives.name": "initialConcentration",
6 "bives.oldValue": 100,
7 "bives.newValue": 120
8 "inherit": false,
9 }
Source Code 3.5. Properties of a DIFF_NODE in Masymos. The code shows the properties of the node
with caption 1 from Figure 3.6, which corresponds to the update of the initial concentration of a species.
The properties starting with bives. are reported by BiVeS.
the actual species node, nodes 3 to 6 equip the species with characteristic attributes: Node 3
inserts a link to the compartmen which is identified by default, node 4 inserts its id with value
specC, node 5 inserts its initialConcentration of 0, node 6 inserts its name with value C. Nodes 3
to 6 also get a relationship to 2 labelled DIFF_TRIGGERED_BY – together they can be understood
as a group of changes that insert species C to the model version v2. Finally, the green nodes
with captions 7 and 8 represent the insertion of species C as a product to reaction R. They both
do not affect the reaction node directly, but its subtree (they create a new speciesReference
in the reaction’s listOfProducts). Therefore, the inherit property of both nodes is set to true.
Both model versions of the model are artificially created for demonstration purposes. They are
available from Appendix F.
Even though the newly introduced types of nodes and relationships representing differences
between versions seem invasive, they are designed to not break previous algorithms and
methods. They exclusively add information to a novel layer in the graph, which can easily be
neglected. In contrast, the general idea of versions may influence existing search algorithms. If
these algorithms are not developed with versions of models in mind, they may match several
versions of the same model equally high for a given query. As a consequence, a search result
may list the best matching model on the top 20 ranks – assuming the model has 20 versions –
while the distinct versions may just differ slightly. This behaviour may justifiably be undesired.
Existing algorithms should therefore be evaluated and updated accordingly.
This extension substantially increases the complexity of the graph. For example, in a graph
of 2494 nodes with complete versioning information 55.97% of the nodes (1396) are related
to storing versioning information (nodes labelled DIFF or DIFF_NODE). Indeed, that is a massive
overhead. Size, however, does not play an important role as Masymos is just a central database,
not meant for individual usage. Thus, we consciously trade storage space for search speed.
However, depending on use case and preferences of database maintainers and users the space
consumption can be decreased significantly with three adjustments. First, the deltas may only
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Figure 3.6. Representation of a delta in Masymos. The figure shows the graph of two versions of a
model document (v1 and v2) in Masymos. The shown graph can be conceptually understood as four
sub-graphs: (i) The top left shows the model version v1, (ii) the top right shows the model version v2,
(iii) the middle shows the representation of the delta highlighted in a grey background, and (iv) the
bottom shows associated terms of the COMODI ontology. The delta can again be divided into three
different parts. (i) The dashed orange line shows the update of an attribute value in the species A. The
yellow node with id 1 is labelled DIFF_UPDATE and connected to species A of v1 using an IS_SOURCE
relationship and to species A of v2 using an IS_DESTINATION relationship. It is annotated with the terms
Update and SpeciesSetup of the COMODI ontology. (ii) The dashed magenta line shows the insertion of a
the new species C into version v2. The node with id 2 represents the insertion of the actual document
node in the XML document. Nodes 3 to 6 are changes triggered by 2 – they represent the insertion of
new attribute values, such as the species’ name and its initial concentration. Therefore, the nodes 3 to 6
are each related to 2 using an edge labelled DIFF_TIGGERED_BY. (iii) The dashed blue line shows the
insertion of species C into the reaction R in version v2. Both, node 7 and node 8 affect the reaction
network of the model and are annotated with the term ReactionNetworkDefinition of the COMODI
ontology. The models in v1 and v2 were artificially created for this thesis. More information on both
models is available from Appendix F.
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be computed on demand, i.e. when a user or tool needs the corresponding information. This,
however, prevents large scale analysis and implies a serious increase in search durations if
versions need to be compared beforehand. Second, details on the deltas may be reduced. For
example, groups of changes can be condensed according to DIFF_TRIGGERED_BY relationships.
The annotations of discarded nodes can be propagated accordingly to their condensed versions.
In the example above, 750 of 1396 nodes are triggered by other DIFF_NODES. If removed only
646 nodes (out of 1396) are necessary to store the versioning information. Moreover, some of
the details in the DIFF_NODES’ properties are not necessarily useful for every use case. It may,
for example, be justifiable to discard actual parameter values and XPath expressions, as the
required information is linked through COMODI terms. For details on a delta it could still be
regenerated on demand. Third, versions may be stored using a reverse-delta storage [BL97;
Tic85], as common for traditional version control systems, such as SVN. That way, nodes
common to multiple versions of the same model would only be stored once. This, in turn,
means radical changes in the database model and, presumably, most of the existing algorithms,
methods, and queries need to be adjusted.
In conclusion, the extension of the database model improves the transparency of model
updates. It allows modellers to explore the evolution of models and permits improved search
queries through advanced filters. Simulation description linked to a model may automatically be
invalidated if, e.g., a necessary species was removed from a model. Furthermore, a notification
system may alert users if a model they obtained is, for example, corrected or improved. I
believe that this will ultimately foster model reuse.
3.4. Studying the evolution of open model repositories
A useful model is one that is being (re)used. The development of a successful model does not
finish with its publication. During reuse, models are being modified, i.e. expanded, corrected,
and refined. Even small changes in the encoding of a model can however significantly affect
its interpretation. Thus, it is crucial to inform about changes that have occurred in a model.
When reusing a well documented model, researchers save time, effort, and money [Wil+16].
However, a lack of transparent documentation of the conditions and boundaries applied to the
model, as well as a lack of provenance information, can lower the trust in a model. In contrast,
a transparent communication of changes in models increases their value [Sch+16]. To build
an informative history about a model, all its versions need to be publicly accessible, and all
changes across versions have to be well described [Wal+13].
Both BioModels Database and the Physiome Model Repository provide versions of published
models through their websites. Access to raw version information allows to further process the
data and to study model changes. My previously introduced method for difference detection,
for example, helps researchers to compute and analyse the differences between two versions of
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a model [SW15]. Identified changes in model versions can then be classified using COMODI,
an ontology of terms describing model changes [Sch+16].
Here I analyse raw model versions with respect to the frequency and influence of changes.
Using the BiVeS tool, I identify the changes between all released versions of models available
from BioModels Database and the Physiome Model Repository. I identify update patterns and
provide an example of a model’s history. The results show that models are indeed continuously
subjected to changes. These changes, however, have different reasons, such as updates of
the description format and error corrections. To demonstrate the impact of changes I explore
the history of a Repressilator model from BioModels Database. My analysis demonstrates the
numerous changes that occur in models. Even early models are still continually updated. I
observed frequent improvements in annotations, which enriches the information one can gain
from models. In order to provide interactive access to the changes in published models, I
developed a freely available online platform.
3.4.1. Materials and methods
The data presented and analysed in this section was generated following the schematic shown
in Figure 3.7. The heart of my pipeline is the Java tool Statistics Generator15 (SG), which wraps
the ModelCrawler16 and BiVeS to obtain and process the data. It first runs the ModelCrawler
to retrieve all available model versions from BioModels Database and the Physiome Model
Repository. The SG then uses BiVeS to calculate the differences between every subsequent
version of each model. Afterwards, BiVeS’ output is evaluated and the results are stored in
separate data tables. Based on these tables, a set of R scripts generates static figures, and the
ModelStats (MoSt) website provides interactive visualisations of the data. The SG is available
as a Docker image17. It can be used to regenerate the data tables. A set of R18 scripts are
available through the source code of the SG19. The MoSt website20 can be installed and run by
everyone; the source code is available from GitHub21.
The Data
The data used to generate the figures originate from BioModels Database and the Physiome
Model Repository. BioModels Database provides curated and non-curated models in SBML
format. New models are submitted to the non-curated branch. Once the modelling results could
be reproduced by a curator, the model moves to the curated branch. Release 31 of BioModels
Database contains 640 models in the curated branch and 1000 models in the non-curated
15github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-StatsGenerator, accessed 24 October 2017
16github.com/SemsProject/ModelCrawler, accessed 24 October 2017
17hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/bives-statsgenerator, accessed 24 October 2017
18www.r-project.org, accessed 24 October 2017
19github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-StatsGenerator/tree/master/src/main/resources, accessed 24 October 2017
20most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 24 October 2017
21github.com/SemsProject/MoSt, accessed 24 October 2017
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Figure 3.7. Pipeline used to obtain, analyse, and visualise the data. First, all relevant models and
their versions are downloaded from BioModels Database and from the Physiome Model Repository
(PMR) using the ModelCrawler. BiVeS detects and reports the differences between consecutive model
versions. The Statistics Generator (SG) then exports the results as data tables, which collect statistics on
models and changes. The data tables are used in R scripts and in the MoSt website to produce static
and interactive visualisations, as presented in this paper.
branch. For this study we considered all models in all release versions since the launch of the
repository in April 2005 and the time of writing in July 2017 (10952 model files).
The Physiome Model Repository provides curated and non-curated models, primarily in
CellML format. The models are embedded in workspaces, which may contain further model
related data, such as network visualisations, simulation descriptions, and links to previous
versions of the studies. Particularly interesting and well documented revisions of workspaces
can be published as exposures [Mil+11]. Workspaces may contain multiple models, which
may be decomposed into different documents. For our study we treated every valid CellML
document as a CellML model. For this work all 2782 models files from 651 publicly available
workspaces were retrieved.
ModelCrawler: Acquiring models and versions
The ModelCrawler is a Java tool that retrieves models from open model repositories. It
currently implements two modules: One for BioModels Database and one for the Physiome
Model Repository. When retrieving data from BioModels Database, the ModelCrawler mirrors
the corresponding FTP server at the EBI22, extracts the models of each release, and stores them
locally. When retrieving data from the Physiome Model Repository, the ModelCrawler iterates
through the list of public workspaces23, clones the corresponding Git repositories, extracts
the models in all revisions, and stores them locally. In addition, the ModelCrawler collects
and stores metadata, including information about the model’s origin and time stamps for each
model version. For BioModels Database, the time stamps correspond to the release date of the
database. The Physiome Model Repository provides precise version information through their
repository back-end (git-log) [Mil+11].
22ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/biomodels/releases/, accessed 24 October 2017
23models.physiomeproject.org/workspace_list_txt, accessed 24 October 2017
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BiVeS: Comparing versions of a model
BiVeS compares the retrieved model versions and identifies the differences in the XML rep-
resentation [SW15]. The tool distinguishes four types of changes (insertion, deletion, move,
update) and three different kinds of entities in an XML document (element node, attribute node,
text node) that are subjected to changes. BiVeS computes the differences between every two
consecutive versions of each model retrieved by the ModelCrawler. In total, BiVeS generated
12 467 deltas between model versions.
Statistics Generator (SG): Evaluating the BiVeS output
The results of BiVeS’ computation are post-processed and aggregated into three data tables.
The first table contains details about the models files in all available versions (filestats). Each
row stores the number of (i) XML nodes, (ii) species, (iii) reactions, (iv) compartments, (v) func-
tions, (vi) parameters, (vii) rules, (viii) events, (ix) units, (x) variables and (xi) components in
the model. Additionally, information about the curation status of the model, encoding format,
identifiers for model and version, and the URL to the model file is collected.
The second table contains data about the evolution of the repositories (repo-evolution).
Starting from April 11th 2005 (BioModels Database emerged), it stores the number of models
in BioModels Database and in the Physiome Model Repository. For each point in time, the
details of the models, see (i)-(xi) above, are accumulated into three feature vectors. One vector
for BioModels Database, one for Physiome Model Repository, and another one representing
both repositories combined.
The third table contains details on the differences between two successive versions of a model
(diffstats). Every version transition is examined with both the Unix diff tool (inserts and deletes)
and BiVeS (inserts, deletes, updates, moves, and triggered operations [SW15]). Furthermore,
each row in the table contains the corresponding model identifier and the identifiers for both
versions of the model. Thus, every entry in the diffstats table can be linked to the model versions
in the filestats table.
Generating the static figures
Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 were generated using aforementioned R scripts24. Figure 3.8 shows how
the repositories evolve over time (number of models, size of the models). Figure 3.9 shows
how frequently models are updated and how significant the changes are. Figure 3.10 shows
the different types of changes and affected parts in the model document. Figure 3.11 was
generated by an extra module implemented in the SG. It is based on an SVG template derived
from the COMODI ontology [Sch+16] and visualises types and targets of changes.
24github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-StatsGenerator/tree/master/src/main/resources, accessed 24 October 2017
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Figure 3.8. Number and size of models in BioModels Database and in the Physiome Model
Repository. The plot shows the total number of models (left) and the mean number of nodes per
model (right) in BioModels Database (dotted line) and in the Physiome Model Repository (solid line)
since the launch of the databases until July 2017.
MoSt: Interactive visualisations
The ModelStats website (MoSt) at most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de allows for interactive
visualisations of the data presented here. The portal makes active use of JavaScript libraries
such as JQuery25, D3 [BOH11], and highlight.js26 to provide intuitive access to the model
evolution in open repositories. It integrates the DiVil27 tool to visualise the differences between
reaction networks.
3.4.2. Results
In this section I analyse the evolution of SBML and CellML models from BioModels Database
and the Physiome Model Repository. Overall, I studied 3781 models, with a total of 16710
model versions. The results were obtained after applying the pipeline described in Figure 3.7.
Trends in model repositories
Figure 3.8 shows number and size of reusable models in the Physiome Model Repository and
BioModels Database. The left panel verifies a steady increase in the number of models in both
repositories. The right panel furthermore reveals a significant increase in average number of
nodes per model for BioModels Database. This observation confirms previous observations
in the literature [CLN13; Hen+10]. The first heavy increase appears in June 2013, when
the average number of nodes rises from 4866 to 13118 nodes per model. This increase is
due to the publication of a large SBML model encoding the global reconstruction of human
metabolism (Recon2, [Thi+13]). A second increase can be observed in February 2014, when
25jquery.com, accessed 24 October 2017
26highlightjs.org, accessed 24 October 2017
27github.com/Gebbi8/DiVil, accessed 24 October 2017
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Figure 3.9. Updates of models in BioModels Database. The plot shows every recorded update of
each model in the curated branch of BioModels Database. The rows (y-axis) show changes per official
release of BioModels Database. The columns (x-axis) represent model files. Whenever a model was
updated, a small blue vertical line indicates how many changes BiVeS detected between the old and
new version of the model. Dark blue indicates many changes (maximum of 17 425 operations), light
blue indicates few changes (minimum of 0-5 change operations).
the SBML encoding of a genome scale metabolic model was published [Mar+13]. Surprisingly,
the average number of nodes remains stable for the Physiome Model Repository. As of July
2017, the average number of nodes per model is 31059.1 for BioModels Database and 863.6
for the Physiome Model Repository.
Frequency of updates
Figure 3.9 visualises model updates in BioModels Database. Each coloured point indicates a
change of a model in a specific release. The colour intensity reflects the number of changes:
The darker the colour, the larger the number of modifications. Besides proving that models are
subject to changes, the figure also reveals interesting patterns: horizontal blue bars indicate
that some releases affect the majority of models. For example, the updates in December 2008
can be explained by the newly included instructions in every model on how to cite BioModels
Database. The blue line in May 2012 can be explained by a change in BioModels Database’s
legal terms: all models were published under the terms of the CCO Public Domain Dedication;
their notes section was updated accordingly.
Another set of updates relates to the SBML annotation scheme. In June 2006, the introduction
of qualified references to external resources [Nov+05] affected all annotated models. In August
2012, URNs in the annotations were replaced by links to identifiers.org, causing another major
update of the database. In June 2017, the BioModels Database team revised the annotations in
a majority of their models. For example, they annotated many models with terms from GO,
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Figure 3.10. Types of diff operations. The boxplots quantify the types of changes (left boxplots) and
affected components in the XML documents (right boxplots) in BioModels Database (boxplots 1 and 3)
and the Physiome Model Repository (boxplots 2 and 4).
renamed qualifiers (e.g. bqbiol:occursIn to bqbiol:hasTaxon), and updated the timestamps of
modifications.
As of July 2017, I observe an average of 4.49 versions per model in its first five years after
publication. BiVeS reports an average of 327.92 differences between two subsequent versions of
a model. However, not all changes do necessarily influence the behaviour of the model. Some
are due to format updates, to design changes, or to changes in the model annotation [Sch+16].
Delta composition and characterisation of changes
Figure 3.10 quantifies the delta compositions. The left-hand side shows the type of changes in
SBML (boxplot 1) and CellML (boxplot 2) documents, respectively. I distinguish four types of
changes: inserts, deletes, updates, and moves. The majority of changes are inserts and deletes;
there are just a few updates. Tendentially, there are more differences between versions of a
CellML document. More specifically, I can see that entities in the CellML documents move more
frequently than the ones in SBML documents.
The models considered in the study are all encoded in the Extensible Markup Language
(XML). XML supports the concepts of elements (document nodes), attributes that further describe
elements (attributes), and human-readable pieces of text (text nodes). Both SBML and CellML
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Figure 3.11. Coverage of COMODI terms. Colours are scaled individually. Thus, it is not possible to
derive a quantitative statement between nodes of different colours. Only terms from the same branch
can be compared.
are derivates of XML and define the basic structure of a model using document nodes. Attributes
store further information about model entities. In SBML, for example, a biological entity is
represented by a document node which may then contain attributes, such as an initialConcen-
tration. Both formats use text nodes to, for example, store meta information about a model
or its entities. The right-hand side of Figure 3.10 shows that the least modifications in SBML
documents affect the text nodes. Most updates in CellML documents affect document nodes,
while the frequency of changes on text nodes and attributes are relatively similar.
The decision whether a change is relevant or not cannot always be made automatically.
However, it helps to determine where a change takes effect in the model. Using the COMODI
ontology, information about the characteristics can be described semantically. The pipeline
is able to annotate changes with a subset of the COMODI ontology. However, it is not able
to derive information about the intention nor the reason of a change. Figure 3.11 shows
the branches of the COMODI ontology coloured in blue (Change), purple (Target), and green
(XmlEntity). The intensity of the colour indicates how often a difference has been automatically
classified with the associated term. For example, it is apparent that the terms Insertion and
Deletion are darker than Update and Move, which is in concordance with Figure 3.10.
The ModelStats website
To provide an interactive access to the evolution of computational models we developed the
MoSt web tool (most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de). MoSt provides a number of filters. It is,
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for example, possible to specify a time range or the model format. Furthermore, the data can be
filtered for specific model identifiers. Thus, the evolution of a single model or a subset of models
can be analysed. Repositories may link from a model’s page to information about its evolution in
MoSt. For example, most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/#m:BIOMD0000000012,v:d,d1:2010-
06-01,d2:2011-04-30 shows the evolution of model BIOMD0000000012 between June 1st
2006 and April 30th 2011. Furthermore, most.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/#m:BIOMD,v:d
filters for all models whose identifier start with BIOMD, effectively selecting all curated models
from BioModels Database28
MoSt features four types of visualisations. A donut chart visualises each model transition in
the selected time range; the amount of changes in a version transition is reflected by the size of
the donut’s slice. A heatmap provides more details about the actual numbers of diff operations
for each transition; the height of a heat bar corresponds to the total number of changes. Both
visualisations are interactive and provide access to more details on the changes between two
versions of a model. The differences can be recomputed online using the BiVeS web application
and the results are shown (human-readable report, graphic, XML encoded differences, COMODI
terms). Finally, MoSt offers two boxplot visualisations, similar to Figure 3.10. One boxplot
visualises the type of change (move, insert, delete, or update) of each model transition within
the selected time range. The other boxplot shows which parts in the XML documents were
subject to change (text nodes, attributes, or document nodes). Taken together, the MoSt tool
allows researchers to explore the history of models in BioModels Database and the Physiome
Model Repository.
3.4.3. Example: Changes in the repressilator model
The classical example of the Repressilator [EL00] showcases how a model in BioModels Database
changes over time and how my tools contribute to a better understanding of these changes.
The Repressilator is a synthetic model that links three transcriptional repressors to build an
oscillating network. Its practical applicability has, for example, been shown for multiple
organisms, including Arabidopsis [Pok+12] and Escherichia coli [EL00]. The model was first
released in BioModels Database in September 200529 and is identified by BIOMD0000000012. In
total, the SBML document has been modified 21 times. The model homepage at BioModels
Database30 already provides a textual description for many of the changes.
Figure 3.12 displays six versions of the Repressilator model in SBGN (Systems Biology
Graphical Notation), a standard to visualise biological networks as graphs [Nov+09]. The
figure also highlights the differences between the versions as identified by BiVeS: (i) elements
28More information on filters and the different visualisations is available from MoSt’s project page at git-
hub.com/SemsProject/MoSt, accessed 19 October 2017.
29biomodels.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/BIOMD0000000012.xml/2005-04-11/BIOMD0000000012.xml, ac-
cessed 3 October 2017
30BIOMD0000000012, http://identifiers.org/biomodels.db/BIOMD0000000012, accessed 3 October 2017
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Figure 3.12. Differences between versions of the Repressilator model (BIOMD0000000012) in
BioModels Database. Six versions of the Repressilator model (versions 3, 4, 5, 13, 14 and 15) are
visualised in SBGN (generated using VANTED, [Roh+12] and SBGN-ED [CKS10]). The differences
between the versions, as identified by BiVeS, are highlighted with a colour code: Updates are in yellow,
inserts are in blue and deletes are in red.
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that have been removed in the subsequent version are coloured in red, (ii) elements that
have been introduced in the current version are coloured in blue, and (iii) changes, which are
not visible in the reaction network (e. g. updates of an initial concentration) are coloured in
yellow. Please note that versions 3 to 5 (left column) and versions 13 to 15 (right column) are
consecutive, while there is a time leap between versions 5 and 13 (left and right column).
The first transition displayed in the figure shows the deletion of one SBML entity (emptySet)
between version 3 and version 4. This change is caused by a design decision on the SBML level.
It does not affect the biological meaning, but it changes the SBML file and has a significant
effect on the SBGN representation.
The second transition between version 4 and version 5 comprises of updates (in yellow) and
changes to the reaction network (in blue and red). Specifically, the modifications rectify the
effect of the transcripts over the translation of the repressors. Version 5 of the model encodes for
the fact that the repressor is not created from the transcript (version 4), but that the transcripts
modulate the translation of the repressors (version 5).
The third transition between version 13 and version 14 mainly improves the annotation of the
model entities, reflected by a more detailed SBGN map. For example, the encoding of arrows
and glyphs is more specific in verion 14 (e. g., species are marked as macromolecules, TetR
protein is described as an inhibitor for the translation of cI mRNA). Please note that the names
of the species were updated at some point between version 5 and version 13 (not highlighted
in the figure).
Finally, the fourth transition between version 14 and version 15 does not show any changes
in the model. The reason for the existence of version 15 is that BioModels Database generates
a new model version for every model at each release.
3.4.4. Discussion
Models are continuously subjected to changes. To understand the impact, characteristics, and
frequency of changes I analysed the evolution of simulation models in open model repositories.
The data presented in this paper has been generated following the pipeline described in
Figure 3.7.
Many changes do not affect the model in the biological sense. When studying the similarity or
changes in two versions of a model, different aspects may be considered [Wal+16]. Depending
on the actual use of the model, some aspects are more relevant than others. In the Repressilator
model, for example, the first transition (between versions 3 and 4 in Figure 3.12) affects the
SBML encoding of the model, but not the biological system. Similar examples are updates
in the SBML specification, updated publications, or new reference schemes to external data
sources. These changes, if applied to a repository, affect the majority of models (see again blue
bars in Figure 3.9). They typically do not affect obtained results. The knowledge about these
changes can still be relevant for developers implementing tool support for SBML and CellML.
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However, researchers looking for changes in the biological model definition may exfiltrate
the changes behind the horizontal blue bars in Figure 3.9. Annotations with terms from the
COMODI ontology support users in distinguishing between relevant and unimportant changes.
I also observed that some models are changed more often than others. I was not able to
determine whether “famous” models are updated more frequently (e. g., because they are
checked by more scientists) or less frequently (e. g., because one reason for their frequent reuse
is their quality). This analysis, however, could be an interesting endeavour for an experienced
modeller. With respect to encoding formats, the data suggests that changes in CellML models are
more radical in comparison to changes in SBML models, see Figure 3.10. However, significant
changes can be expected with the implementation of SBML Level 3 models, which have a
fundamentally different structure, and may import different SBML constructs from the so-called
packages [Huc+10].
The updates with release 31 of BioModels Database in June 2017 do not seem very invasive
when looking at Figure 3.9. However, when comparing the figure with MoSt’s filter graphic,
one might speculate a discrepancy and hypothesise the large amount of changed files come
from the Physiome Model Repository. This is not the case, though. The majority of the 1250
updated documents origin from BioModels Database. More specifically, 367 models from the
curated branch and 640 models from the non-curated branch were affected. That means,
minimal changes were introduced in about half the models from the curated branch. And
indeed, the few resulting light-blue bars seem unsuspicious in Figure 3.9. They are, however,
very prominent in MoSt’s time-slider, which displays the number of new versions introduced at
a point in time. This suggests a curation initiative at BioModels Database, which affected a
significant amount of their models.
The figures presented in this section are based on the state of BioModels Database and
the Physiome Model Repository as of July 2017. They provide a global view on changes in
models in the past years. However, during my investigation I observed that the history of model
changes is not stable. It can happen that the history of releases in the repository is changed. I
found two possible explanations for this. First, the Physiome Model Repository works on the
basis of socalled workspaces. When a new workspace becomes public, the whole history of
that workspace is also published, thereby slightly rewriting the (publicly visible) history of
the whole repository. Second, I observed that the latest releases of BioModels Database can
be updated up to the point when a new release is published, leading to inconsistencies in the
latest data sets. Hence, it is important to remember that the figures may change in the future
and yet affect shown data from the “past”.
My investigations do not provide information about who introduced a change in a model.
This information is difficult, and sometimes impossible, to retrieve. For example, in BioModels
Database one cannot see who changed a file; only snapshots of the repository are openly
available. I want to encourage the maintainers of repositories to provide a system where curators
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and modellers can transparently track the evolution of a project, e.g. using PROV-O [MLS13]
to encode the provenance and COMODI to describe reason, intention, and effects of a change.
If, in future, model repositories implement such a system, incorporating that data will be an
interesting extension to MoSt.
While this section provides only a global view on available models at a certain point in time,
the web portal MoSt can be used to filter the models by id, time, or format. Thus, a personalised
exploration of model histories is possible. MoSt is a static web project and open source available
at GitHub31. Thus, it is easy to create a new instance of MoSt, which allows for more control
and flexibility. In addition, the generated data tables are accessible through MoSt’s web page.
MoSt, in turn, is regularly being updated to reflect the latest state of BioModels Database and
the Physiome Model Repository. Everyone is encouraged to extend MoSt with further useful
analyses.
3.4.5. Conclusions
The reuse of models is still impeded by a lack of trust and documentation. A detailed and
transparent documentation of all aspects of the model, including its provenance, will improve
this situation. Knowledge about a model’s provenance can avoid the repetition of mistakes
already faced by others. More insights are gained into how the system evolves from initial
findings to a profound understanding. It is the responsibility of the maintainers of model
repositories to offer transparent model provenance to their users.
In this work, I evaluated publicly available versions of models in BioModels Database and
the Physiome Model Repository, and I searched for irregularities and interesting pattern in the
plots. The results inform scientists on how models evolve. As some changes affect the biological
network, one conclusion drawn from this work is that existing models should continuously be
monitored for changes. The web tool MoSt provides interactive access to model changes and
displays the actual differences between single model versions.
31github.com/SemsProject/MoSt, accessed 1 October 2017
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SUPPORT FOR SHAREABLE AND
REPRODUCIBLE SIMULATION
STUDIES
Sharing simulation studies is essential for the advance of research in computational biology.
Simulation studies typically consist of multiple files in fragile relations. For simulation studies
to be reproducible, researchers need to share all the data and relations. Therefore we invented
the COMBINE archive which eases the management of files related to a simulation study, fosters
collaboration, and ultimately enables the exchange of reproducible simulation studies.
This chapter is based on five publications that support sharing reproducible simulation studies.
The idea of COMBINE archives was published as “COMBINE archive and OMEX format: One file
to share all information to reproduce a modeling project” in BMC Bioinformatics [Ber+14]. I
published a use case that demonstrates the impact of COMBINE archives on dynamical modeling
of syncytial mitotic cycles in Drosophila embryos in F1000Research [SW16a]. I have been
involved in the development of tools published as original papers [Ber+17] or conference
contributions [Sch+14a; Sch+14b], which support the usage of COMBINE archives. A novel
method published in “Extracting reproducible simulation studies from model repositories using
the CombineArchive Toolkit” [SW15] shows how tools can be tied together to publish repro-
ducible simulation studies. Finally, decomposed simulation studies can be benchmarked and
compared using “The Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab”, which I published in the Biophysical
Journal [CSM16].
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4.1. Challenges with the reproduction of modelling results
Computational modelling has become an indispensable tool in systems biology and systems
medicine [Fin+04; GH13]. The steadily increasing size and complexity of simulation studies
pose additional challenges to sharing reproducible results [WW16]. The ability to obtain similar
results when reproducing an experiment is a tenet of modern science. The reproducibility
of a scientific study depends on the careful description of the original experiment, including
the methods and tools used to perform the experiment, the substrate on which to perform
the experiment, and the precise experimental setup, including all necessary influences from
the environment. When the result is meant to be presented after post-processing, it is also
imperative to provide the details of the processing steps. Repeated mentions of problems with
replication and reproducibility [BE12; Ioa+09; PSA11] led to the development of new standards,
tools, and methods for the transfer of reproducible simulation studies [Bec+10; Ber+14;
Cor+12; San+13; Sch+14b]. The Computational Modelling in Biology Network (COMBINE)
coordinates the development of standard formats for various aspects of a simulation study:
The Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) [Huc+03] and CellML [Cue+03] encode the
mathematical models; the Systems Biology Graphical Notation (SBGN) [Nov+09] encodes the
visual representation of models; the Simulation Experiment Description Markup Language (SED-
ML) [Wal+11b] encodes the simulation recipes; the Systems Biology Result Markup Language
(SBRML) [Dad+10] and the Numerical Markup Language (NuML) encode numerical data and
simulation results. Further more, other fields in the life sciences, such as ecology [Gri+06]
and drug development [Swa+15], have also started to develop standards to encode their
specialised mathematical models. This, however, emphasises how today’s studies consist of
multiple, heterogeneous, and sometimes distributed data files, leading to the challenge of
exchanging complete and thus reproducible results. Even though, standards exist to encode
modelling-related data, which may be publicly available in open repositories, all the files
necessary for the description of a model must be exchanged in order to fully understand and
use the model.
Managing and sharing multiple files entails a number of difficulties and can be tedious and
error-prone. Some files necessary to build or process a model might have moved, or even be
deleted, prohibiting the reproduction of results and ultimately even reusing the model. In
addition, models are not static but evolve over time. Some changes, such as corrections of
parameter values or modifications in the network structure, affect the outcome of a scientific
study. Corrections of previously published model code must be communicated and propagated
to all instances of the model that have been reused in other studies. It is therefore necessary to
specify the version of a model that has been used in a simulation [Wal+13].
Several projects and initiatives, such as COMBINE (co.mbine.org), FAIRDOM (fair-dom.org),
and the Reproducibility Initiative (reproducibilityinitiative.org), already dedicate their efforts to
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reproducibility issues. Solutions towards improved management of computational models have
recently been proposed, involving better accessibility of models and versions thereof, and better
links between all files related to a specific study [Li+10; Mil+11; Wal+13; Wol+11]. However,
these approaches focus on long-term availability and management of modelling experiments.
Instead, modellers need means for easy export and exchange of simulation studies, as provided
by an archive. A major advantage of an archive is that a single file can encapsulate everything
there is to know about a specific modelling project, including the instructions on how to “open”
the archive and interpret it. Similar examples from the domain of computer science are the
packages of Debian GNU/Linux1 and Red Hat2 based operating systems, the Java Archives3, the
electronic book format4, the Microsoft Office Open XML5, and the Open Document Formats6.
Two archive formats that are applicable in the life sciences are Research Objects [Bec+10]
and COMBINE archives. While the former is very generic, the latter is specifically designed for
simulation studies encoded using COMBINE standards. Therefore, I will focus on COMBINE
archives.
4.2. COMBINE archive and OMEX format
The SED-ML community initially developed the concept behind the COMBINE archive, when
faced with the need to encapsulate the simulation experiment description and the models used
to perform the corresponding in silico experiment [Wal+11c]. Members of the community
extended the aim of the SED-ML archive to encompass any file type that would be useful during
a modelling and simulation procedure, and wrote an initial technical description. In summary,
a COMBINE archive is a single file that aggregates all data files and information necessary to
reproduce a simulation study.
4.2.1. Implementation
The skeleton of a COMBINE archive consists of a manifest and a metadata file, specified by
the Open Modeling EXchange format (OMEX). Its specification is described in a document
available at identifiers.org/combine.specifications/omex.
1en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deb_(file_format), accessed 24 October 2017, see also deb(5) man page
2en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RPM_Package_Manager, accessed 24 October 2017, see also rpm(8) man page
3s.binfalse.de/jar, accessed 24 October 2017
4idpf.org/epub, see also ISO/IEC TS 30135-1:2014, accessed 24 October 2017
5s.binfalse.de/ecma-376, see also wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_Open_XML, accessed 24 October 2017
6opendocumentformat.org, specification available at www.oasis-open.org/standards, accessed 24 October 2017
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Format of the COMBINE archive
The COMBINE archive is encoded using the “Open Modeling EXchange format” (OMEX). The
archive itself is a “ZIP” file7. The ZIP format is typically used for data compression and archiving
purposes. A COMBINE archive contains one or more files that can optionally be compressed to
reduce the size of the archive (see Figure 4.1). The default file extension for the COMBINE
archive is .omex. Additional extensions are available to further indicate the focus of an archive.
This helps users to choose between different archives, and select appropriate software tools to
open them:
• .sedx - SED-ML archive
• .sbex - SBML archive
• .cmex - CellML archive
• .sbox - SBOL archive
• .neux - NeuroML archive
• .phex - DDMoRe archive using the PharmML format
Note that a COMBINE archive may still contain files in several different standard formats.
Therefore, the specific file extension is only an indication provided for the convenience of the
user.
The manifest file lists the contents of a COMBINE archive
Every COMBINE archive contains at least one file, located at the root, i.e. highest in the hierarchy
of files inside the archive. This mandatory file is called manifest.xml. It is an XML file that
lists all files constituting the archive, and it describes each file’s format and location inside the
archive. Source Code 4.1 shows an excerpt of a manifest file. A valid manifest file must have at
least one entry representing the archive itself (first content entry on line 3 in Source Code 4.1).
However, the manifest may contain as many entries as needed.
Each entry of the manifest file representing a file in the archive is encoded in an XML element
tagged <content>, and characterised by three attributes. The attribute location contains a relative
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [MBF05] that specifies where the file is located in the archive.
In the current version of OMEX, all the files listed in the manifest must be included in the archive
itself. That means, all files of a COMBINE archive need to be encapsulated within the ZIP
archive. Accessing documents outside the archive might be more flexible and in concordance
with a semantic web approach. However, it would require more complex verification and
validation systems to answer questions such as (i) “Are the links still valid?”, (ii) “Are the versions
of the files meant to be used in the archive the same as the version accessible through the URLs?”, or
(iii) “How do users and software tools discriminate between network failure, non-existent file, file
7wikipedia.org/wiki/Zip_(file_format), technical specification: ISO/IEC 21320-1:2015 and s.binfalse.de/zip,
accessed 24 October 2017
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Figure 4.1. One file to share them all. A COMBINE archive is a container to ship all files relevant for
a research result, such as raw data, computational models, visualisations, protocols, simulation results,
semantic annotations, and metadata about its evolution. As it is built upon the ZIP format, COMBINE
archives can optionally be compressed and encrypted.
in the wrong format, etc.?”. For the time being, including everything in the archive file seemed
to be the safer choice. If an archive cannot be read or interpreted, the fault can be attributed
to either the tool reading the archive or the tool that built the archive. It is not necessary to
trust or rely on third parties.
The attribute format specifies the format of a file in the COMBINE archive. It should
either use an Identifiers.org URI [JLL12], if it exists (e.g. for SED-ML Level 1 Version 2
http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/sed-ml.level-1.version-2), or an Internet Media
Type URI [FK05] (e.g. http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/application/pdf for PDF files). If a format
is neither registered with Identifiers.org nor with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA), an unregistered internet media type can be used. Such unregistered media types
should take the form type/x.name (such as http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/application/x.matlab
for Matlab files, or http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/application/x.copasi for COPASI files).
Finally, the optional attribute master is a boolean flag which indicates that the corresponding
files should be considered the main one. The purpose of the master attribute, read by the
processing software once the archive is loaded and parsed, is different from the archive’s
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <omexManifest xmlns="http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/omex-manifest">
3 <content location="." format="http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/omex" />
4 <content location="./manifest.xml"
format="http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/omex-manifest" />,→
5 <content location="./README.md"
format="http://purl.org/NET/mediatypes/text/x-markdown"/>,→
6 <content location="./model/BIOMD0000000144.xml"
format="http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/sbml.level-2.version-1" />,→
7 <!-- ... -->
8 </omexManifest>
Source Code 4.1. Excerpt of a COMBINE archive manifest. The code shows parts of the
manifest.xml of the fully featured COMBINE archive presented in Section 4.3. Every content element
represents a file in the archive.
extensions described above. For instance, the manifest of an archive containing a simulation
description and all the models necessary to run a simulation, could have the master flag set to
true for the SED-ML file. In an archive containing a modular model made up of many parts
that are hierarchically linked, the master flag should be set to true for the main model, which
in turn is importing sub-models but is not called by any.
Metadata files add semantics to a COMBINE archive
Any type of file can be included in a COMBINE archive, and therefore any type of metadata
format may be used to encode clerical information and to attach semantics to the modelling
contents in the archive. However, for interoperability I recommend an XML serialisation of the
Resource Description Framework (RDF, [LS99; RDF14]) in the initial specification, which is
stored in a file called metadata.rdf and reuses several existing standard terminologies:
• The Resource Description Format itself.
• vCard 4 [Per11], a standard for electronic business cards; in particular its terms hasName,
given-name, family-name, hasEmail, organization-name. How to use vCard in RDF is specified
by the vCard ontology, a recommendation from the W3C [IM14].
• Metadata terms of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative [DCM12], in particular the terms
description, creator, created, modified, W3CDTF (to encode a date, see [WW97]). More
information on the use of Dublin Core in RDF can be found on the Dublin Core web-
site [Nil+08].
An excerpt of a real-world metadata.rf is shown in Source Code 4.2 The metadata file should
provide sufficient information to follow the MIRIAM and MIASE guidelines whenever possible.
At the very least, the metadata file should provide the archive’s creation date, the date of the last
update, and details on the creator(s). COMBINE archive creators should provide a description
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of the software tool that generated the archive, as well as a reference to external information
describing the work. In addition, metadata about any of the archive’s files may be provided.
This information helps building logs of actions performed as well as audit trails, which are,
for instance, essential for models used to develop drugs. Future development of the metadata
content and format is subject to current discussions in the COMBINE community.
Several tools providing support for the COMBINE archive have already been released, a
subset is listed in Table 4.1.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
xmlns:vCard="http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#">
,→
,→
3 <rdf:Description rdf:about="./documentation/Calzone2007.pdf">
4 <dcterms:description>Article published in Mol Syst Biol. 2007; 3: 131. DOI:
10.1038/msb4100171, downloaded June 11th, 2015 . It describes the models
/model/calzone_thieffry_tyson_novak_2007.cellml and /model/BIOMD0000000144.xml
.</dcterms:description>
,→
,→
,→
5 <dcterms:creator>
6 <rdf:Bag>
7 <rdf:li rdf:parseType="Resource">
8 <vCard:n rdf:parseType="Resource">
9 <vCard:family-name>Calzone</vCard:family-name>
10 <vCard:given-name>Laurence</vCard:given-name>
11 </vCard:n>
12 <vCard:org rdf:parseType="Resource">
13 <vCard:organization-name>Molecular Network Dynamics Research Group of
Hungarian Academy of Sciences and Budapest University of Technology and
Economics, Budapest</vCard:organization-name>
,→
,→
14 </vCard:org>
15 </rdf:li>
16 </rdf:Bag>
17 </dcterms:creator>
18 <dcterms:created rdf:parseType="Resource">
19 <dcterms:W3CDTF>2007-01-08T00:00:00Z</dcterms:W3CDTF>
20 </dcterms:created>
21 <!-- ... -->
22 </rdf:Description>
23 <!-- ... -->
24 </rdf:RDF>
Source Code 4.2. Excerpt of a COMBINE archive meta data file. The code shows parts of the
manifest.xml of the fully featured COMBINE archive presented in Section 4.3. Every content element
represents a file in the archive.
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Name Type Link
COMBINE Archive C# library github.com/fbergmann/CombineArchive
LibCombine C++ library github.com/sbmlteam/libCombine
CombineArchive
library
Java library sems.uni-rostock.de/projects/combinearchive
CombineArchiveWeb
application
Web interface cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de
JWS online Repository and
online simulator
jjj.bio.vu.nl
libCombineArchive Java library github.com/mglont/CombineArchive
Physiome Model
Repository
Repository models.cellml.org
pyCombineArchive Python librarby github.com/FreakyBytes/pyCombineArchive
PySCeS Simulator pysces.sourceforge.net
ro-combine-archive converter github.com/stain/ro-combine-archive
Tellurium Simulator tellurium.analogmachine.org
SED-ML Web Tools Online simulator sysbioapps.dyndns.org/SED-ML_Web_Tools
VCell Simulator vcell.org
Table 4.1. A collection of tools, libraries, and databases supporting COMBINE archives.
4.2.2. Use cases for COMBINE archives
Combining several types of information encoded in different formats into a single file enhancing
reproducibility and fostering reuse is obviously useful for many researchers. In the following
section I showcase a few applications of the COMBINE archive. These examples are not meant
to be limiting, they just demonstrate the current usage of the archive.
Use case 1: Systems biology models
As recognised by the MIRIAM and MIASE guidelines, the sole description of model variables
and their relationships (the structural model) is not sufficient to allow the reproduction of
simulation results. The description of the simulation and analysis tasks is also necessary. Many
modeling and simulation software configuration formats include both model description and
experiments. In order to exchange this information in standard, tool-independent, formats,
one must provide the models (for instance encoded in SBML) and the simulation description
(in SED-ML). I showcase an example of such an archive in Section 4.3. Although a SED-ML
file can describe an experiment using models available remotely (using URIs to allow for their
identification and retrieval), it is often useful to be able to provide all the necessary information
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at once. One might also need several models to reproduce a simulation experiment, for instance
to compare results generated from different models, to parametrise a model using the results of
another model or to run several models concurrently (see also use case 3). Moreover, a model
can be described in multiple documents, for instance when encoded in CellML 1.1 [NB08]
or in SBML Level 3 with the model composition package [Smi+13]. The COMBINE archive
permits researchers to share all the documents describing a model and associated simulations
in a single file.
Use case 2: Drug discovery models
Assessing the effects of a drug using mathematical models involves several steps, including model
selection, parameter estimation, population simulations etc., both on the pharmacokinetics
(drug concentration over time) and pharmacodynamics (drug effect versus drug concentration)
side. The US Food and Drug Administration, for example, requires the provision of information
sufficient to completely reproduce the evaluation of a drug8. This includes SAS transport
files9 to represent all datasets used for model development and validation; ASCII text files of
model codes or control streams and output listings for all major model building steps (base
structural model, covariates models, final model, and validation model); individual plots for a
representative number of subjects for population analysis; and standard model diagnostic plots.
Each data item must be accompanied by a description provided in a PDF file. A structured
archive containing all these components is a convenient method of ensuring that all information
are faithfully transmitted, and that the correct versions of each piece of information are included
in the transmission. PharmML, the emerging standard for pharmacometrics models, already
supports the COMBINE archive as a container that encapsulates all the information pertaining
to a pharmacometrics modelling project [Swa+15].
Use case 3: Large hybrid modular models
As systems biology moves toward the description of more complex systems, such as compre-
hensive biological processes [Thi+13], whole cells [Kar+12], and organs [Sch+14c], larger
and more detailed models are being developed. These models encompass biological processes
that might require the use of different modelling approaches. Their simulations sometimes
require the use of several simulation tools. The tools’ results influence each other, for instance
using synchronisation [Kar+12; MN13]. To reproduce such simulation experiments, all the
sub-models, all the simulation descriptions, and the descriptions of the overall experiments
with the coordination of the elementary simulations must be provided. Moreover, all files must
be at the correct location and in the proper version. A single file archive offers a convenient
way to share consistent instances of those models.
8s.binfalse.de/fda, accessed 3 April 2017
9s.binfalse.de/ts140 and s.binfalse.de/ts140-2, accessed 14 July 2017
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Use case 4: Automatic (machine-only) transfer of research results
Given a suitable technical infrastructure, no human interaction is necessary to transfer sim-
ulation jobs and simulation results between machines or applications. Indeed, a COMBINE
archive may be seen as an autonomous container for all files necessary to run a simulation job
on a computational model. The archive can be submitted to a compute node, which can then
automatically read and process the corresponding tasks. For example, the Functional Curation
project of Chaste [CMN11] uses the COMBINE archive as standard format to transfer data
between the web interface and the back-end. The goal of the Functional Curation project is
to compare a model’s behaviour under different experimental scenarios. On the web page, a
user may choose the set of computational models of interest together with a set of experiment
descriptions they would like to test against these models. All selected files are compiled into
a COMBINE archive, for instance using the CombineArchive library [Sch+14a], and sent to
a node in a back-end, which is able to understand the encoded job and run the experiment.
Afterwards, the simulation results are again packed into a COMBINE archive and sent back
to the web server where they are presented to the user. Thus, the COMBINE archive eases
the communication between nodes in a network. The Functional Curation project will also be
subject of Section 4.6.
4.3. A fully featured COMBINE archive of a simulation study on
syncytial mitotic cycles in Drosophila embryos
In the following sections I present a fully featured COMBINE archive, which encodes an invest-
igation of the syncytial mitotic cycles in Drosophila embryos [Cal+07]. The study published by
Calzone et al. proposes a dynamical model for the molecular events underlying rapid, synchron-
ous, syncytial nuclear division cycles in Drosophila embryos. This particular study was chosen
for several reasons. First, the paper, the documentation, and the related data are openly access-
ible. Second, the model is available in two standard formats: The CellML encoding is available
from the Physiome Model Repository at s.binfalse.de/pmr-calzone07 and the SBML encoding
is available from BioModels Database at www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/BIOMD0000000144.
Third, both model files are already curated, which increases the level of trust. Fourth, the
model describes a common biological system (cell cycle). Thus, the basic mechanisms of the
encoded biology should be familiar to many researchers, reducing the effort of understanding
the example.
This archive contains files that are openly available for download, as well as previously un-
published files that were generated using COMBINE-compliant software tools. When executed,
it reproduces the original findings by Calzone et al.
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4.3.1. Materials and methods
The fully featured COMBINE archive was created in three subsequent steps. First, all available
materials relating to the study were automatically retrieved from an online resource (initial
archive). Second, the data files were organised into subdirectories, following the different
aspects of a simulation study (documentation, model, experiment, result). Third, missing files
were manually retrieved from web resources or created using COMBINE-compliant software
tools. The three steps are described in the following.
Retrieving an initial COMBINE archive
The initial version of the COMBINE archive was generated using the web-based software
tool M2CAT [SW15] Version 0.1 (m2cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de). Among the suggested
archives for the work by Calzone et al., I chose the simulation study containing a CellML model
and a visualisation of the model in three different formats (PNG, SVG, AI). M2CAT automatically
generated the initial COMBINE archive from these files. It also added metadata to the archive,
such as annotations to creators, contributors, and modification times. M2CAT retrieved this
metadata from the corresponding Git project in the Physiome Model Repository (git log).
Organising the COMBINE archive
For convenience, the files inside the COMBINE archive were structured in subfolders. The initial
archive was therefor imported into the CombineArchiveWeb application (WebCAT, [Sch+14b],
see also Section 4.4.2) Version 0.4.13 (cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de). WebCAT is a web
interface to display and modify the files contained in an archive, together with metadata and
file structures. The files inside the archive were organised in four directories, which reflect the
different aspects of a simulation study:
• documentation/: Files that describe and document the model and/or experiment (empty)
• model/: Files that encode and visualise the biological system (4 files)
• experiment/: Files that encode the in silico setup of the experiment (empty)
• result/: Files that result from running the experiment (empty)
All files in the initial archive were stored in the model/ directory. However, these files alone
are not sufficient to reproduce the study.
Extending the COMBINE archive
To render the encoded study reproducible, the COMBINE archive needs to be extended with
additional files.
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The article is typically the central object of a research study. For this study, the original public-
ation by Calzone et al., together with available supplementary information, was retrieved from
the homepage of the journal Molecular Systems Biology (msb.embopress.org/content/3/1/131).
Using WebCAT, the files were uploaded to the documentation/ directory of the archive. The
automatically added metadata was adjusted to attribute the authors of the publication and to
state when and where the files were downloaded. In the background, WebCAT encoded the
metadata in RDF/XML and added it to the archive.
The model is also available in SBML format. It was retrieved from BioModels Database
(www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/download?mid=BIOMD0000000144, SBML Level 2 Ver-
sion 1) and uploaded to the model/ directory. Again, the metadata was corrected to attribute
the original authors, curators, and contributors, as stated on the BioModels Database website
(www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/BIOMD0000000144) and in the model document.
The simulation description is essential to run the experiment. It defines the simulation
environment and the output of the in silico execution. As no simulation description was found in
any of the open repositories, an initial version was created using the SED-ML Web Tools (SWT)
Version 2.1 (sysbioapps.dyndns.org/SED-ML_Web_Tools). SWT takes the model files and
creates a default simulation description with standard settings. For this study, a default SED-ML
file encodes instructions to generate 66 plots and a data table. Each plot describes the change
of concentration in one species of the model. The data table contains all numerical values.
Based on the default script, a second SED-ML file (Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml) was
generated to reassemble Figure 1B of the original publication. Using WebCAT, both SED-ML
scripts were added to the experiment/ directory of the archive and the metadata was recorded.
The simulation results reflect the behaviour of a model under certain conditions. The script
defined in Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml was loaded into SWT and into the stand-alone
software program COPASI Version 4.15 Build 95 [Hoo+06]. The plots generated by both tools
show that the in silico experiment reproduces the results from the paper. Using WebCAT, the
figures produced by SWT and COPASI were uploaded and added to the result/ directory of the
archive. Metadata, such as the versions of the software tools, was added accordingly.
The visualisation of a model helps to understand the encoded biological system. For
this study, an SBGN-compliant visualisation of the model was created using SBGN-ED Ver-
sion 1.5.1 [CKS10] together with VANTED Version 2.1.0 [Roh+12]. The automatic layout
generated by SBGN-ED was then improved manually in multiple iterations. The resulting
Figure 4.2 was exported in different formats (GraphML [Bra+01a], GML10, PNG, PDF, and
SBGN-ML [Ier+12]) and uploaded to WebCAT’s model/sbgn directory together with metadata.
10www.fim.uni-passau.de/index.php?id=17297&L=1, accessed 16 July 2017
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Figure 4.2. Visualisation of the model. This figure shows the SBGN-PD compliant reaction network,
as encoded in the SBML model obtained from BioModels Database. The figure was generated and
modified using SBGN-ED.
4.3.2. Data description
The archive consists of 21 files, see Table 4.2. Among these files are the manifest.xml (see
excerpt in Source Code 4.1) and the metadata.rdf (see excerpt in Source Code 4.2), which
found the skeleton of the archive. The manifest lists the files included in the archive. The
metadata file contains additional information about the files in the archive, such as creators and
descriptions. A third file, README.md, contains a description for visitors of the GitHub repository,
where the archive is being developed (github.com/SemsProject/CombineArchiveShowCase).
The remaining 18 files are organised in four directories, compare Section 4.3.1. The original
publication (PDF) is stored in the documentation/ directory. The encodings of the model (CellML,
SBML, graph formats) are stored in the model/ directory. The simulation descriptions (SED-ML)
are stored in the experiment/ directory. The simulation results (SVG, PNG) are stored in the
result/ directory.
The latest version of the compiled COMBINE archive can be accessed through our web server
at scripts.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/getshowcase.php.
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File Format Description
manifest.xml Omex Skeleton, automatically generated by WebCAT
metadata.rdf Omex Skeleton, automatically generated by WebCAT
README.md Markdown Human-readable information for users stum-
bling upon the archive
model/
BIOMD0000000144.xml SBML origin: BioModels Database
calzone_2007.svg SVG origin: Physiome Model Repository
calzone_2007.ai Illustrator origin: Physiome Model Repository
calzone_2007.png PNG origin: Physiome Model Repository
calzone_thieffry_tyson_novak_2007.cellml CellML origin: Physiome Model Repository
sbgn/Calzone2007.gml GML SBGN compliant fig. generated using SBGN-ED
sbgn/Calzone2007.graphml GraphML SBGN compliant fig. generated using SBGN-ED
sbgn/Calzone2007.pdf PDF SBGN compliant fig. generated using SBGN-ED
sbgn/Calzone2007.png PNG SBGN compliant fig. generated using SBGN-ED
sbgn/Calzone2007.sbgn SBGN-ML SBGN-ML encoding exported with SBGN-ED
experiment/
Calzone2007-default-simulation.xml SED-ML Simulation description generated using SED-
ML Web Tools
Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml SED-ML Simulation description generated using SED-
ML Web Tools based on Calzone2007-default-
simulation.xml
documentation/
Calzone2007.pdf PDF Scientific publication “Dynamical
modeling of syncytial mitotic cycles in
Drosophila embryos” obtained from
msb.embopress.org/content/3/1/131
Calzone2007-supplementary-material.pdf PDF Supplementary information for
the publication obtained from
msb.embopress.org/content/3/1/131
result/
Fig1B-bottom-COPASI.svg SVG Image generated by executing
Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml on
BIOMD0000000144.xml in COPASI
Fig1B-top-COPASI.svg SVG Image generated by executing
Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml on
BIOMD0000000144.xml in COPASI
Fig1B-bottom-webtools.png PNG Image generated by executing
Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml on
BIOMD0000000144.xml in SED-ML Web Tools
Fig1B-top-webtools.png PNG Image generated by executing
Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml on
BIOMD0000000144.xml in SED-ML Web Tools
Table 4.2. Content of the fully featured COMBINE archive. The table lists all files included in the
presented COMBINE archive together with formats and descriptions. The indentation in the File column
indicates the directory structure used to organise the files in the archive. The origin BioModels Database
refers to www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/BIOMD0000000144, and the origin Physiome Model
Repository refers to models.cellml.org/workspace/calzone_thieffry_tyson_novak_2007. The
visualisation in model/sbgn/ is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of simulation results. The figure shows the simulation results included in
the original publication ( 4.3a). Furthermore, the results generated by COPASI ( 4.3b) and the SWT
( 4.3c), using the SED-ML script Calzone2007-simulation-figure-1B.xml, are shown. Even though the
legends may not be readable, they are retained deliberately to indicate the different tools.
4.3.3. Data validation and conclusion
The presented COMBINE archive provides a reproducible simulation study for a previously
published model on syncytial mitotic cycles in Drosophila embryos [Cal+07]. The archive
contains several files that were collected from online resources, e. g. the CellML model from the
Physiome Model Repository or the scientific publication from the publisher’s website. It also
provides new files that did not exist previously, e. g. a SED-ML file to encode the simulation
setup for Figure 1B of the original publication.
Together, this fully featured archive allows scientists to reproduce the results obtained by
Calzone et al. in software tools that support COMBINE archives. To validate the reprodu-
cibility, the archive was executed in three different simulation tools. For example, I ran the
encoded simulation study in COPASI, see Figure 4.3b. I also loaded the archive to the SWT
by opening a specific URL (sysbioapps.dyndns.org/SED-ML_Web_Tools/Home/SimulateUrl?
url=https://scripts.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/getshowcase.php). Clicking the URL leads
immediately to the visualisation of the simulation results in the web browser, see Figure 4.3c.
Moreover, users reported a successful reproduction of the original simulation results using
Tellurium [Sau+16] (github.com/SemsProject/CombineArchiveShowCase/pull/2).
This section describes the fully featured COMBINE archive as published on Figshare [ST16].
However, I expect the archive to evolve further. The latest version of the archive is available
from GitHub at github.com/SemsProject/CombineArchiveShowCase (latest commit at the time
of writing: 0e501db. It can also be downloaded from our website at scripts.bio.informatik.uni-
rostock.de/getshowcase.php. Extensions, refinements, and comments are very welcome. Please
fork the project on GitHub and contribute pull requests.
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4.4. Tool support for COMBINE archives
To increase the usability of the OMEX format, I (co-)developed a number of software tools
for developers and modellers who wish to create, read, and modify COMBINE archives. The
first implementation provides a Java library which supports full functionality as defined in the
OMEX specification (Section 4.4.1). The second implementation, available via a web portal,
allows users to explore and share COMBINE archives on the internet (Section 4.4.2). The
third implementation permits online simulation of COMBINE archives (Section 4.4.3). The
fourth implementation is a method to search for COMBINE archives, which also integrates
previously mentioned tools. It will be discussed in Section 4.5 in detail. Together, the tools
provide means to (1) create archives, e.g. from a modeling project to be submitted to a journal
or repository, (2) modify an existing archive, e.g., optimising the algorithm in the simulation
setup, (3) explore other people’s work, e.g. by simulating an obtained archive on a web-based
platform, and (4) share archives with collaborators without bothering about single files or
formats (see Figure 4.4).
4.4.1. The CombineArchive library
The COMBINE archive library11 represents the core of most of the following tools. It implements
the latest COMBINE archive specification and, thus, breaths live into the idea of sharing complete
containers of files necessary to reproduce an in silico experiment. Operating directly on a zip
file system, the library offers all necessary methods to create, explore, and modify COMBINE
archives, including:
• Extracting single files or the whole archive
• Browsing through the archive
• Adding and removing files
• Renaming and reorganising files
• Attaching and retrieving meta information
Moreover, the CombineArchive library tries to parse and translate the meta information into
an internal representation. Currently, I just support the metadata format as defined in the OMEX
specification. However, the parser can be extended with further strategies to understand and
interpret any other RDF/XML representation. Given this layer of abstraction, other tools can
implement support for COMBINE archives without bothering about manifest files or metadata
associated to archive entries. The CombineArchive library was created for tool developers. It
has already been integrated with software such as the the CombineArchiveWeb application, the
Functional Curation Project, and M2CAT. With multiple applications at hand, there is plenty of
example code available on how to use the library.
11semsproject.github.io/CombineArchive, accessed 24 October 2017
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Figure 4.4. Visual motivation for COMBINE archives. Using, for example, the tools listed in
Table 4.1 it is possible to create and modify COMBINE archives. Appropriate tool support helps
researchers to share and explore reproducible research results, which ultimately fosters model reuse.
4.4.2. The CombineArchiveWeb application
The CombineArchiveWeb application12 uses the CombineArchive library as a code base. It
enables researchers to work with the COMBINE archive format on the internet. Additionally,
the application offers RESTful services13, which can be used by third party client applications.
User with special interest in privacy do not need to alienate their research. Since the Combine-
ArchiveWeb application is openly available and easy to install14 (e.g. using the provided Docker
12cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 14 July 2017
13semsproject.github.io/CombineArchiveWeb/Api, accessed 14 July 2017
14semsproject.github.io/CombineArchiveWeb/BuildAndInstall, accessed 14 July 2017
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container15), anyone can host their own instances on private servers. In order to prohibit abuse,
the maintainer of an installation can easily configure quotas for the users. For example, it is
possible to limit the maximum file size, the maximum age of an untouched archive, the number
of archives per workspace, or the number of files in an archive. Since the CombineArchiveWeb
application is not intended as a database for long-term storage of simulation studies old archives
are deleted regularly.
Researchers who wish to share their results through the CombineArchiveWeb application
can simply upload all relevant files belonging to a piece of modelling work. This automatically
creates a workspace. Workspaces are an ideal tool to manage files. They foster collaborations
and prevent inconsistencies in versions of files. Uploaded files are immediately bundled in a
COMBINE archive, which can be downloaded at any time and from any location. The created
workspace can also be shared with collaborators to work from different physical locations. The
CombineArchiveWeb application supports researchers in exploring and reproducing scientific
results. For example, authors of a publication may decide to provide their code as a COMBINE
archive. When users open the archive, the CombineArchiveWeb application automatically
reads the files and their metadata. It builds the links between the various files and presents
the contents in a human-readable format (see Figure 4.5). Using the API of the SED-ML Web
Tools, which will be subject of Section 4.4.3, it is possible to automatically execute a simulation
encoded in the COMBINE archive.
The CombineArchiveWeb interface integrates a data management strategy including a number
of benefits, such as the easy exchange of data, the independence from the system a users is
working on, and the possibility to collaborate with other scientists. A centralised data storage
allows users to work on the same data from different workplaces. Moreover, it is possible to
share a workspace with collaborators through an HTTP-Link. Even if this feature is not ready for
real-time collaboration, it potentially increases the productivity of modellers. Furthermore, the
web interface provides connections to model databases, such as the Physiome Model Repository.
So it is possible to create COMBINE archives directly from repositories hosted at the Physiome
Model Repository, as well as any other repository based on either Mercurial16 or Git17 source
code management system (including e.g. GitHub18). COMBINE archives can be organised in
work spaces. Files in an archive are accessible through a web-based file browser. Metadata
associated with a selected file are presented in a human-readable format, including annotations
of the specific file type according to the COMBINE archive specification as well as proprietary
annotations in RDF/XML format. Master files, i.e. files the creator of the COMBINE archive
deemed most important, are emphasised. The archives and workspaces can be shared with
others through simple HTTP links.
15hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/webcat, accessed 14 July 2017
16mercurial-scm.org, accessed 14 July 2017
17git-scm.com, accessed 14 July 2017
18github.com, accessed 14 July 2017
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Figure 4.5. Screenshot of the CombineArchiveWeb application. The web interface provides means
to: (i) create archives, e.g. from a modelling project to be submitted to a journal or an open repository;
(ii) explore other people’s work, e.g. by downloading archives from the Physiome Model Repository and
studying included files; (iii) modify an existing archive, e.g. by improving, extending, and correcting its
content; and (iv) share archives with project partners. The figure shows a workspace containing a
single COMBINE archive (libal2012_cat) with the identifier cc54b7d5-2815-40c4-89c9-5a8d3c0b1dcb. The
archive’s content is shown at the bottom of the page. A directory tree lists the composition of files
(left-hand side), and their metadata as recorded in the COMBINE archive (right-hand side). Single files
can be downloaded and deleted, and their metadata can be modified. Using the upload button at the
top-right of the web page, new files can be added to the archive.
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Figure 4.6. SED-ML Web Tools importing and then simulating a fully featured COMBINE
archive [ST16]. To reproduce, just click
sysbioapps.dyndns.org/SED-ML_Web_Tools/Home/SimulateUrl?url=
http://ndownloader.figshare.com/files/5370005
4.4.3. Generation and execution of reproducible simulation studies using the
SED-ML Web Tools
We developed the SED-ML Web Tools to support users in generating, modifying, simulating,
and exporting standard-compliant simulation experiments [Ber+17]. The Web Tools are
implemented in ASP.NET MVC19 and provide a web-based interface to simulation studies
using the SED-ML format. They are based on libSedML20, a .NET library that is also available
independently.
The SED-ML Web Tools provide an easy-to-use wizard to generate SED-ML files for a model.
The model can be specified by (i) uploading it to the portal, (ii) providing a link to a web
server delivering the model file, or (iii) providing a unique resource identifier (URN). Once the
model is obtained, the SED-ML Web Tools scan the model’s structure for parameters, derive
initial values and generate a working SED-ML file using a default configuration (e. g., for a
time course simulation). This wizard, however, is at the moment of writing only available for
SBML encoded models.
19www.asp.net/mvc, accessed 14 July 2017
20libsedml.sf.net, accessed 14 July 2017
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An integrated editor allows for revising and modifying the simulation description, e. g. to
study an alternative behaviour of the system or to generate plots for different parametrisations.
It is available for models encoded in either the CellML or SBML format. The editor supports
the SED-ML XML format and a Python-based Script Language [Ber11].
Using libSedML, SED-ML files can immediately be simulated on the server and the results
are presented in the web browser (Figure 4.6). The SED-ML Web Tools run SBML models using
RoadRunner [BS06], Gillespie, and LPsolve. CellML models are run using CSim21. Simulation
studies can be exported as (i) standalone SED-ML descriptions; (ii) SED-ML archives; COMBINE
archives (iii) with or (iv) without simulation results. The Web Tools are also able to read and
understand simulation studies encoded in COMBINE archives. COMBINE archives are extracted
and the encoded simulations are run immediately.
The SED-ML Web Tools offer a sophisticated API, which can easily be integrated with other
tools. For example, the CombineArchiveWeb links to the SED-ML Web Tools to realise instant-
aneous simulation of studies. A single click on a link launches the SED-ML Web Tools, triggers
the download of the corresponding archive from the CombineArchiveWeb’s web server, and
executes the simulation study encoded in the COMBINE archive. Using the API, simulation
studies may even be executed without any human interaction. For example, the M2CAT tool,
which is subject of the following Section 4.5, enriches studies and adds simulation results
generated using the SED-ML Web Tools. A detailed documentation of the Web Tools’ API22
demonstrates how to use the Web Tools within your application.
The reuse of simulation studies is essential in collaborative and responsible research. The SED-
ML format and the COMBINE archive are two pioneering approaches to exchange simulation
experiments in computational biology and beyond. Equipped with the SED-ML Web Tools, users
get fundamental support in developing reproducible simulation studies. The API of the SED-ML
Web Tools is accessible for external services, for example, to generate simulation descriptions
and COMBINE archives remotely, or to execute simulation studies online.
4.5. A method to extract reproducible simulation studies from
open model repositories
In this chapter I already introduced a number of tools supporting COMBINE archives. However,
it still remains a challenge to find and export reproducible simulation studies. In this section,
I show how the data retrieved from a database can be bundled as COMBINE archives. My
prototype implementation showcases a workflow that combines two previously developed
software tools: A graph database for linked storage of model-related data (Masymos, compare
Section 3.3) and a web-based tool to generate and manage COMBINE archives (Combine-
21get.readthedocs.io, accessed 14 July 2017
22s.binfalse.de/webtools-api, accessed 16 July 2017
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Figure 4.7. The M2CAT workflow. Keywords are used to search for model files, simulation setups, and
related data in Masymos. The search results are presented in a web interface. They are organised by
model name, and displayed together with the additional resources. By clicking the export button, users
can either download the COMBINE archive of an entry, or open the archive directly in the
CombineArchiveWeb tool. In addition, archives can be simulated using the SED-ML Web Tools.
ArchiveWeb, compare Section 4.4.2). Using M2CAT (Masymos to CAT) a model can easily
be retrieved together with all other files that are necessary to understand the model and to
reproduce the original results.
4.5.1. Implementation
My software M2CAT enables researchers to retrieve models or simulation studies from Masymos
and directly generates COMBINE archives from all relevant files (Figure 4.7). The data can
then be either downloaded or opened in the CombineArchiveWeb interface.
The workflow is implemented in a web interface at m2cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de.
Masymos can be queried via a simple search field. In the initial version, keywords are translated
into Cypher queries and sent to Masymos via Neo4j’s RESTful service. First, M2CAT consults
the annotation index, which contains all terms occurring in the semantic annotations of models
(Source Code 4.3). The result is a list of models and associated documents. Afterwards,
M2CAT consults Masymos’ person nodes, which contain the names of all authors of reference
publications, curators, and other contributors of model code (Source Code 4.4). The result is
again a list of models and associated documents. Finally, M2CAT merges both lists and searches
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1 START res=node:annotationIndex("RESOURCETEXT:(ubiquitin)")
2 MATCH res<-[:is]-(:ANNOTATION)-->(s)-[:BELONGS_TO]->(m:MODEL)-[:BELONGS_TO]->(d:DOCUMENT)
3 RETURN distinct(m),d
Source Code 4.3. Query Masymos’ annotation index. Return models m which contain elements
annotated with ubiquitin and associated documents d.
1 MATCH (d:DOCUMENT)-[HAS_MODEL]->(l:MODEL)-[HAS_ANNOTATION]->
2 (k:ANNOTATION)-[HAS_PUBLICATION]->(m:PUBLICATION)-[HAS_AUTHOR]->
3 (n:PERSON{FAMILYNAME:"ubiquitin"})
4 RETURN distinct(m),d
Source Code 4.4. Query publications stored in Masymos. Return models m which are annotated
with publications written by ubiquitin and associated documents d.
1 START known=node(273)
2 MATCH (known)-->(:MODEL)<--(:SEDML_MODELREFERENCE)<--(s:SEDML)<--(d:DOCUMENT)
3 RETURN s,d
Source Code 4.5. Query simulation descriptions available in Masymos. For the document with id
273: Return simulation descriptions s and associated documents d.
for additional resources associated to each entry in the merged list. For example, Source
Code 4.5 retrieves all simulation descriptions that are linked to a certain model document.
The sets of documents belonging to the simulation studies are then grouped and presented
on the website. For each study M2CAT shows the model name and lists available resources.
Even though, the M2CAT tool was re-implemented to use advanced search and retrieval
techniques, the idea behind M2CAT is still the same. The re-implementation was done in the
scope of a student’s project, which I supervised. The new M2CAT version now also integrates
resources from external databases, such as PubMed23 [NCB16] or BioModels Database.
4.5.2. Integration with other tools
Using M2CAT it is now possible to export simulation studies as COMBINE archives. Masymos
does not store the files themselves, but provides links to all necessary files through the retrieved
document nodes. M2CAT resolves these links, retrieves the files, and utilises the CombineArchive
library to create the archive. Specifically, the files are packed, the archive and its files are
annotated with metadata about the contents and the creator, and the manifest file is written.
The in silico studies can optionally be run using the SED-ML Web Tools and simulation results
can be included in the archive. The user can then either download the archive or open it in
the CombineArchiveWeb application (see again Figure 4.7). Downloaded archives simplify
23www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed, accessed 14 July 2017
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journal submissions, if the model code is required together with the manuscript. Opening the
COMBINE archive in the CombineArchiveWeb application enables modellers to complete or
extend the simulation study by adding further files to the archive, such as additional figures or
supplemental descriptions. Further use cases of the COMBINE archive include easy sharing of
files among collaborators, encapsulating datasets used for model development and validation,
sharing consistent instances of a model, enabling automatic (machine-only) transfer of research
results [Ber+14].
4.5.3. Summary
The systems biology community has identified reusability of simulation studies as one major
challenge in the field. I presented a workflow that combines existing tools for model manage-
ment and provides a user-friendly interface for downloading reproducible simulation studies.
The queried database Masymos already integrates several resources for model-related data.
M2CAT gathers this data and generates COMBINE archives from it. The instance of Masymos
currently contains models in SBML and CellML formats and associated simulation experiments
in SED-ML format. I am convinced that the usefulness of the COMBINE archives generated
by M2CAT increases, if more model-related data are included. Specifically, I would like to
see graphical representations of models in SBGN format and simulation results included in
Masymos. However, the described workflow is applicable to model repositories in general. It
reveals its full power, if the model-related data are already linked, as demonstrated by Masymos.
4.6. Functional curation of simulation studies
Mathematical and computational modelling of cardiac electrophysiology has an impressive
history [Nob60; NR01]. Encoding hypotheses about how systems work in a quantitative
form has yielded valuable insights into cellular behaviour and the roles of different ionic
currents [Nob11], the mechanisms behind arrhythmias [Def+14; Qu+14], and treatments
such as defibrillation [Tra11]. Typically for mathematical modelling, models are developed to
represent specific quantitative hypotheses and to answer concrete scientific questions. Therefore,
studies published about new models display behaviour under particular experimental conditions
and draw inferences from that behaviour. This is, of course, appropriate and useful.
However, this success entails a challenge: How do we assess and compare the underlying
hypotheses and emergent behaviours so that we can choose a model as a suitable basis for a new
study or to characterise how a particular model behaves in different scenarios? If we consider
that a mathematical model is a quantitatively encoded hypothesis (or set of hypotheses), how
can we see which hypothesis is best supported by new data? A distinct group of researchers may
be able to compare how their own models behave in a wide range of different situations [OR12],
or easily vary their simulations to represent different experimental scenarios. Nevertheless,
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Figure 4.8. The concept of reusable virtual experiments. Traditionally, the models and protocol are
strictly tied together and can usually only be simulated in that fixed combination. Instead, simulation
studies should be decomposed into models and protocols. A model can then be run and analysed using
different protocols and, vice versa, different models can be benchmarked using a fixed protocol.
there is no automated solution for examining how a particular model behaves under a range
of experimental conditions, let alone for comparing the behaviours of any of the published
models. As a result of this technical barrier, only a very few published studies have compared
models and hypotheses (with rare exceptions, e.g. [CF07; Cla+11; Nie+09; Sob09; Ten+06]).
The need will become particularly acute as models begin to be used in simulation studies for
applications such as drug safety testing, which rely on behavioural predictions beyond the
normal regime in which many models were originally developed and tested [Mir+11; Mir+12;
OR12; Sag+14].
An outstanding effort has been made to encode many of the action potential (AP) models
in the CellML format [Gar+08; LHN04; Llo+08]. However, despite more than 50 years of
cardiac modelling, and now the availability of hundreds of models and variants for cardiac
electrophysiology, investigators have had nowhere to look up simple model characteristics
such as the AP waveform at a given pacing rate. There has been no automatic mechanism
for checking even the published behaviours ascribed to a model, let alone other potential
or expected capabilities. Given this, it is unsurprising that occasionally the curated model
descriptions do not match the original implementations, and I give one example of this further
below.
I therefore encourage the concept of virtual experiments, the in silico analogues of wet lab
experiments [CVW15]. Virtual experiments are defined by protocols that can be encoded
in a form amenable to processing by a computer program, and applied to different models
of a system, see Figure 4.8. This could be seen as an analogue of an experimental protocol
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that different labs could follow to reproduce research findings, which is increasingly being
recognised as essential for experimental research [BI15]. Tools implementing this concept
could address some of the challenges described above [CMN11].
Here, I present the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab24, a platform that realises virtual
experiments. It is a user-friendly web interface that allows modellers to characterise their (and
others’) cardiac electrophysiology models and to compare a model’s behaviour against that of
any other model under a set of simulated experimental conditions. It must be emphasised that
the Web Lab does not make any judgements as to whether the models behave appropriately in a
given experiment, or which is best. Instead, it provides a system to enable careful comparison
and analysis of the behaviour of models in multiple virtual experiments. The following methods
section describes technical details; afterwards I showcase some of the results that are already
available online to provide an impression of the potential uses, capability, and flexibility of the
Web Lab.
4.6.1. Materials and methods
To automatically characterise and compare the behaviour of models in different experimental
scenarios, both the models and the protocols must be described in formats that can be under-
stood by the software, rather than as black-box programs in their own right. In addition, the
details of the protocol need to be separated from the model equations, thus moving us from
models of a particular experiment to models of a biological system. Different protocols may
then be applied to each model of the system, exercising them in different ways. This approach
is shown schematically in Figure 4.8.
Model descriptions are encoded in CellML format. The Web Lab can simulate any model that
mathematically is a system of ordinary differential equations (including the trivial case of a
purely algebraic model). Although we are contributing to the development of a community
standard format for protocol descriptions (i.e. SED-ML), it does not yet meet all requirements.
In the interim, an extended version of this language was used [CMN11], with a text syntax
that facilitates understanding and editing of the protocols [CO13; Coo+11]. The main features
are the use of annotations indicating the physiological meaning of model variables, to avoid
confusion over naming (these can be added to the CellML files within minutes in the Web
Lab), and automated unit conversions to ensure mathematically consistent simulations. These
simulation tools are built on top of the Chaste libraries for computational biology [Mir+13;
PG14; Pit+09].
The tools are made available to the user via a web interface to provide an installation-
free, interactive experience. Although anonymous users may browse and compare these
stored results, it is also possible to sign up for an account and receive permission to add your
own models and protocol descriptions; these may be kept private or published for all to see.
24travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration, accessed 16 July 2017
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Registered users may therefore run new experiments on our servers, and if the corresponding
model and protocol have been made public, the results will also be visible to all.
In the Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab models and protocols are simulated automatically
on compute nodes in the back-end. A registered user may for example upload a new model
and immediately run it using all available protocols. Every combination of model and protocol
represents a single simulation job. This job including required files and annotations are packed
into a COMBINE archive, see Section 4.2, and sent to the compute node. The simulation results
are then added to that COMBINE archive and reported back to the front-end. Behind the
scenes, a database stores model and protocol descriptions along with the cached results of
the corresponding experiments (every protocol has been run on every compatible model, i.e.,
every model that contains the biological quantities being probed by the protocol). Models,
protocols, and results may be viewed by anyone, with plots of the results rendered in the
web browser. In addition, any experiments may be compared, combining their results in an
interactive, web-based graphic. The database also stores earlier versions of models, protocols,
and simulation results. Different versions can be compared in the Web Lab, e.g., using the
BiVeS tool, compare Sections 2.3, 3.1 and 3.2.3. The underlying simulation environment and
the Web Lab portal code have been released as open source25 and can be accessed via the web
portal, as can the documentation on using the system, uploading your own models, and writing
your own protocols26.
Figure 4.9 displays the experiment overview table. Results are color coded according to the
experiment’s state, i.e., queued, running, inapplicable (the protocol’s required quantities are
not present, or not labelled, in the model), failed to run (usually due to numerical instabilities;
see below), partially finished (some post-processing was not possible), or successfully finished.
Note that I do not compare simulated results against experimental data, and hence the colour
coding does not represent model correctness or agreement with experimental data in any
sense; it simply indicates the degree to which the simulation experiment was able to be run.
Accordingly, a model displaying all green results should not be considered as the best model.
Also note that these virtual experiments are not performed on the fly when results are viewed.
Some protocols require extensive simulation and post-processing, and thus take a substantial
amount of time to run. Instead, experiments are run by the Web Lab when new (or updated)
models or protocols are added to the system, and the results are cached.
The following sections will show some results of individual virtual experiments, highlighting
the ways in which different models (or different hypotheses) can make very different predictions.
This illuminates certain areas that will require careful attention in cardiac electrophysiology
modelling.
25bitbucket.org/joncooper/fcweb, accessed 16 July 2017
26travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/about.html, accessed 16 July 2017
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Figure 4.9. Overview of the virtual experiments available at the Web Lab. Each square represents
the stored results of a single virtual experiment, colour coded according to status. Green indicates that
the protocol ran to completion, orange that it did not complete but some of the expected graphs are
nevertheless available (so only a subset of the simulations and/or post-processing failed), red that no
graphs are available, and grey that the model and protocol are incompatible (i.e., the model does not
contain some biological feature probed by the protocol). Note that the colours do not indicate model
correctness in any sense.
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4.6.2. Exploring model characteristics and discovering steady states
For the first time cardiac electrophysiology researchers can easily examine the AP waveforms
produced by different models. Figure 4.10 shows a snapshot of APs for several human ventricular
models at both 1 Hz27 and 2 Hz28. Note that these voltage traces are not the only outputs
produced by the corresponding protocol: Other outputs can be viewed and compared online
by selecting the appropriate action icons below the plots. For instance, the calcium transients
corresponding to the APs in Figure 4.10 can be compared at s.binfalse.de/CA1Hz (1 Hz) and
s.binfalse.de/CA2Hz (2 Hz). Furthermore, it is easily possible to evaluate model behaviours
under more complex protocols (e.g., S1-S2 or steady-state restitution curves), as shown in
Figure 4.11 for the O’Hara 2011 models29 [OHa+11].
Although a large number of models include dynamic changes in ionic concentrations (first
introduced by DiFrancesco and Noble, [DN85] in 1985), ionic homoeostasis would appear to
be one of the more controversial areas, as evidenced by the wide variety of model responses
(or hypothesis predictions) to alterations of this system. For example, Figure 4.12 presents
the (steady-state) effect on the AP duration (APD) of progressive block of the sodium-calcium
exchanger (NCX), implemented by scaling its maximum current density. The models make
a wide range of predictions, reflecting the current limitations of our knowledge regarding
intracellular sodium and calcium homoeostasis [BC15]. Therefore, an appropriate model for
any study involving changes to NCX conductance should be selected and evaluated carefully.
The Web Lab can assist in this by demonstrating how different models behave. In fact, the
model behaviours presented here are only intended to give an impression of the powerful
approaches that the Web Lab facilitates.
4.6.3. Correcting errors in model encodings
A discussion about the results of the Decker 2009 model S1-S2 restitution curve (as published
in the pilot study, [CMN11]) with the senior author, Prof. Y. Rudy, led to a careful comparison
of the results with those in the original model publication [Dec+09]. The differences uncovered
an error in the CellML implementation of the Decker model, which had been available since
March 201030. The CellML file was corrected and is now providing an accurate representation
of the model to the community31. Both, the old32 and the new33 version are available in the
Web Lab34. Differences between the original and corrected model versions can be displayed
in the Web Lab by using the BiVeS tool. Figure 3.3 from the previous chapter shows just this
27Interactive visualisation available at s.binfalse.de/AP1Hz, accessed 16 July 2017
28Interactive visualisation available at s.binfalse.de/AP2Hz, accessed 16 July 2017
29Interactive visualisation available at s.binfalse.de/rest-curve, accessed 16 July 2017
30For full details see mirams.wordpress.com/2013/10/22/importance-of-curating-models, accessed 16 July 2017
31See simulation results in s.binfalse.de/decker-s1s2 or s.binfalse.de/decker-ap, accessed 16 July 2017
32Incorrect version of the Decker 2009 model s.binfalse.de/decker-buggy, accessed 16 July 2017
33Fixed version of the Decker 2009 model s.binfalse.de/decker-fixed, accessed 16 July 2017
34All versions of the Decker 2009 model s.binfalse.de/decker-versions, accessed 16 July 2017
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of AP waveforms. 1 Hz (top) and 2 Hz (bottom) steady-pacing AP
waveforms for a selection of human ventricular cell models. Both plots show the behaviour of 14
different models under the same conditions following a fixed protocol. Interactive visualisations are
available online at s.binfalse.de/AP1Hz (1 Hz) and s.binfalse.de/AP2Hz (2 Hz).
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Figure 4.11. Restitution curves for the O’Hara 2011 model epi- and endocardial variants.
Variation in APD at 90% repolarisation is shown for the S1-S2 protocol with the initial stimulus interval
S1 set to 1000 ms, and for steady-state restitution (in which two paces are analysed and plotted as two
lines, to show fork or alternans at short rates, visible in the endocardial variant). This demonstrates the
Web Lab’s ability to run complex protocols with intricate post-processing. Interactive visualisations are
available online at s.binfalse.de/rest-curve.
comparison35. These differences only become apparent when a model is tested in a range of
situations, which is finally possible through the Web Lab.
4.6.4. Impact and discussion
In the previous sections I presented a new online resource for users and developers of mathema-
tical models of cardiac electrophysiology. As shown, it offers great flexibility for analysing and
comparing models under different experimental conditions. This will help model users to select
suitable models for their simulation studies by ensuring that relevant basic behaviour can be
reproduced (for instance, that a model intended for use in simulating arrhythmia has suitable
restitution properties). It can also highlight models whose implementations have problems
with numerical stability, or those that drift to non-physiological regimes.
The Web Lab will also be of benefit to model developers. They may upload their in-
development models to the system, keeping them private if needed, to evaluate their behaviour
against a much wider range of protocols than are typically considered during construction of
35Rerun the comparison online s.binfalse.de/decker-diff, accessed 16 July 2017
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Figure 4.12. Effect of blockade of NCX on steady-state APD in some human ventricular cell
models. Note that across 0–80% NCX block, some models predict little effect (<5% change), whereas
others predict 20% prolongation and still others predict 20% shortening. At 80–100% block, the results
vary dramatically, with models predicting effects ranging from 45% prolongation to 20% shortening
compared with control. Interactive visualisations are available online at s.binfalse.de/NCX-block.
a new model. If a particular experiment is not already available, the corresponding protocol
may be submitted as well. New model versions may be uploaded until the desired set of
behavioural characteristics is obtained, and the final model can be made public when it is
published. The publication could even refer to the stored results as evidence that the model
has been thoroughly tested.
Despite the efforts to produce reliable virtual experiments with this system, unexpected
behaviour may occur that is not necessarily a real consequence of the model. Mathematical
singularities or other numerical simulation issues may cause the simulated experiment to fail,
leading to many of the red boxes in Figure 4.9. Sometimes the published representation of
the model is in error, or its CellML encoding is (as was the case for the Decker 2009 model
discussed above). On other occasions, the protocol, especially the post-processing section, may
need further refinement to account for raw simulation results that fall somewhat outside the
expected regime – computing a robust APD that accounts for any shape of AP, particularly
pathological cases, is surprisingly complex.
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As noted above, annotations were used to indicate the physiological meaning of model
variables to form the interface between models and protocols, so that a single protocol can
be applied to models that may use different names to represent the same concept. Thus, the
database contains copies of models from the CellML repository [Llo+08] annotated with terms
developed for this purpose. Ideally, these annotations would instead be stored along with
the reference versions of the model in the Physiome Model Repository itself, and community-
accepted annotations would be used to promote wider interoperability. The direct use of curated
models would also address the accountability challenge mentioned above. Related ongoing
work is adding more structure to the annotations by defining relationships between terms. This
structure could then be used by enhanced tools to provide even more sophisticated interfacing
between models and protocols, for instance, by clamping all extracellular concentrations
without having to specify which ions may be present in the model.
Other enhancements to the tools, and indeed the protocol language, may also be required
as new ideas for protocols arise. Parameter-estimation techniques may be incorporated into
this framework, and further automated checking of experiment results could be investig-
ated [PEU14]. It would also be desirable to use a community-accepted standard for protocols
rather than a proprietary representation. Features of the new language were therefore proposed
for incorporation into future versions of the SED-ML standard being developed by the systems
biology community [Wal+11b].
Finally, the most important ingredient that is missing in the current implementation is a direct
link to experimental data. Since protocol descriptions should represent experiments that can
be performed in a wet lab [Qui+11], it is natural to associate corresponding experimental data
sets with each protocol. Simulated experimental results could then be compared automatically
against these data sets, to reveal the extent to which different models match the current
knowledge of the system. Although public data repositories for electrocardiogram data exist
(e.g., PhysioNet [Gol+00]), there is a notable lack of open sources for cell-level electrophysiology
data, which could become a serious impediment to progress. Eventually, I envisage that the
model descriptions could be associated explicitly with all of the data that were originally used
to parametrise them. As new data become available, all relevant models could be validated
against them, and even re-parametrised automatically to capture the latest experimental results
within a quantitative model [CVW15].
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CONCLUSION
Modelling and simulation is a standard approach to investigate complex biological processes.
During the past years great achievements in systems biology enhanced our knowledge of
biological environments. Discoveries in this field of research are recorded in computational
models which encode the structure of biological networks, and describe their temporal and
spatial behaviour. Due to tremendous efforts by the research community, the number of
openly available models is impressive and still continually increasing. To support the sharing
of models and, thus, the reuse of research results, repositories such as BioModels Database
and the Physiome Model Repository collect and store models. These repositories provide the
infrastructure necessary to maintain model code and associated metadata. Since only accessible
models can be reused, such repositories are essential to guarantee transparent research. The
distribution of models through these repositories accelerates collaborative research, encourages
model reuse, and facilitates transparent research [Wil+16]. Reusing models improves the
modelling workflow by reducing errors and saving time. However, model developers and users
to date still face a number of questions.
What happened to my model? This is a typical and valid question of a model developer,
whose model was just published in a repository after (re)curation, or who received an updated
version of his model from a collaborator. Are the changes introduced by the curator or col-
laborator still in line with the initial assumptions and ideas of the model creator? Moreover,
developers improve or extend their models to, for example, test hypotheses. Thus, regular
changes in models lead to different versions of a model. Indeed, research results are in con-
stant flux and models are continuously modified. Modellers often maintain lots of directories
containing multiple versions of their model files. The model’s file names are often postfixed
with a date or something like final-revised_final2, which is a known problem not limited to
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modelling1. However, after a surprisingly short amount of time creators of a version often do
not remember the reason for its creation anymore. Small changes may be comprehensible.
However, as the list of changes increases it becomes harder to understand their relevance.
In 2013 we identified major requirements of a comprehensive version control system for
computational models: (i) it must be entailed to the structure of model documents, i.e. XML-
aware, (ii) changes must be transparent and versions must be unambiguously identifiable,
addressable, and accessible, (iii) changes must be justified [Wal+13]. My algorithm introduced
in Chapter 2.2 supports researchers in identifying and understanding changes between versions
of models. A sophisticated strategy compares different model documents, and various output
formats communicate the differences. BiVeS, the software library that implements the algorithm,
is already integrated in the major tools of the systems biology domain, as shown in Chapter 3.
Consequently, modellers can now track and compare versions of a model and, thus, they
have improved access to the evolution of their models. The COMODI ontology presented
in Section 2.4 helps users in grasping the evolution of a model. The study in Section 3.4
presents how models evolve in open repositories. Figure 3.12 demonstrates the evolution of a
computational model.
What is the best model for my task? A model user may be searching for a model to study
a specific hypothesis, but which model best describes the given data? And which of the model’s
versions should the user take? As discussed before, the latest version is not necessarily the
best version [Mil+11]. BiVeS together with annotations from the COMODI ontology support
researchers in examining and filtering the history of a model, as described in Section 2.4. Using
the semantic layer to describe changes in a model allows for storing meaning together with
possible implications of these changes. Versions, in which only the annotations were changed,
can be ignored if the user is primarily interested in the numerical evaluation of differential
equations. Similarly, the semantic annotations with terms from the COMODI ontology may
help predicting possible effects on the simulation outcome. This already helps to communicate
changes and to select relevant versions.
Tracking the evolution of a model plays an important role in supporting the user. Gaining
insights into the process of development of a particular model has the potential to increase
the confidence in this model and supports the collaboration of distinct research projects dra-
matically. Consequently, existing model repositories can benefit from extending their software
and functionalities with version control. Once processed, the information that is recorded by a
version control system enables users to study a model’s history and to answer specific questions
about the model (compare Figure 1.3). I extended a graph database and demonstrated how
models and their versions can be stored along with information on differences, annotations,
1phdcomics.com/comics/archive/phd101212s.gif, accessed 1 August 2017
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and other related information. This concept allows for precise and complex queries with respect
to the model’s evolution.
The Cardiac Electrophysiology Web Lab takes another step forward, as presented in Sec-
tion 4.6. The implemented approach enables model benchmarking. A model can be run and
analysed using different simulation setups and, vice versa, different models can be benchmarked
using a fixed setup. The simulation results can be compared in the web browser. With this
approach, models can be evaluated and validated.
How can I reproduce this figure? As discussed in Chapter 1, reproducibility is still a
challenge. Not long ago, models and simulation studies were communicated through plain
articles in paper format. To (re)run such a study, a researcher needed to reimplement all the
differential equations and to copy parameter values, which may have been missing or incorrect
in the original publication (e.g. because of typographical errors). As argued previously, the
ability to obtain similar results when reproducing an experiment is a central requirement for
the advancement of science. The reproducibility of a scientific study depends on the careful
description of the original experiment, including the methods and tools used to perform the
experiment, the substrate on which to perform the experiment, and the precise experimental
setup, including all necessary influences from the environment. With the help of standard
formats the situation improved significantly. The systematic description of biological entities and
processes helps understanding the model, its scope, and taken assumptions [Cou+11]. Here,
formats such as SBML and CellML have several advantages: Models can be simulated, analysed,
and visualised using different software tools; models encoded in standard formats may outlive
the tool used to create the model; model exchange becomes feasible; and models can more easily
be shared, published, and reused. Especially since journals ask the modellers to upload their
models to public databases the reproducibility of studies improved a lot. However, due to the
increasing complexity of simulation studies plenty of problems persist. Today’s studies consist
of multiple, heterogeneous, and sometimes distributed data files, making it difficult to exchange
complete and thus reproducible results. Managing and sharing multiple files entails a number of
difficulties and can be tedious and error-prone. Some files necessary to build or process a model
might have moved, or even be deleted, precluding the reproduction of results and ultimately
even reusing the model. Approaches such as the COMBINE archive introduced in Section 4.2,
can encapsulate everything there is to know about a specific modelling project, including
the instructions on how to “open” the archive and interpret it. I developed a Fully Featured
COMBINE archive to demonstrate the impact of this approach, see Section 4.3. The tools that I
developed and presented in Section 4.4 breath life into COMBINE archives. For example, a
web interface provides intuitive access to creating and sharing reproducible simulation studies
bundled in COMBINE archives. These simulation studies can then automatically be run and
evaluated at the SED-ML Web Tools. Together, my tools support modellers with promoting and
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publishing their work by means of creating, exploring, modifying, and sharing their modelling
results in a reproducible and transparent fashion.
In the future, I envision a digital publication, whose graphs have extra buttons to download
the corresponding in silico experiment, including whatever is necessary to rerun it. The
simulation tool of my choice is then able to understand and run the experiment, and eventually
reproduces the exact figure from the publication. This would give everyone the power to
validate the described findings and to “play” with the virtual experiment. The tools presented
in Chapter 4 point in that direction. In fact, the envisioned publication is not too far away!
Graphs in a digital publication do not need to be defined in an image format, but can instead be
described in a COMBINE archive, which produces the numerical and graphical result. Moreover,
the graph may also be interactive using modern web techniques. Two buttons next to the graph
may send the user (together with the corresponding COMBINE archive), for example, (i) to the
CombineArchiveWeb application, if the user wants to explore and modify the simulation study,
or (ii) to the SED-ML Web Tools to immediately rerun the in silico experiment and to tinker with
parameters. A third button may link to the model’s page in an open repository, where users
can get more information and explore the model’s evolution. Finally, the COMBINE archive
defining the virtual experiment behind a figure should be properly annotated with provenance
information. Specifically, PROV [MG13] and PAV [Cic+13] offer some compelling concepts
for model provenance, which modeling tools and platforms should take the responsibility of
implementing support for. Equipped with this, readers would know (i) which tool was used
to run the experiment, (ii) which researcher(s) created/contributed to the model, (iii) which
lab/machine generated the date, and so on. Currently, it is quite an effort and includes plenty
of manual work, for just a single figure. However, I am convinced that most of it can be
automatised. A reproducible research environment should be able to automatically track the
provenance of data, analyses, and results and to package them, for example, as a COMBINE
archive.
As proud member of the Free Software Foundation Europe all my software is not just open
source, but also freely available. This gives everyone the freedoms2 to (i) run, (ii) study,
(iii) redistribute, (iv) improve and re-release the tools. Free software helps disseminating tools.
Several major repositories already implement and use my tools, emphasising their usefulness
and validating the implementations. In addition, BiVeS was also evaluated in a thesis at The
University of Manchester, which came to the conclusion
Going forward, the BiVeS differencing software would be the obvious choice [Pot15].
2fsfe.org/freesoftware/basics/4freedoms.en.html, accessed 16 October 2017
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Appendices

APPENDIX A
ISSUES WITH LCS AND
COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
As described in Section 1.2.3 and discussed in [Wal+13], solutions for difference detection
before this thesis were typically based on Unix’ diff, i.e. effectively relying on the longest
common subsequence (LCS) problem [HM76]. While this line-based approach is successfully
applied to manage source code, it performs poorly for difference detection of models. The main
reason is that LCS does not respect the XML structure [RSB05], which constitutes model files.
The XML encoding may already change when a model is loaded and immediately exported
(without any modifications) by a model editor. Every software tool has its own preferred way of
representing the model code, sorting the occurring XML elements or breaking lines in the XML
code. Such common changes are detected by the LCS algorithm, but they are in fact irrelevant
for the model’s history and would be neglected by entity-based algorithms.
When studying the evolution of open model repositories (Section 3.4) I also analysed how
my novel algorithm (Section 2.2) performs in comparison to Unix’ diff. Table A.1 compares
the performance of both tools in terms of delta composition. As soon as a single character
(including white space) in a model has changed it is reported as a change by Unix’ diff. Thus,
Number of deltas 12467
Empty deltas reported by Unix’ diff 0
Empty deltas reported by BiVeS 736
Average number of operations reported by Unix’ diff 5453.01
Average number of operations reported by BiVeS 348.49
Table A.1. Comparison of BiVeS and Unix’ diff. The table shows figures on the performance of BiVeS
and Unix’ diff during my large-scale study of the evolution of models in open repositories (see
Section 3.4).
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the number of empty deltas reported by Unix’ diff is equal to zero. In contrast, BiVeS respects
the hierarchical structure of model documents and neglects indentation, line breaks, or the
order of arguments in an XML node. Therefore, it reports 736 deltas to contain no relevant
changes. For the same reason, both tools report a significantly different number of operations
which are necessary to transfer one version into the other. While Unix’ diff needs on average
more than 5000 operations, the BiVeS tool only reports about 350 operations. Moreover, please
keep in mind, that BiVeS typically reports changes more verbose than Unix’ diff. For example, a
typical species in an SBML document looks like the following:
1 <species metaid="metaid_0000007" id="ATP" name="ATP_ADP_AMP_Ado" compartment="cell"
initialAmount="2475.35" hasOnlySubstanceUnits="true" />,→
If this species would be removed in a subsequent version, Unix’ diff would report a single dele-
tion, as this just affects one single line. In contrast, BiVeS would report seven differences: The
deletion of a node tagged species and six deleted attributes. Consequently, one may intuitively
expect a larger number of differences reported by BiVeS. However, the algorithm implemented
in BiVeS still manages to outperform Unix’ diff tool so clearly. The Appendix B contains another
example illustrating the power of BiVeS with respect to mathematical equations.
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BIVES EXAMPLE WITH MATHML
In this appendix I present a simple example demonstrating BiVeS’ power and usefulness with
respect to mathematical equations encoded in XML documents. Given the following two
mathematical formulas:
3 · 5− 1 · 7 (B.1)
1 · 7− 3 · 5 (B.2)
For humans it may be obvious that the two multiplication terms (i.e. 3·5 and 1·7, respectively)
are swapped between both formulas. This, in turn, affects the result: Equation B.1 evaluates to
8 and Equation B.2 results in −8. However, there are of course other explanations possible.
For example, the individual figures may have been replaced. That is, the 3 was removed and
a 1 was inserted, the 5 was replaced for a 7, and so on. As the first explanation (swapping
multiplication terms) requires less operations than the second explanation (replacing individual
figures) it may be considered better, as it is easier to comprehend the change.
Standard formats based on XML typically use MathML to express mathematical equations in
a machine-readable format. Encoded in MathML, above formulas seem a bit more complex,
but the differences should still be graspable even for humans, see Source Code B.1. The default
tool for file comparisons, Unix’ diff, needs eight operations to transform the first version into
the second version: Four operations deleted the original figures and four operations insert the
new figures. The resulting patch of Unix’ diff is shown in Figure B.1a. Similarly, ExamXML1
reports eight entities that have changed, once it is configured to respect the ordering of siblings
in an XML document. The result of ExamXML is shown in Figure B.1b.
1www.a7soft.com/examxml.html, accessed 11 October 2017
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1 <math>
2 <apply>
3 <minus/>
4 <apply>
5 <times/>
6 <cn>3</cn>
7 <cn>5</cn>
8 </apply>
9 <apply>
10 <times/>
11 <cn>1</cn>
12 <cn>7</cn>
13 </apply>
14 </apply>
15 </math>
1 <math>
2 <apply>
3 <minus/>
4 <apply>
5 <times/>
6 <cn>1</cn>
7 <cn>7</cn>
8 </apply>
9 <apply>
10 <times/>
11 <cn>3</cn>
12 <cn>5</cn>
13 </apply>
14 </apply>
15 </math>
Source Code B.1. MathML encoding of simple formulas. The shown XML documents encode the
formulas 3 · 5− 1 · 7 (left) and 1 · 7− 3 · 5 (right) in MathML. There are multiple possible explanations
for the change. For example, the figures may have been replaced individually or the multiplication
terms may have been swapped. The latter explains the change using less operations and may therefore
be considered better in terms of tangibility.
(a) Result obtained by Unix’ diff (b) Comparison report in ExamXML
Figure B.1. Comparison of MathML using typical tools. Both Unix’ diff (B.1a) and ExamXML (B.1b)
detect eight changes between the two mathematical formulas encoded in MathML (as shown in Source
Code B.1). To transfer one equation into the other they would delete all figures and insert the new ones.
In contrast, BiVeS is able to recognise that the multiplication terms were swapped. It does not
report any insert or a delete, but detects the corresponding move operations. Source Code B.2
shows how BiVeS swaps children 2 and 3 of the topmost apply node. Thus, BiVeS is able to
“explain” the changes using less operations.
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <bives type="fullDiff" id="bivesPatch">
3 <!--BiVeS compiled with: [BiVeS FrameWork v1.11.1] [BiVeS Core v1.8.3] [BiVeS SBML
v1.8.2] [BiVeS CellML v1.7.3] -->,→
4 <update />
5 <delete />
6 <insert />
7 <move>
8 <node id="1" oldParent="/math[1]/apply[1]" newParent="/math[1]/apply[1]"
oldChildNo="2" newChildNo="3" oldPath="/math[1]/apply[1]/apply[1]"
newPath="/math[1]/apply[1]/apply[2]" />
,→
,→
9 <node id="2" oldParent="/math[1]/apply[1]" newParent="/math[1]/apply[1]"
oldChildNo="3" newChildNo="2" oldPath="/math[1]/apply[1]/apply[2]"
newPath="/math[1]/apply[1]/apply[1]" />
,→
,→
10 </move>
11 </bives>
Source Code B.2. MathML comparison result of BiVeS. When comparing the MathML trees shown
in Source Code B.1, BiVeS is able to recognise that the multiplication terms have been swapped. It
reports that children 2 and 3 (oldChildNo or newChildNo, respectively) of the node /math[1]/apply[1] need
to be swapped.
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BIVES’ DELTA FORMAT
A typical delta reported by BiVeS is shown in Source Code C.1. Its root node bives is parent of
four child nodes tagged (i) update, (ii) delete, (iii) insert, and (iv) move. Each of them may carry
an unbounded number of diff nodes encoding for particular differences. There are three types
of diff nodes according to the elements in the XML document affected by the modification:
• A diff node with a tag name node encodes changes on an XML document node. For
example, line 13 of Source Code C.1 reveals that a document node was inserted to the
modified version of the document.
• A diff node tagged attribute encodes changes on an attribute of an XML node. For
example, lines 5 to 7 of Source Code C.1 show that three attributes were updated and
line 10 informs that another attribute was deleted.
• A diff node with a tag name text encodes changes on a text node in the XML document.
For example, line 14 of Source Code C.1 states that some text was added to the XML
document.
The details of a certain difference are stored as attributes in the diff node. There are multiple
possible attributes carrying different aspects of a modification, compare Table C.1. A special
attribute triggeredBy marks differences that were triggered by other differences. For example,
if a subtree of the XML document (e.g. a reaction) is deleted, then all nodes in the subtree
(e.g. the kinetic law) are deleted as well. As BiVeS produces complete deltas, which can be
used for transforming the documents into each other in both directions, the XML serialisation
will contain a diff node for every atomic difference in the XML tree. Thus, even if the abstract
change can be understood as a “deletion of a reaction”, the delta reported by BiVeS may contain
hundreds of entities to represent this change. However, all nodes (except the node representing
the deletion of the reaction) will carry an attribute triggeredBy pointing to the diff node that
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entailed the operation. Similarly, if a document node is deleted all its attributes are removed
as well. Every deleted attribute will therefore point to the deletion of the document node using
a triggeredBy attribute. In addition to the attributes specifying a difference, every diff node
carries a mandatory id attribute to unambiguously address the corresponding modification
from, e.g., annotations. Since BiVeS version 1.4.6, the XML serialisation of the delta contains a
comment stating the versions of BiVeS’ modules used to create the delta, see line 3 of Source
Code C.1.
A machine-readable XML schema definition is shipped with BiVeS’ source code. It can, for
example, be obtained from GitHub at s.binfalse.de/bivesxsd.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <bives type="fullDiff" id="bivesPatch">
3 <!--BiVeS compiled with: [BiVeS FrameWork v1.9.2] [BiVeS Core v1.7.2] [BiVeS SBML
v1.7.5] [BiVeS CellML v1.6.6] -->,→
4 <update>
5 <attribute name="name" id="1" oldValue="wolf_2001" newValue="wolf_2000"
oldPath="/model[1]" newPath="/model[1]" />,→
6 <attribute name="id" id="2" oldValue="wolf_2001" newValue="wolf_2000"
oldPath="/model[1]" newPath="/model[1]" />,→
7 <attribute name="about" id="4" oldValue="#wolf_2001" newValue="#wolf_2000"
oldPath="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[19]"
newPath="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[19]" />
,→
,→
8 </update>
9 <delete>
10 <attribute name="base" id="3" oldValue="" oldPath="/model[1]" />
11 </delete>
12 <insert>
13 <node id="1" newParent="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[2]/.../Bag[1]" newChildNo="3"
newPath="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[2]/.../Bag[1]/li[3]" newTag="li" />,→
14 <text id="2" triggeredBy="1"
newParent="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[2]/.../Bag[1]/li[3]" newChildNo="1"
newPath="/model[1]/RDF[1]/Description[2]/.../Bag[1]/li[3]/text()[1]"
newText="electrophysiology" />
,→
,→
,→
15 </insert>
16 <move />
17 </bives>
Source Code C.1. Example of a serialised delta produced by BiVeS. The XML representation
encodes all differences and can be used to reconstruct the original document given the modified version,
and vice versa. The shown delta contains three updates of attribute values, the deletion of an attribute,
and insertions of a document node and a text node.
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Attribute Applies to Description
oldPath node, attribute, text path to the element in the original document; in case
of changes on attributes it is the path to the document
node carrying the corresponding attribute (XPath
expression)
oldParent node, text path to the parent node in the original document
hosting the affected node (XPath expression)
oldChildNo node, text child number among its siblings in the original docu-
ment (integer)
oldTag node tag name of the node in the original document
(string)
oldValue attribute attribute value in the original document (string)
oldText text textual content in the original document (string)
name attribute name of the attribute; please note that renaming an
attribute is not supported (string)
newPath node, attribute, text path to the element in the modified document; in case
of changes on attributes it is the path to the document
node carrying the corresponding attribute (XPath
expression)
newParent node, text path to the parent node in the modified document
hosting the affected node (XPath expression)
newChildNo node, text child number among its siblings in the modified docu-
ment (integer)
newTag node tag name of the node in the modified document
(string)
newValue attribute attribute value in the modified document (string)
oldText text textual content in the modified document (string)
triggeredBy node, attribute, text holds the id of the diff node that triggered this opera-
tion (integer)
Table C.1. Attributes encoding for details of a modification in a diff node. The table lists possible
attributes that carry details of a certain difference.
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF SHORT URLS
As some URLs are very long it is difficult to record them in a paper based format. They sometimes
leave the text block (e.g. https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/21730/21729/21750/21763/21761/21760/21755/20062/20054/19274/19679/19675/20047/20046/show/1848458697/displayPlotFlot)
or break into parts and you never know if a dash belongs to a URL or not (e.g. https://sems.uni-
rostock.de/2016/06/a-container-for-the-combinearchive-web-interface/). Both are challenging
to read, destroy the layout, and nobody wants to type them anyway. Therefore I decided to use
a URL-shortener service for very long URLs, unless I believe that the actual domain helps to
understand the respective point. To shorten the URLs, I used the open source tool YOURLS1,
which is deployed at s.binfalse.de. Even though, the service is running stable at that end-point
for more than seven years now, there is a risk that it will stop working properly at some point.
Therefore, the following list collects the URL mappings used in this document, so that it is
still possible to access the original URLs after my YOURLS instance deceased. Line breaks are
introduced manually. That means, if a line ends in a hyphen there is a hyphen in the URL.
s.binfalse.de/AP1Hz https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/21715/
21716/21721/21718/21719/21720/21722/20061/20053/19270/19683/19674/
20050/20049/show/1848458697/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/AP2Hz https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/21730/
21729/21750/21763/21761/21760/21755/20062/20054/19274/19679/19675/
20047/20046/show/1848458697/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/bivesxsd https://github.com/binfalse/BiVeS/blob/master/res/
bives-diff-schema.xsd
s.binfalse.de/ca-example https://github.com/SemsProject/CombineArchive/blob/master/
src/main/java/de/unirostock/sems/cbarchive/Example.java
1yourls.org, accessed 16 July 2017
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s.binfalse.de/CA1Hz https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/4737/
4760/4530/4531/4532/4534/4535/4547/4548/4550/4554/4555/4556/4557/
show/-977543105/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/CA2Hz https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5651/
5652/5660/5661/5662/5663/5664/5669/5670/5647/5673/5674/5676/5677/
show/-977543105/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/cellmldiffannotator https://github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-CellML/blob/master/
src/main/java/de/unirostock/sems/bives/cellml/algorithm/CellMLDiffAnnotator.java
s.binfalse.de/changefactory https://github.com/SemsProject/jCOMODI/blob/master/src/
main/java/de/unirostock/sems/comodi/ChangeFactory.java
s.binfalse.de/decker-ap https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5446/
4526/5655/5520/5693/show/1848458697/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/decker-buggy https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/model/
Decker2009/53/20140428181215/89
s.binfalse.de/decker-diff https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/m/90/
89/show/-1805825569/displayBivesDiff
s.binfalse.de/decker-fixed https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/model/
Decker2009/53/fixed/90/
s.binfalse.de/decker-s1s2 https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5615/
5407/show/-1767010368/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/decker-versions https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/model/
Decker2009/53/
s.binfalse.de/defaultdiffannotator https://github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-Core/blob/master/
src/main/java/de/unirostock/sems/bives/algorithm/general/DefaultDiffAnnotator.java
s.binfalse.de/diss-v1 https://scratch.binfalse.de/diss/version1.xml
s.binfalse.de/diss-v2 https://scratch.binfalse.de/diss/version2.xml
s.binfalse.de/ecma-376 http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/
Ecma-376.htm
s.binfalse.de/fda https://www.fda.gov/AboutFDA/CentersOffices/
OfficeofMedicalProductsandTobacco/CDER/ucm180482.htm
s.binfalse.de/j8u101 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/
8u101-relnotes-3021761.html
s.binfalse.de/jar http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/technotes/guides/jar/jar.html
s.binfalse.de/jtrust-le https://drissamri.be/blog/2017/02/22/trusting-lets-encrypt-java/
s.binfalse.de/NCX-block https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5303/
5305/5319/5321/5323/5325/5327/5337/5339/5295/5345/5347/5349/5351/
show/-2114380853/displayPlotFlot
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s.binfalse.de/novak93diff http://budhat-dev.sems.uni-rostock.de/
?diffModA=Novak1993_M_phase_control&diffVersA=2013-06-18
&diffModB=Novak1993_M_phase_control&diffVersB=2013-11-03
s.binfalse.de/plosrepro http://blogs.plos.org/everyone/2012/08/14/
plos-one-launches-reproducibility-initiative/
s.binfalse.de/pmr-calzone07 http://models.cellml.org/exposure/
1a3f36d015121d5596565fe7d9afb332
s.binfalse.de/pmr-novak93 http://models.cellml.org/exposure/
1e1bee6ef3243503e7e1531cfd61bb3f/novak_tyson_1993_b.cellml/view
s.binfalse.de/pmr-novak97 http://models.cellml.org/exposure/
e24887f982e9246d05ba0f7152bd4aaa/novak_tyson_1997.cellml/view
s.binfalse.de/rest-curve https://travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5422/
5423/5607/5608/show/-1905553820/displayPlotFlot
s.binfalse.de/retrievalconnector https://github.com/SemsProject/M2CAT/blob/master/
src/main/java/de/unirostock/sems/M2CAT/connector/RetrievalConnector.java
s.binfalse.de/sbmldiffannotator https://github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-SBML/blob/master/
src/main/java/de/unirostock/sems/bives/sbml/algorithm/SBMLDiffAnnotator.java
s.binfalse.de/seek-demo https://demo.sysmo-db.org/models/44/compare_versions
?other_version=8&version=7
s.binfalse.de/seek-docker http://docs.seek4science.org/tech/docker/basic-container.html
s.binfalse.de/ts140 https://support.sas.com/techsup/technote/ts140.pdf
s.binfalse.de/ts140-2 https://support.sas.com/techsup/technote/ts140_2.pdf
s.binfalse.de/webtools-api http://sysbioapps.dyndns.org/SED-ML_Web_Tools/Home/API
s.binfalse.de/zip https://pkware.cachefly.net/webdocs/casestudies/APPNOTE.TXT
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APPENDIX E
COMODI
E.1. COMODI class hierarchy
Release 2017-10-11 of the COMODI ontology consists of 65 classes and five object properties.
The object properties are listed in Table 2.1. The classes are organised into the five branches
(i) Change, (ii) XmlEntity, (iii) Intention, (iv) Reason, and (v) Target (compare Figure 2.6). The
namespace for all COMODI terms is http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#. The complete
class hierarchy is listed in the following. The term’s name can be prepended with COMODI’s
namespace to get more information about it. Readers of the digital version of this thesis may
also click the terms.
1. Change
— Deletion
— Insertion
— Move
— PermutationOfEntities
— Update
2. Intention
— Correction
— Elaboration
— Expansion
— Merge
— Simplification
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— Trial
3. Reason
— ChangedSpecification
— KnowledgeGain
— MismatchWithPublication
— ModelCuration
— Typo
4. Target
— ModelAnnotation
— Date
— CreationDate
— ModificationDate
— OntologyReference
— Person
— Contributor
— Creator
— TextualDescription
— Attribution
— ModelBehaviour
— ModelDefinition
— MathematicalModelDefinition
— ComponentDefinition
— EventDefinition
— FunctionDefinition
— KineticsDefinition
— RuleDefinition
— UnitDefinition
— NetworkDefinition
— HierarchyDefinition
— PortDefinition
— ReactionNetworkDefinition
— ParticipantDefinition
— ReactionDefinition
xvi
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— VariableConnectionDefinition
— ModelEncoding
— AnnotationEncoding
— VcardEncoding
— IdentifierEncoding
— MetaIdEncoding
— ModelSetup
— ParameterSetup
— SpeciesSetup
— VariableSetup
5. XmlEntity
— XmlAttribute
— EntityIdentifier
— ModelId
— EntityName
— ModelName
— XmlNode
— XmlText
E.2. COMODI’s representation in Masymos
As described in Section 3.3, the COMODI ontology was integrated into the graph-based database
Masymos. Thus, changes between model versions stored in Masymos can be semantically
described using terms from COMODI, which makes it possible to integrate further knowledge
about modifications and to implement filters for specific changes. COMDOI’s representation
in Masymos is a graph of nodes, see Figure E.1. Every node represents a term in COMODI.
The nodes are connected using an isA relationship according to COMODI’s class hierarchy,
see Appendix E.1. Nodes in Masymos, which encode for a difference between versions of a
computational model, can therefore directly be linked to terms from the COMODI ontology,
see Figure 3.6.
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Figure E.1. COMODI’s representaiton in Masymos. Terms are connected through isA relationships.
The graph was obtained from Neo4J’s web interface. I added some background colour to indicate the
different branches. Compare the structure with Figure 2.6.
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APPENDIX F
DEMO MODELS USED IN MASYMOS
The demonstration of the versioning concept for Masymos in Figure 3.6 was produced using
two artificially created toy models in SBML. I adapted the models from [Pet16]; they are shown
in Source Code F.1. The original version encodes for a reaction A→ B. In the modified version
the reaction is updated to A→ B+ C . In addition to the insertion of a new species, the setup of
species A was changed: Originally it had an initial concentration of 100, which was updated to
120. The differences, as identified and reported by BiVeS, are shown in Source Code F.2. As
explained previously, BiVeS is able to automatically annotation the differences with terms from
COMODI. The annotations can, for example, be obtained using the --separateAnnotations flag
on the command line. For the diff of the toy models BiVeS produces the annotations shown
in Source Code F.3. For this example I used BiVeS version 1.11.1, which can, for example, be
obtained from our web server1.
1bin.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de/BiVeS, accessed 13 October 2017
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <sbml xmlns="http://.../level2/version3"
level="2" version="3">,→
3 <model name="test_model">
4 <listOfCompartments>
5 <compartment id="default"
name="Default Compartment"
size="1" />
,→
,→
6 </listOfCompartments>
7 <listOfSpecies>
8 <species id="specA" name="A"
compartment="default"
initialConcentration="100" />
,→
,→
9 <species id="specB" name="B"
compartment="default"
initialConcentration="0" />
,→
,→
10 </listOfSpecies>
11 <listOfReactions>
12 <reaction id="r" name="R">
13 <listOfReactants>
14 <speciesReference
species="specA" />,→
15 </listOfReactants>
16 <listOfProducts>
17 <speciesReference
species="specB" />,→
18 </listOfProducts>
19 </reaction>
20 </listOfReactions>
21 </model>
22 </sbml>
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <sbml xmlns="http://.../level2/version3"
level="2" version="3">,→
3 <model name="test_model">
4 <listOfCompartments>
5 <compartment id="default"
name="Default Compartment"
size="1" />
,→
,→
6 </listOfCompartments>
7 <listOfSpecies>
8 <species id="specA" name="A"
compartment="default"
initialConcentration="120" />
,→
,→
9 <species id="specB" name="B"
compartment="default"
initialConcentration="0" />
,→
,→
10 <species id="specC" name="C"
compartment="default"
initialConcentration="0" />
,→
,→
11 </listOfSpecies>
12 <listOfReactions>
13 <reaction id="r" name="R">
14 <listOfReactants>
15 <speciesReference
species="specA" />,→
16 </listOfReactants>
17 <listOfProducts>
18 <speciesReference
species="specB" />,→
19 <speciesReference
species="specC" />,→
20 </listOfProducts>
21 </reaction>
22 </listOfReactions>
23 </model>
24 </sbml>
Source Code F.1. Toy models used to demonstrate the versioning concepts on a database layer.
The code shows the two models used to create Figure 3.6. The original version is shown on the left, the
modified version is on the right. The changes include (i) insertion of species C, (ii) addition of C to the
products of reaction R, and (iii) updating the initial concentration of species A. For a better presentation
in this document I shortened the namespaces http://www.sbml.org/sbml/level2/version3 in the root
nodes to http://.../level2/version3.
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <bives type="fullDiff" id="bivesPatch">
3 <!--BiVeS compiled with: [BiVeS FrameWork v1.11.1] [BiVeS Core v1.8.3] [BiVeS SBML
v1.8.2] [BiVeS CellML v1.7.3] -->,→
4 <update>
5 <attribute name="initialConcentration" id="1" oldValue="100" newValue="120"
oldPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[1]" />
,→
,→
6 </update>
7 <delete />
8 <insert>
9 <node id="2" newParent="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]" newChildNo="3"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" newTag="species" />,→
10 <attribute name="compartment" id="3" triggeredBy="2" newValue="default"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" />,→
11 <attribute name="id" id="4" triggeredBy="2" newValue="specC"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" />,→
12 <attribute name="initialConcentration" id="5" triggeredBy="2" newValue="0"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" />,→
13 <attribute name="name" id="6" triggeredBy="2" newValue="C"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfSpecies[1]/species[3]" />,→
14 <node id="7"
newParent="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfReactions[1]/reaction[1]/listOfProducts[1]"
newChildNo="2" newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfReactions[1]/reaction[1]/
listOfProducts[1]/speciesReference[2]" newTag="speciesReference" />
,→
,→
,→
15 <attribute name="species" id="8" triggeredBy="7" newValue="specC"
newPath="/sbml[1]/model[1]/listOfReactions[1]/reaction[1]/listOfProducts[1]/
speciesReference[2]" />
,→
,→
16 </insert>
17 <move />
18 </bives>
Source Code F.2. Differences between the toy models reported by BiVeS. The result was obtained
by executing BiVeS as java -jar BiVeS-1.11.1-jar-with-dependencies.jar --SBML version1.xml
version2.xml.
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1 <rdf:RDF
2 xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
3 xmlns:prov="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#"
4 xmlns:pav="http://purl.org/pav/"
5 xmlns:ore="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/"
6 xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
7 xmlns:comodi="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#"
8 xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/">
9 <prov:Activity rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#createPatch">
10 <prov:generated>
11 <ore:Aggregation rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#bivesPatch">
12 <ore:aggregates>
13 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#8">
14 <comodi:affects rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-
rostock.de/comodi/comodi#ParticipantDefinition"/>,→
15 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
16 <comodi:wasTriggeredBy>
17 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#7">
18 <comodi:affects rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-
rostock.de/comodi/comodi#ParticipantDefinition"/>,→
19 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlNode"/>,→
20 </comodi:Insertion>
21 </comodi:wasTriggeredBy>
22 </comodi:Insertion>
23 </ore:aggregates>
24 <ore:aggregates rdf:resource="file://bives-differences.patch#7"/>
25 <ore:aggregates>
26 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#6">
27 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#EntityName"/>,→
28 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
29 <comodi:wasTriggeredBy>
30 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#2">
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31 <comodi:affects rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-
rostock.de/comodi/comodi#SpeciesSetup"/>,→
32 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlNode"/>,→
33 </comodi:Insertion>
34 </comodi:wasTriggeredBy>
35 </comodi:Insertion>
36 </ore:aggregates>
37 <ore:aggregates>
38 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#5">
39 <comodi:affects
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#SpeciesSetup"/>,→
40 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
41 <comodi:wasTriggeredBy rdf:resource="file://bives-differences.patch#2"/>
42 </comodi:Insertion>
43 </ore:aggregates>
44 <ore:aggregates>
45 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#4">
46 <comodi:appliesTo rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-
rostock.de/comodi/comodi#EntityIdentifier"/>,→
47 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
48 <comodi:wasTriggeredBy rdf:resource="file://bives-differences.patch#2"/>
49 </comodi:Insertion>
50 </ore:aggregates>
51 <ore:aggregates>
52 <comodi:Insertion rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#3">
53 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
54 <comodi:wasTriggeredBy rdf:resource="file://bives-differences.patch#2"/>
55 </comodi:Insertion>
56 </ore:aggregates>
57 <ore:aggregates>
58 <comodi:Update rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#1">
59 <comodi:affects
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#SpeciesSetup"/>,→
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60 <comodi:appliesTo
rdf:resource="http://purl.uni-rostock.de/comodi/comodi#XmlAttribute"/>,→
61 </comodi:Update>
62 </ore:aggregates>
63 <ore:aggregates rdf:resource="file://bives-differences.patch#2"/>
64 <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#Entity"/>
65 </ore:Aggregation>
66 </prov:generated>
67 <prov:wasAssociatedWith>
68 <prov:SoftwareAgent rdf:about="file://bives-differences.patch#bives">
69 <pav:version>BiVeS compiled with: [BiVeS FrameWork v1.11.1] [BiVeS Core v1.8.3]
[BiVeS SBML v1.8.2] [BiVeS CellML v1.7.3] </pav:version>,→
70 <rdfs:label>BiVeS</rdfs:label>
71 </prov:SoftwareAgent>
72 </prov:wasAssociatedWith>
73 </prov:Activity>
74 </rdf:RDF>
Source Code F.3. Annotations of the differences between the toy models reported by BiVeS. The
result was obtained by executing BiVeS as java -jar BiVeS-1.11.1-jar-with-dependencies.jar --SBML
--separateAnnotations version1.xml version2.xml.
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPED FOR THIS
THESIS
During my time as a PhD candidate, I always tried to materialise my ideas into code. Thus, a
number of tools emerged from this thesis. While they are all relevant for my thesis, not every
tool managed to get mentioned in this document. Some of the tools are the result of successful
collaborations. The following sections will briefly present some of the tools, summarised in
Table G.1. All tools are free software: Everyone is allowed to run, study, modify, and redistribute
them1. The source code can typically be found at GitHub2 and compiled binaries are available
from bin.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de. Tools developed in Java typically implement support for
Maven, and thus can easily be integrated in other software projects. They are either packaged
under the group-id de.uni-rostock.sbi3 or de.unirostock.sems4. In the following I will describe
the tools from a rather technical perspective.
1fsfe.org/freesoftware/basics/4freedoms.en.html, accessed 8 February 2018
2github.com/binfalse, accessed 8 February 2018
3Available from search.maven.org/#search%7Cga%7C1%7Cg%3A%22de.uni-rostock.sbi%22, accessed 8 February
2018
4Available from our third-party Maven repository mvn.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de, accessed 8 February 2018
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G.1. BiVeS
BiVeS implements my algorithm to detect and communicate differences in computational
models, see Section 2.2. It is written in Java and, thus, operating system independent. BiVeS
consists of a number of modules, as shown in Figure 2.3. All modules are developed at GitHub;
the repositories can be found at:
BiVeS-Core github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-Core
BiVeS-SBML github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-SBML
BiVeS-CellML github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-CellML
BiVeS github.com/binfalse/BiVeS
BiVeS-WebApp github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-WebApp
BiVeS-WebApp-Client github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-WebApp-Client
BiVeS-Core provides the infrastructure for the BiVeS framework, including API methods,
general mapping strategies and means to communicate identified differences. BiVeS-SBML and
BiVeS-CellML make BiVeS understand the domain characteristics of models encoded in SBML
and CellML, respectively. The BiVeS module implements a command line interface and bundels
the framework. Unnecessary modules can be discarded (e.g. the developers of a repository for
models in CellML format do not need to compile the SBML module into BiVeS). In addition,
the modular design of BiVeS is ready to support further standard formats.
BiVeS-WebApp implements a web interface on top of BiVeS. Models can be submitted through
HTTP POST requests and the comparison will be done on the server side. Thus, BiVeS can be
used for virtually any tool and PC that has an internet connection. The BiVeS-WebApp is also
available as a Docker image from the Docker Hub as binfalse/bives-webapp5, which makes it
very easy to deploy a new instance of BiVeS. A public instance of the application is available at
bives.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de. The BiVeS-WebApp-Client library supports developers in
integrating BiVeS into other software projects.
G.2. BiVeS-StatsGenerator
The BiVeS-StatsGenerator implements the pipeline introduced in Section 3.4. It uses the
ModelCrawler6 to retrieve all models and their versions from BioModels Database and the
Physiome Model Repository. The files are restructured to facilitate subsequent processing.
Model versions are then compared using Unix’ diff and BiVeS and the results are exported into
data tables. These tables collect figures on model properties and information on the differences,
cf. Section 3.4.1. The results are, for example, used by the MoSt tool to allow for interactive
access to the evolution of models, see Section 3.4.2.
5hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/bives-webapp, accessed 8 February 2018
6github.com/FreakyBytes/ModelCrawler, accessed 20 October 2017
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G.3. BudHat
BudHat was my first prototypic implementation of a versioning system to demonstrate the impact
of BiVeS. BudHat is a web-based interface developed in Java and uses BiVeS through its Java API.
The first version used to use Cytoscape Web7 and can be found at budhat.bio.informatik.uni-
rostock.de. In the second version I implemented support for Cytoscape.js8; it can be found at
budhat-dev.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de. BudHat always recomputes the differences online
and shows the results reported by BiVeS in different formats. However, as there are already
many other real-life showcases demonstrating the power of BiVeS (compare Section 3), BudHat
is discontinued and only survives for the references.
G.4. CaRo
I compared the approaches behind COMBINE archives and Research Objects and found both
formats quite similar. Sure, they focus and emphasise different aspects and use other formats
to store metadata. However, both approaches represent containers consisting of (i) a manifest,
(ii) metadata, and (iii) files that are related to a research result and, ultimately, cut the ground
from each other. Therefore, I developed the CaRo library, which is able to convert a COMBINE
archive into a Research Object and vice versa. CaRo is written in Java and available from GitHub
at github.com/binfalse/CaRo. It is in a pre-release stage, because there are still subtle but
important aspects that are not perfectly translateable into each other. For example, COMBINE
archives allow for master files – files that are supposed to be main entries of that container.
There is no such concept for Research Objects. Thus, a converted Research Object may not
necessarily represent the same aspects of a research result. We are, however, working on
harmonizing the standards.
In Addition, I developed CaRo Web, which builds on top of CaRo and provides a web
interface to convert between COMBINE archives and Research Objects. There are two endpoints
(i) /caro to convert a COMBINE archive into a Research Object and (ii) /roca to convert a
Research Object into a COMBINE archive. The development also takes place at GitHub:
github.com/binfalse/CaRoWeb. CaRo Web is also available as a Docker image from the Docker
Hub as binfalse/caroweb9. A public instance of CaRo Web is available at caro.bio.informatik.uni-
rostock.de.
7cytoscapeweb.cytoscape.org, accessed 20 October 2017
8js.cytoscape.org, accessed 20 October 2017
9hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/caroweb, accessed 8 February 2018
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G.5. CombineArchive library
The CombineArchive library is a Java library to read, write, create, and manipulate COMBINE
archives, see Section 4.4.1. It is fully compliant with the latest COMBINE archive specification
identifiers.org/combine.specifications/omex. In addition to the proposed metadata format,
the library supports any other XML-based annotations of files included in an archive. It is
developed at GitHub: github.com/SemsProject/CombineArchive. An example on how to create
and read a COMBINE archive is shipped with the code10.
G.6. CombineArchiveWeb application
The CombineArchiveWeb application builds on the CombineArchive library and provides a web
platform to explore and share COMBINE archives, see Section 4.4.2. COMBINE archives can
be developed in so-called workspaces. A workspace may contain multiple COMBINE archives
and a user may have multiple workspaces. Individual workspaces can be shared with others to
develop COMBINE archives collaboratively.
The CombineArchiveWeb application was designed with portability and an easy installation
in mind. Therefore, it does not require a database back-end and there is no complicated mech-
anism to authenticate users. The storage concept rests on a sophisticated filesystem structure:
Workspaces are represented by directories, which may contain COMBINE archives. For both the
workspace identifiers and the COMBINE archive identifiers the CombineArchiveWeb application
uses Universally Unique Identifiers11 (UUID). To manage workspaces a Java Properties12 file
is used, which, e.g., contains mappings between names and identifiers. The authentication
boils down to the knowledge of workspace identifiers: If a user knows the UUID associated
to a workspace he has access to that workspace. The workspaces of a user are stored in the
user’s cookies. Thus, workspaces are browser- and profile-dependent, but can easily be shared
through links of the format https://DOMAIN/rest/share/WORKSPACE_UUID. This endpoint then just
extends the cookie value of the user with the corresponding workspace UUID.
Space constraints can be implemented using quotas in the configuration of the Combine-
ArchiveWeb application. This way it is, for example, possible to limit the maximum size of a
workspace or an archive. The application also tracks last-access times of workspaces, which
makes it possible to remove orphaned workspaces.
A public instance of the CombineArchiveWeb application is available at cat.bio.informatik.uni-
rostock.de. As the application is also available as a Docker image from the Docker Hub as
binfalse/webcat13, it is fairly easy to install and maintain an individual instance.
10s.binfalse.de/ca-example, accessed 23 October 2017
11en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universally_unique_identifier, accessed 8 February 2018
12docs.oracle.com/javase/9/docs/api/java/util/Properties.html, accessed 8 February 2018
13hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/webcat, accessed 8 February 2018
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G.7. CombineExt
The CombineExt library is a collection of extensions, which eases working with COMBINE-
based standards in Java tools. The library is, for example, able to recognise the format of a file
encoded in a COMBINE standard (such as CellML, SBML, or SBGN-ML) and to determine the
corresponding Identifiers.org URI corresponding to the specific standard format. For example,
given a model document in SBML L1V2 format, the CombineExt library recognises the file
type and returns http://identifiers.org/combine.specifications/sbml.level-1.version-2 as the
format URI. It thereby evaluates the contents of a file, its media type, or its extension to guess
the file’s format. In addition, the CombineExt library provides icons for COMBINE standards.
Given a COMBINE document, it returns an InputStream to read the icon image from. Available
icons are, for example, shown in the library’s documentation14.
The library was initially developed for the CombineArchiveWeb application, which needs
to recognise formats and displays icons for different file types. The structure of CombineExt
makes it easy to implement support for further formats. To demonstrate how the library can be
extended I developed CombineExt-PharmML15, which extends CombineExt with support for
PharmML.
G.8. Functional Curation WebLab
The Functional Curation WebLab is a web-based repository of simulation studies, which I
developed during my internship in the Computational Biology Group16 at the University of
Oxford17. The idea behind the WebLab explicitly distinguishes between models and protocols,
which can be linked to each other dynamically. The links in these so-called virtual experiments
are realised through annotations with terms from ontologies. The concept is described in more
detail in Section 4.6.
The WebLab platform is based on Java and uses a MySQL database to store models, protocols,
simulation results, and user data. It provides basic password-based authentication for users,
who can upload new models or protocols, and (re)submit virtual experiments. The WebLab
integrates the CombineArchive library to package virtual experiments as COMBINE archives,
which at least consist of a model and a protocol. These experiments can then be sent to a
compute node, which is able to understand the simulation job encoded in the COMBINE archive
and runs the simulation using the Chaste software library [Mir+13]. Once Chaste has finished
its calculations, the simulation results are again packaged into a COMBINE archive and sent
back to the WebLab. The Functional Curation WebLab makes it easy to compare the results of
14semsproject.github.io/CombineExt/CombineIconizer, accessed 8 February 2018
15semsproject.github.io/CombineExt-PharmMl, accessed 8 February 2018
16www.cs.ox.ac.uk/research/compbio/index.html, accessed 27 February 2018
17www.ox.ac.uk, accessed 27 February 2018
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different experiments, see for instance Figures 4.10 and 4.11. To visualise the results the WebLab
integrated three different JavaScript libraries: Flot18, HighCharts19, and D320. Simulation
results can be downloaded file-wise, or packaged as COMBINE archive. A sophisticated URL
structure realises shareable permanent links using identifiers from the database back-end. For
example, the link .../compare/e/5651/5652/5660/show/1848458697/displayPlotHC21 compares the
experiments Carro 2011 Endo & Steady state 2Hz pacing (identifier 5651), Carro 2011 Epi & Steady
state 2Hz pacing (identifier 5652), and Fink 2008 & Steady state 2Hz pacing (identifier 5660). More
specifically, it shows the comparison of the file outputs_Final_pace_voltage_gnuplot_data.csv
(identifier 1848458697) using the HighCharts library (displayPlotHC).
The whole WebLab was designed with version control in mind. That is, all entities may
exist in multiple versions. New versions of models and protocols can be uploaded without
overwriting or invalidating old ones. Similarly, new versions of simulation results can be
generated by resubmitting an experiment. All (public) versions of an entity are accessible and
comparable through the WebLab’s portal22. The files in different version can be compared
using Unix’ diff or BiVeS, if applicable. For example, Figure 3.3 shows the comparison of two
model versions at the Functional Curation WebLab.
G.9. jComodi
The COMODI ontology empowers users and software to describe changes in a model on the se-
mantic level, see Section 2.4. In addition, I devised the jComodi Java library to assist developers
in implementing support for COMODI in Java-based software tools. Using jComodi, it is easy to
read and export changes between (versions of) models. jComodi also integrates Apache’s Jena23
and is, thus, able to handle considerably complex annotations. A ChangeFactory24 can be used
to generate annotations. Annotations can be serialised as either RDF/XML or TURTLE. jComodi
is already integrated in the BiVeS framework. BiVeS provides an abstract class DefaultDiffAnnot-
ator25 and two implementations of it (SBMLDiffAnnotator26 and CellMLDiffAnnotator27), which
use jComodi to automatically annotate identified differences between versions of computational
models.
18www.flotcharts.org, accessed 27 February 2018
19www.highcharts.com, accessed 27 February 2018
20d3js.org, accessed 27 February 2018
21travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration/compare/e/5651/5652/5660/show/1848458697/displayPlotHC, ac-
cessed 27 February 2018
22see for example the different versions of the Decker 2009 model s.binfalse.de/decker-versions, accessed 27 Febru-
ary 2018
23jena.apache.org, accessed 28 February 2018
24s.binfalse.de/changefactory, accessed 28 February 2018
25s.binfalse.de/defaultdiffannotator, accessed 28 February 2018
26s.binfalse.de/sbmldiffannotator, accessed 28 February 2018
27s.binfalse.de/cellmldiffannotator, accessed 28 February 2018
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G.10. M2CAT
M2CAT is a web-based platform to extract reproducible simulation studies using the Com-
bineArchive Toolkit. It enables researchers to retrieve models or simulation studies from
Masymos and directly generates COMBINE archives from all relevant files. It was described
in detail in Section 4.5. I initially built a prototype and published it at the BTW conference
in 2015 [SW15]. The original code is available at github.com/binfalse/Masymos2CAT. The
platform was, however, fully refurbished by a group of students, who I supervised.
M2CAT’s web interface provides a search field to query a Neo4J database (Masymos) for
simulation studies. The link to Masymos is established through the Morre client library28. Using
Morre, M2CAT is for example able to discover simulation studies based on model annotations
or authors. Matching studies can be enriched with additional files and metadata. So-called
connectors provide connections to third party repositories and web interfaces. A connector
needs to implement a RetrievalConnector interface29. Various connectors already exists to, for
example, obtain curation results from BioModels Database, additional files from the Physiome
Model Repository, and metadata from Pubmed. The project was designed to also support other
third-party connectors.
M2CAT integrates the CombineArchive library. Thus, simulation studies can be downloaded
as a COMBINE archive or exported to the CombineArchiveWeb application, cf. Figure 4.7. The
configuration of M2CAT is possible through context variables of the Java webserver30. The com-
piled application is also available as a Docker image from the Docker Hub as binfalse/m2cat31.
G.11. MoSt
MoSt is a web platform to interactively explore the evolution of computational models, see
Section 3.4. It is primarily written in PHP and JavaScript, and does not require a data-
base. Instead, MoSt uses the resulting data tables of the Statistics Generator to visualise
the history of models, cf. Section 3.4.1. MoSt implements a sophisticated filter mechanism.
Models can, for example, be filtered by type, date, and identifiers32. The filters are reflected
in the browser’s address bar. For example, http://most.sems.uni-rostock.de/#t:s,d1:2004-12-
31,d2:2017-12-31,m:BIOMD0000000426&BIOMD0000000312 filters for SBML models (t:s), which were
created between 31 December 2004 (d1:2004-12-31) and 31 December 2017 (d2:2017-12-31),
and are either identified by BIOMD0000000426 or BIOMD0000000312. Thus, it is also possible to link
to the evolution of all curated models which emerged from BioModels Database (m:BIOMD0), or
to the full history of a specific model (e.g. m:BIOMD0000000312).
28github.com/binfalse/morre-client, accessed 28 February 2018
29s.binfalse.de/retrievalconnector, accessed 28 February 2018
30semsproject.github.io/M2CAT/config, accessed 28 February 2018
31hub.docker.com/r/binfalse/m2cat/, accessed 28 February 2018
32github.com/binfalse/MOST#filter-the-data, accessed 28 February 2018
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Tool License Description
BiVeS Apache 2.0 implements difference detection for computational models,
see Chapter 3, BiVeS actually consists of multiple modules
(github.com/binfalse/BiVeS)
BiVeS-StatsGenerator Apache 2.0 implements the pipeline to analyse models in open reposit-
ories, introduced in Figure 3.7 (github.com/binfalse/BiVeS-
StatsGenerator)
BudHat Apache 2.0 prototypic implementation of a web-based versioning system
using the BiVeS framework (budhat.sems.uni-rostock.de)
CaRo LGPL v3.0 converter between COMBINE archives and Research Objects
(github.com/binfalse/CaRo)
CombineArchive library BSD 3-clause Java library to read, write, create, and manipulate
COMBINE archives, see Section 4.4.1 (git-
hub.com/binfalse/combinearchive)
CombineArchive Web GPL v3.0 web interface to create/modify/share CombineArchives, see
Section 4.4.2 (cat.bio.informatik.uni-rostock.de)
CombineExt LGPL v3.0 library that supports developers in working with COMBINE
standards (github.com/binfalse/CombineExt)
Functional Curation WebLab BSD 3-Clause web portal for functional curation of computational models,
see Section 4.6 (travis.cs.ox.ac.uk/FunctionalCuration)
jComodi Apache 2.0 Java client supporting developers in using the COMODI
ontology, see Section 2.4 (github.com/binfalse/jCOMODI)
M2CAT GPL v3.0 web-based tool to find and export reproducible research
results, see Section 4.5 (github.com/binfalse/M2CATv2)
MoSt Apache 2.0 web portal for interactive access to the evolution of models,
see Section 3.4.2 (github.com/SemsProject/MoSt)
Table G.1. A collection of tools and libraries developed in the scope of this thesis.
MoSt’s visualisations are generated using D333. In addition, MoSt includes the BiVeS web
application to recompute deltas online. The differences are then shown in form of (i) the
human-readable report, (ii) the highlighted reaction network rendered using DiVil, (iii) the
actual delta encoded in XML format, and (iv) the annotations highlighted graphically in the
network of COMODI terms, cf. Figure 3.11.
33d3js.org, accessed 27 February 2018
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Problem Statement
• Models evolve over time.
• New versions of a model, describing the same biologi-
cal process, emerge before and after publication.
• Reconstructing the changes in a model and under-
standing what has been done to it pose two problems
to modelers reusing existing code.
Version control helps to gain insights in
the process of modelling and increases the
confidence in computational models [3].
a1
a2
a3
b1
b2
b3
d1
d2
c1
c2
ti
m
e
BiVeS
Biochemical Model Version Control System [2]
• Java library to map hierarchically structured content
• compares models encoded in standadized formats
(currently: [4] and [5])
• matches unchanged or moved entities in model documents
• identifies inserts and deletes
• constructs a diff (in XML format)
The diff produced by BiVeS can be used to grasp the changes
which occured between two versions of a model.
BudHat
BudHat is a web interface to visualize the differences identified by BiVeS.
• calls BiVeS to construct the diff
• displays the result in various formats
◦ the XML diff
◦ a reaction network highlighting the changes using [6]
◦ a human readable report
• is bound to a database backend holding the models
BudHat can be integrated in existing repositories.
Why not simply use...
...your eyes? XML ist not easy to read and even harder to compare.
Moreover, models are far too complex to waste your precious time!
...unix’ diff? The unix’ diff tool is line-based and optimized to compare
flat files. It is not able to handle hierachical structures.
...SVN? SVN, like other common version control systems (VCSs), uses
unix’ diff tool to identify differences. Therefore, these VCSs are inappropriate
for model version control.
...existing XML-diff detection tools? Their diffs are neither
minimal nor very meaningful, see example on the right.
Version 1
3 · 5− 6 · 2
Version 2
6 · 2− 3 · 5
–
•
•
3
5
6
2
–
•
•
3
5
6
2
–
•
•
6
2
3
5
–
•
•
6
2
3
5
Mapping of common tools,
recognizing that both trees
have the same structure
and identifying 4 update
operations.
BiVeS correctly recognizes
that both subterms are
swapped, resulting in one
single move operation.
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simulation experiment management system
The COMBINE Idea
The ’COmputational Modeling in BIology’ NEtwork (COMBINE)
is an initiative to coordinate the development of the various
community standards and formats for computational models
(BioPax, SBGN, SBML, SED-ML, etc.) [1]. One of the major goals
of COMBINE is to improve the interoperability of these standards,
and to support fledging efforts aimed at filling gaps or new needs.
The steadily increasing size and complexity of models and derived
data poses the challenge of sharing reproducible results. Today,
these results typically consist of multiple model files, simulation
descriptions, publications, and meta data. The question how to
provide all relevant files and modelling results, in a reliable and
reproducible manner, remains.
In 2011 the COMBINE community [2] proposed the COMBINE
archive format [3] which is a container that bundles all files re-
lated to a project into a single file. Typically, it comprises the model
files needed to run a particular set of experiments. In addition, it
contains all associated files that are needed to reproduce the ex-
periments such as simulation experiment descriptions (SED-ML),
semantic annotations, or graphical representations in SBGN-ML.
All files can be equipped with meta-information such as people
attributions and details about the files inside the archive.
Generally, a COMBINE archive is encoded using the Open
Modelling EXchange format (OMEX).
What’s the gap?
Manually handling COMBINE archives is tedious and error prone.
Consequently, computational support is needed to undertake this task.
Only then, it will become possible to exchange COMBINE archives
seamlessly between different applications and repositories. Such a
tool is constrained to provide mechanisms to create, explore and
modify files and meta information in a COMBINE archive.
Our Approach
To provide the needed computational
support, we developed the Combine-
ArchiveToolkit [4]. It consists of a core
library, a desktop application, and a web
based interface. The CombineArchive-
Library [5] was implemented using latest
Java technologies.
It offers all necessary methods to handle COMBINE archives, such
as extracting & browsing through files and attaching & retrieving
meta information.
The CombineArchive web interface [6] uses the CombineArchive
library as a common code base. It is a centralised cloud data
management system that provides basic support for collabora-
tive work. As such, it allows you to share your workspaces with
partners and to work on archives from different physical locations.
Additionally, the CombineArchive web interface offers RESTful ser-
vices which can also be used from other client applications. Users
can directly submit and retrieve models from BioModels Database
and the CellML Model Repository, two open repositories of systems
biology models.
Taken together, our tools support researchers in creating and
exploring COMBINE archives.
Desktop Web
Application Interface
CombineArchive Library
CombineArchive Toolkit
create
...archives from a modelling
project, to submit it eg. to
a repository or to a journal
science sucks - stern i4ever
modify
...an existing archive, eg.
by extending, improving or
correcting its content
explore
...other peoples work, eg.
by downloading an archive
from a model repository
share
...archives with project
partners or colleagues
science sucks - stern i4ever
science sucks - stern i4ever
science sucks - stern i4ever
science sucks - stern i4ever
OMEX Meta Data
The COMBINE archive specification is a highly extensible container
format and uses the RDF/XML standard to annotate content with
different types of meta data. One of these meta types is OMEX.
OMEX provides basic information about a model’s provenance, by
holding data about the author(s), time of creation and time of mod-
ifications. To keep things simple and lightweight, the OMEX meta
data does not supply any mechanism for version control, although
history tracking can be easily archived by using a version control
system [7].
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in XML-encoded Models of Biological Systems
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Summary
Even though models of biological systems are developed,
revised, extended, and reproduced all the time, we lack
methods to track the evolution of these models.
We here present tools for version control for
computational models, which help to:
• Gain insights in the modelling process, thereby
increasing confidence in models [3].
• Improve reproducibility of model-based scientific
results in life science.
• Extend, improve, and correct existing models.
• Find related models.
Motivation
The data from the CellML Model Repository [9] and BioModels Database [10]
prove that models change a lot over time. The image below shows the differences
between the versions of all models available from the CellML Model Repository.
Entities are mostly inserted or deleted, but often the document structure is
modified by moving subtrees around the document.
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BiVeS
Biomodel Version Control System [1]:
• Java library to map hierarchically structured content.
• Compares models encoded in standardised formats
(currently:
TM
[4] and [5]).
• Matches unchanged or moved entities in model
documents.
• Identifies “inserts” and “deletes”.
• Constructs a diff (in XML format).
• Interprets identified changes and filters for biologically
and mathematically relevant differences.
The diff, produced by BiVeS, can be used to
grasp the changes which occurred between
two versions of a model.
BiVeS’s Algorithm
After the document trees have been pre-
processed, the algorithm proceeds in three
major steps:
• Identical entities are mapped onto each
other.
• This initial mapping is propagated into the
tree.
• The resulting mapping is evaluated and
modifications are classified.
In addition, BiVeS is able to understand the
impact of detected modifications and exports
the differences in various formats, such as the
highlighted chemical reaction network or a text
based summary. These outputs can easily be
integrated in existing tools to increase the ben-
efit for the users.
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BudHat
The BudHat [2] web interface demonstrates
the capabilities of BiVeS, by displaying the
detected differences in various formats:
• The XML-encoded delta.
• A reaction network highlighting the changes using
CytoscapeWeb [6], CytoscapeJS [7], or Graphene [8].
• A human readable report listing all modifications
relevant to the model.
The Functional Curation Project [11]
uses BiVeS’s Web Service to track
the modifications of models on their
website.
The SEEK platform [12] uses BiVeS’s
command line interface to
compare the models in the database.
BiVeS provides a sophisticated API to compare models and then visualise
the results. This API is, for example, used by BudHat.
Discover the benefits yourself at budhat.sems.uni-rostock.de!
Integration of BiVeS
There are three different ways of integrating BiVeS:
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The graphic shows that models are
continuously corrected, improved,
and extended.
Some modifications are linked to,
the format used to encode the models
revealing patterns.
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We developed an algorithm that identifies the differences be-
tween versions of a computational model and implemented
it in our Java library BiVeS. Using BiVeS we analysed the
versions of publicly available models. Models are subject
to continual modifications, as seen in the figure on the left,
and we recognised a pattern in the updates. We distinguish
between model related modifications (corrections, improve-
ments, extensions) and format specific updates.
Taken together, our solution provides novel insights into the
evolution of computational models. For the first time we are
able to automatically compare computational models and ex-
port the differences in human readable formats.
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